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EKU's women's
basketball
team lived up
to pre-season
expectations by
winning the
OVC
championship
and post-
tournament.
(Tim Webb photo)
adition\ n 1 : An inherited, established, or customary
pattern of thought, action, or behavior; 2: the handing
down of information, beliefs, and customs by word of mouth
or by example from one generation to another; 3: cultural continuity
in social attitudes and institutions.
transition / n 1 : passage from one state, stage, subject, or place to
another; 2: a movement, development, or evolution from one form,
stage, or style to another.
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Others who came before us have searched the hallowed
halls and the eyes of learned men for truth and the
meaning of our existence. They experienced the
traditions, ever mindful of their importance, but often questioned their
relevance. Like them, we have passed over the grassy fields and
through the shady ravines, intermingling with the ghosts of those who
came before us.
And, we have searched for answers to many of the same questions.
For this is a university.
In our time, at our home away from home, we have discovered,
experienced, and embraced these traditions. The freshman picnic.
The first weekend on campus. A new roommate. Downtown.
Challenging classes. Championship athletics. Homecoming. The
quiet serenity of the "Campus Beautiful."
And much, much more.
The "Campus
Beautiful" is
home to more
than 15,000
students.
(Tim Webb photo)
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Students enjoy
a variety of
activities on the
Eastern campus.
(Tim Webb photo)
e have had good times, and bad. We have made
ife-long friendships. Struggled to gain independence,
confidence, maturity. And we've had fun.
All are part of going to college, and of life at Eastern.
Like those who came before us, we've fed the ducks at the Stratton
Pond. Walked around the track late at night. Cheered the Colonels
to another victory. Slid down the hills in the ravine on borrowed
"sleds" from the cafeteria. Participated in campus skits. Rubbled Old
Dan'I's toe for good luck.
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e found that change — a tradition in itself — was all
around us.
Advances in technology hurdled us toward the new
student-aihietes millennium, transforming what we believed, how we lived, even who we
were. We registered for classes, reserved our dorm rooms, checked on
class assignments, saw our grades — all "on line."
Long lines — once a tradition — are now but memories.
Our clasroom walls extended to the far corners of the Commonwealth,
and beyond, transmitted by satellite and the 'net. We still used
telephones to call home, but a few keystrokes and the push of a computer
button connected us to the world.
We became more mobile, commuting to and from classes, work, and
other destinations we enjoyed.
And, each day, we tried to steal a few minutes to reflect on the
changes around us.
face many
hurdles
—
managing
classes, study
time, practice
time, and
competition.
(Tim Webb photo)
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e Generation Xers, the children of the Baby
Boomers, experienced many Eastern traditions.
And, as participants, we helped transform many of
those traditions into meaningful experiences, and set the stage for
those who follow.
We played hard, demanding the ultimate from ourselves, our
friends, our life. Our games were demanding and reflected the
times, the culture, in which we live.
Winning wasn't everything; opportunity to play was.
Repeatedly, we were told, "Just do it!"
We did. And we enjoyed it.
The Colonels
struggled to
build upon a
winning
tradition.
(Tim Webb photo)
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Friends make
plans for the
evening's
entertainment
(Tim Webb photo)
^^fc
ike our parents, we were "joiners" who sought out others who
shared our interests and beliefs. We went to parties,
dances, mixers. We met to discuss philosophy, religion,
technology. We cared about each other, and we spent time together.
And, like our parents, we went downtown on Thursdays, home on
the weekends, and occasionally, to church on Sundays. For spring
break, we simply went south.
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e enjoyed our year at Eastern. And, why not?
Like the thousands of students who came before
us, we were on our own, making our own way,
preparing for our future. We were with our friends, having a
good time. We didn't take ourselves, or life, too seriously.
Surely, it was one of "the best years of our lives," just as we
had been told it would be!
The EKU
Marching
Colonel Band
livens up a
Saturday
football game.
(Tim Webb photo)
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Students enjoy
the beauty of the
ravine, a part of
"Old Eastern"
around which
many campus
traditions were
established.
(Tim Webb photo)
ut, we did think about the future.
We were not content simply to complete our studies,
earn a degree. We were focused on a good job, a great
career, success. We challenged ourselves, and those who taught us,
to become better. We searched for opportunities to learn more, gain
experience, become more competitive.
Our ultimate goal — to see it through, to the end. Through all the
change, to become part of the tradition.
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nd, here we are, again ... another year, ended.
Did we realize our dream? Did we do it all? Did
we do or learn anything to pass on to those who
come after us?
Did we, ourselves, become part of the great tradition?
Now, all that's left are the memories... and the traditions we
leave behind. Many are captured on the following pages.
Read. Enjoy. Remember.
A steadfast and
true tradition:
championship
football!
(Tim Webb photo)
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Ola Tungesvik
finds a new,
quick way to
get around
campus.
(Tim Webb
photos.)
rom eating in the college cafeteria to attending the Hang-
ing of the Greens, the traditional activities of college
life are part of the Eastern experience.
Times do change, however, and along these time-honored
traditions come some transitions in that college experience.
Students of today have changed with the times, but so has EKU.
There is a more CllVCrS© population on campus, students have
more enrichment OppOftunitlGS, styles have changed
dramatically, and students mix many more social activities with
school functions, just to name a few.
Eastern's traditions have made this a school that students
feel comfortable attending, but the new era has added a
touch of ITIOdernneSS so that students respect all that
the University has to offer.
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Homecoming '96!
The Place to Be
he Campus Beautiful definitely was "The Place to Be" Oct. 5
for members of the EKU community.
On a cool, sunny fall day, thousands of alumni returned
home to Eastern, joining students, faculty and staff and
members of the local community for Homecoming '96.
Standing two and three deep on Lancaster Avenue and Main
Street, spectators enjoyed the annual HomeCOITIinCJ
Parade. One of the largest in recent years, the parade
featured marching bands, colorful floats, and a variety of
other units.
At the Colonel Country Fair - billed each year as
the largest tailgate party on campus - the focus was on good
food and fellowship. There, students and faculty members
played host to alumni who returned to reminisce and renew
old friendships and acquaintances.
At Roy Kidd Stadium, more than 17,000 fans joined with
members of the Alumni Band and Chorus and the EKU
Marching Colonels Band in an inspiring rendition of "My
Old Kentucky Home." The football Colonels' thrash-
ing of OVC foe Southeast Missouri was interrupted briefly for
the traditional halftime presentation of Homecoming,
Queen candidates and coronation ceremony.
The celebration continued after the game, as alumni gath-
ered at Arlington's Mulebarn for the EKU National Alumni
Association's and students and others scat-
tered to their individual post-game parties.
The annual fall festival - a lost tradition at many colleges and
universities - remains a popular event at EKU. Homecoming
'96 proved that to be true.
Tim Webb Photos
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No Lack Of
Color
Parade Route
omecoming '96 beat the autumnal change of
colors by a week or two, but there were still
hues aplenty as the annual parade, kicked off
by the Homecoming Run, ambled its way down
Lancaster Avenue and up Main Street Saturday
morning, Oct. 5.
Hundreds of students, alumni and townspeople
turned out on a seasonably cool October morn-
ing for the traditional event, which this year car-
ried the theme "EKU: The Place to Be." Young
and old alike lined the streets through campus
and downtown to catch a glimpse of a wide
array of colorful floats, marching bands, ani-
mals, miniature vehicles, fire trucks, tractors, clas-
sic cars, queen candidates, dignitaries, danc-
ers, tiny misses, tiny misters, Scouts and Brown-
ies, and more.
As the judges at the stand took careful notes,
student organizations cheered wildly as their
queen nominees passed, children scrambled
madly for candy thrown by various parade par-
ticipants and everyone marveled at the elabo-
rately designed student floats. In all, 72 entries
comprised the parade, which lasted about an
hour.
The competition clearly brought out the best
in Greek and other campus organizations.
Judges gave the first-place nod to the Alpha
Gamma Delta/Sigma Chi float. Alpha Delta Pi
and Lambda Chi Alpha took second, and Al-
pha Omicron Pi and Sigma Alpha Epsilon third.
Photos, clockwise from top center: The Colonel points to
victory; President and Mrs. Funderburk enjoyed the
parade from the VIP reviewing stand; EKU proves no
place to be for the SEMO Indians; "Greener Acres at EKU"
plays on the "Place to Be" theme; the EKU Marching
Band entertains with a song; the annual 5K Run precedes
the parade; and one of the Queen finalists waves to her
admirers.
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Homecoming
Queen
Totally Shocked
At Honor
he readily admits that running for Homecom-
ing Queen is "definitely not my style."
So you can imagine Molly Fritz's expression
when she was announced as EKU's 1 996 Home-
coming Queen.
"I was totally shocked," the junior elementary
education major from Flemingsburg said. "This
was something I never really even thought about.
It was an honor just to be nominated."
Representing the Interfraternity Council, Fritz
was the choice among 1 7 finalists. Laura Read,
a junior speech communication major from Bowl-
ing Green, was first runner-up; Janice Boruske,
a junior speech pathology major from Dayton,
took third.
"I had never done anything like this before,"
Fritz said. "I had been through interviews be-
fore, but nothing like this. I was really surprised at
how well I could do. I came out thinking I did an
OK job, but I guess I did a little better than I thought."
Fritz, a 1992 graduate of Fleming County High
School, said she has grown personally and socially
at Eastern, thanks to her involvement with the Delta
Zeta sorority and Panhellenic Council.
"I've gained a lot of leadership ability and come
in contact with many wonderful people," she said.
Fritz spent the remainder of the 1 996-97 school
year gradually growing accustomed to her celeb-
rity role.
"It's going to be interesting," she said.
Other Homecoming Queen finalists were: Lyndsey
Danielle Taylor, sophomore, Danville, III.; Christie
Cornelius, senior, Pineville; Natalie Husband, se-
nior, Louisville; Amy Braun, senior, Louisville; Tif-
fany Harris, sophomore,
Danville; Ann Buffin, sophomore,
Nicholasville; Amanda Lynn
VanMeter, sophomore,
Fisherville; Molly Neuroth, se-
nior, Wilder; Christy Brown, se-
nior, Lexington; Chastity Smith,
sophomore, Richmond; Michelle
Coke, sophomore, Louisville; Lee
Ann Lewis, junior, Manchester;
Kristen Filosa, senior,
Glastonbury, Conn.; and Tricia
Black, senior, Mt. Sterling.
Colonel
Country Fair
Something
For Everybody
m
hy did the Colonel cross the road after the
Homecoming Parade?
Why, to get to the Country Fair, of course.
For six years, the Country Fair has been an
annual favorite for EKU homecoming guests, and
with good reason. The event, always held in the
Alumni Coliseum Parking Lot, is a natural stop-
over for alumni and friends of the University, as
well as current students, between the Homecom-
ing Parade and the afternoon football game.
And there's something for everyone:
delectable food, foot-stomping music, carnival
booths and reunions aplenty.
The Fair offers one of the best opportunities to
meet former classmates, and visit with favorite pro-
fessors and other members of the Eastern family.
"It's very much a community celebration, an
event where everyone can get together, and just
sit down and visit," said Larry Bailey, director
of alumni affairs. "Our goal is to bring people
together in a central location campus, and make
it possible for them to get something to eat be-
fore the game.
"It's always a lot of fun."
The live entertainment this year was again
provided by Zydecola, which brought a taste of
Louisiana to the Bluegrass. In addition, WKQQ-
FM, Lexington, broadcast live from the event.
One popular Country Fair attraction every
year is the Greek tent. Greeks past and present
gathered under the Big Top to visit and remi-
nisce. In addition, many departments, Colleges
and student organizations choose to have their
annual alumni reunions at the Fair.
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Colonels
Put Happy Face
Homecoming
or the football Colonels, "The Place to Be" at
Homecoming '96 was in the end zone.
Six times.
Mix that high-power offense together with a
suffocating defense, and you have all the ingre-
dients for a rout. And that's exactly what a happy
throng of 17,600 in Roy Kidd Stadium wit-
nessed.
The 45-0 score didn't lie. The Colonels domi-
nated Southeast Missouri on both sides of the
ball: 1 9 first downs to seven, 446 total yards to
132. They even ruled the airways with 239
passing yards.
"I was surprised we scored as many points as
we did," said EKU Coach Roy Kidd. "But our
defense played super and gave us good field
position all day long."
The Colonel defense sacked Indian quarter-
back Travis Blevins six times, forced a fumble,
had one interception and forced 1 1 punts.
Meanwhile, senior quarterback Greg Couch,
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who had struggled in a win over Tennessee Tech
the previous week, played his best game of the
season to date, hitting on 11 of 15 passes for
1 93 yards and two touchdowns.
He even added a nifty 1 8-yard TD run.
"We had a great week of practice and it car-
ried into the game," Couch said. What we do
in practice usually determines what we do on
Saturday.
"I was worried about this game, that's all I
was concerned with. We just executed and
outplayed their defense."
Besides Couch's offensive fireworks, Daymon
Carter added 84 yards, including a touchdown,
on 13 carries and Drew Hall contributed 64
yards and a TD on 14 runs.
Wide receiver Bobby Washington was on the
receiving end of seven passes for 96 yards, in-
cluding a 30-yard TD reception, and Rondel
Menendez added three catches for 92 yards,
including a 63-yard score.
But it was a stunning 32-yard interception re-
turn in the second quarter by Eastern's Ail-Ameri-
can linebacker Tony McCombs that foretold a
long afternoon for the visiting Indians. The play
gave the Colonels a 21-0 advantage and John
Wright added a 23-yard field goal for a 24-0
halftime margin.
"We knew they wouldn't be able to run
against us," McCombs said. "They tried to throw
it, but we took that away. We took everything
away."
McCombs, who added five tackles, two as-
sists and two sacks, was named OVC
Defensive Player of the Week.
"Any time you have a shutout, you've played
good defense," Kidd said.
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Y.ou're an average student at EKU, it there's any
such person. Who are vou?
You're probably in vour early 20s. The 21-24 age group
is now the largest, representing 36 percent of Eastern's
student population. The proportion of students in that
age group has been steadily increasing tor the past de-
cade. Interestingly, while the enrollment or students age
17-24 grew 7.2 percent from 1985 to 1995, the enroll-
ment or students age 25 and older grew 100.6 percent
during the same period. The fastest-growing student group
is those age 40-49.
Who Are You?
What Describes The
Average EKU Student?
You're probably among the 92 percent of the students
from Kentucky, and most likely you call a small town or
rural area home. The vast majority ofEKU students come
from the counties along the 1-75 corridor stretching south
from Lexington, although considerable numbers also hail
from the Louisville and Cincinnati metropolitan areas.
You're probably a white female. About 60 percent of
Eastern's 15,161 students are female; about 92 percent
are white.
There's a strong chance that you've transferred to East-
ern from another institution. About half of the most re-
cent graduation class were transfers.
You're probably a full-time student. Fifty-eight percent
of EKU undergraduate students take between 12 and 17
hours a semester. Only a third of the student body at-
tends part time.
You're probably among the 63 percent of EKU stu-
dents who live off-campus.
You're probably a member of the freshman class, which
constitutes 37 percent ofthe undergraduate student body.
Interestingly, the second biggest class is the senior class.
You probably come from a family of modest means.
Twelve percent ofEKU freshmen come from families with
family incomes of $60,000 or higher compared to 21 per-
cent nationally, while 19 percent of EKU students come
from families with incomes below $18,000 compared to
10 percent nationally. About three in four Eastern stu-
21-24 Age
Group Is Now
the Largest On
Campus
Ninety-two percent of
Eastern's students are
from Kentucky, and about
60 percent are female.
(Tim Webb photo)
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dents receive some type of financial assistance.
If you're an undergraduate, a "B" is your most com-
monly earned grade.
Studies show that you consistently identify caring about
students as a University strength, and believe your pro-
fessors do a good job achieving the goals of their classes.
Clockwise from left:
students near the Combs
Building between classes;
cheering on the football
Colonels from the end
zone of Hanger Field; and
studying together at the
library.
(Tim Webb photo
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Right: Underwear
becomes outerwear.
Below: Baggy shorts,
sandals and bandanas are
the style for many; and
Farrah Isaacs, a
sophomore pre-law major
from Richmond, sports a
lime green velvet top with
pipe-stove jeans and zip-
up boots.
(Tim Webb photos)
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T.rends in campus fashions, while widely varied,
took a bit of a backward turn in 1996-97.
"The trends this year are looking back to the 60s and
70s," said Susan Kipp, fashion merchandising professor,
"with the wide leg pants, fabrics such as polyester, and
bright colors like lime green and orange."
A newer trend to hit campus is the tattoo and body
piercing craze, which is one fashion statement that "really
stands out," Kipp said.
"Name brands such as Abercrombie & Fitch, Tommy
Hilfiger and CK seem to be showing up everywhere," said
Susan Sexton, an undeclared sophomore. As for herself,
Sexton said she likes "to dress up to look more feminine
and nice. I like to wear something besides jeans."
Campus Fashions
Trends Blend Old
Yet, Denise Klingenburg, a senior nursing major dis-
agrees.
"Casual and comfortable are the way to go,"
Klingenburg said. "I'm a jeans and a t-shirt person."
With the different roles of the 90's student, fashion
has many meanings. At a university, where students come
from all walks of life, each has his or her own style, whether
it's to follow the trends or their own contrary tastes.
Jennifer Ball, an undeclared sophomore, said, "Fash-
ion is based on individuality and the way you yourself
wear the clothes."
And maybe that in itself is the trend at EKU in 1996-
97. Individuality is the style, but with the ever changing
world of fashions, who knows what tomorrow may bring.
New
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Styles Vary
Widely According
to Personal
Tastes
Body piercing, such as
belly botton rings, above,
is increasingly common,
as is ankle jewelry, above
right.
(Tim Webb photos)
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D espite the fact that entertainment involves fun,
the concept has not been taken lightly at Eastern.
Getting entertainment acts for campus activities re-
quires work, said Skip Daughertv, dean of student devel-
opment. It involves deciding what is available and "who's
out on the market."
In recent vears, many concerts have featured country
music stars. For instance, last year Eastern lured Tim
McGraw and last fall, singer Leann Rimes came to cam-
"First, people have to be on tour in order to perform,"
said Daughertv. He usually makes an offer to performers
Entertainment
A t t r a
Acts
c t i n g
Never
Top-Notch
Easy
They Might Be
Giants, Violent
Femmes
Highlight Year
who he believes will bring a large audience. Then, the
waiting begins to see if the performers accept the bid.
Daughertv said Student Development takes the risk that
the shows will be a success.
"We reap the benefits or having them here," he said.
This spring, the Violent Femmes and They Might Be
Giants were a success, with over 1,800 people attending
the April concert.
Many students have pleaded lor more concerts.
"It would keep more people here on the weekends,"
said Christie Robertson, a third-year English major.
Robertson said she attended an interesting seminar
about creative dating this year, but also said that more
concerts would enhance campus life.
Daughertv said that Eastern's facilities are medium-sized,
and basketball games, naturally, take up many possible dates.
There is only a limited amount of time to use the Coli-
seum as well as a limited crowd the Coliseum can hold.
However, outdoor and evening events have also brought
crowds to campus. In the fall and spring, all-day events in
the Ravine featured regional acts, and nationally-touring
comedians visited campus every Wednesday night.
They Might Be Giants brought an enthusiastic response
from a crowd of more than 1,800 when the group
opened for the Violent Femmes April 1 5.
(Tim Webb photos)
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Clockwise from left:
Violent Femmes guitarist
Gordon Gano; the group's
drummer is framed by a
brilliant display of light;
confetti fills McBrayer
Arena.
(Tim Webb photos)
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Clockwise from right: Chris
O'Kuma, a junior biology
major from Corbin, cleans
equipment at The Gym of
Richmond; Jason Bramlee,
a junior wellness major
from Charleston, W.Va.,
places mail in the Coates
Administration Building
mailroom; Heather
Montgomery, a junior
special education major
from Hazard, sets out pies
at the Gulping Gourmet
Coffee Shop in the Powell
Building.
(Tim Webb photos)
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s tudents spend a lot ofmoney in the name of relaxing
and spending time with friends, whether it be going out for
entertainment and recreation or just grabbing a bite to eat.
What if ail boils down to, though, is that at some point,
money must pay the bills.
Most students receive some sort of financial assistance, which
helps to pay a portion of their expenses throughout the year,
but that's not always enough.
The number ofstudents receiving federal aid in 1995-1 996
was 61 percent, or 9,680 students, said Susan Luhmann, direc-
tor of the Division of Student Financial Assistance. She also
noted that 73 percent, or 1 1,536 students, receive some type of
assistance.
Earning A Living
Ends Meet
n d i n g - B a t t 1
Making
Never E
"I know the federal aid is not enough to support a student,"
she said. For instance, for mothers coming back to school, it
may only be enough to cover books and tuition.
Most students hold down jobs to get through school.
"It's very rare that I run into a student who doesn't work,"
said Art Harvey, director of the Division of Career Services.
He said that many students obtain jobs through the Career Ser-
vices office, whether they be co-ops, internships, or part-time jobs.
"IfI want to eat, I need to work," said Rusty Colon, 24, a gradu-
ate student in police administration, who works at United Parcel
Service of Lexington. He said that his parents help him consid-
erably, but he still needs a job in order to make ends meet.
Even many freshmen find that they need to work in order
to meet the demands of bills, eating, recreation, etc.
Sharon French, a student at EKU's Danville Center, lives on
her own and has worked at a card and gift shop. She does not
receive school loans because her parents pay her tuition and
book fees.
French said that if she did not work, she would have to
move back in with her parents. However, she did not work as
often as she would like simply because she needed time to study.
Colon said that students have it easier than most.
"Those in college are generally the more privileged in soci-
ety," he said, adding that many students have family and loans
to help them out, and they have access to many opportunities
that others don't.
Kim Coleman, 23, disagrees. She has worked at Applebee's
in Richmond for 31/2 years. "It (school) adds one more thing,"
she said, noting that she must receive loans and help from her
dad. She also needs aid because she is married and has a child.
"We hope that students don't have to work so much that it
takes away from why they are here, " Harvey said.
Students Strike
Balance Between
Work, Studies
Stephanie Moore, a junior
accounting major from
Campbellsville, checks out
a customer at Kroger.
(Tim Webb photo)
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F.or a variety of personal reasons, students make dif-
ferent choices about their living arrangements while at-
tending Eastern.
Some prefer the convenience and affordability of a resi-
dence hall.
Many of those who qualify to live off campus make
that choice for freedom, elbow room or other reasons.
Whatever the choice, whatever the rationale, students
feel it's critical to their happiness and success.
Eastern's aging student population and the increased
number of apartments in Richmond help explain why
manv students live off campus.
A Living Question
Students Choose Between
ience, Privacy
But Jennifer Roe, 22, a senior psychology major from
Vanceburg, said she is content to live on campus because
she has easier access to classes and friends.
"I live on my sorority floor," she said, adding that some
to choose to move off campus because they're not happy
with their particular residence hall.
Crystal Johnson, 19, a freshman officer systems and
technologies major from Lancaster, said she's not missing
out on anything by commuting from her Garrard County
home about 20 miles away.
"The purpose is to get an education and get a degree,"
she said. She chose not to live in a residence hall because
she feared she would socialize too much and not commit
enough time to her studies. She also didn't want to quit
her job at home.
Jeanette Crockett, dean of the Division ofStudent Life,
suggested that students should try residence hall life be-
cause of the opportunities it opens to them.
"We think we provide additional educational, recre-
ational and leadership opportunities in the residence halls
that they do not have in apartments," she said. Students
can also meet others with similar interests.
But what about the freedom?
"As adults, we should be treated like adults," said Brian
Blackstone, a senior computer information systems ma-
jor, who acknowledged that every student should at least
give residence hall life a try. "I was ready to start living
under my own rules."
Decision Critical
to Students'
Success,
Happiness
Residence hails make it
easy to share time with
friends.
(Tim Webb photo)
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One of those University rules states that all single, full-
time undergraduate students under 21 not residing with
a parent or guardian are required to pay for a residence
hall room.
The Residence Hall Association and University of-
ficials are working on a variety of renovations and
policy changes to make residence hall life more ap-
pealing to students.
Clockwise from left:
Shannon Smith, a junior
English major from
Lexington, makes a phone
call from her Dupree Hall
room; Derek Humfleet, a
senior speech
communication major
from London, studies at
his apartment; Jim
Harmon, a senior
environmental health
science major from Dover,
Ohio, and an RA in
Dupree Hall, relaxes in his
hammock and chats with
a friend.
(Tim Webb photos)
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TA. h«e EKU campus sports man}- locations where stu-
dents gather to more or less just "shoot the breeze."
These natural gathering areas allow for students to know
each other better, or simply to pass some time before or after
class. Some of the more popular areas include the corner
outside the bookstore, the Ravine, the grill, and even dorm
rooms. Students find the areas popular because of their cen-
tralized location, and because they always seem to be met
with a smile from a friend or passerbv.
The corner outside the bookstore is predominantly popu-
lated bv the different Greek organizations, yet no matter what
time of dav or what kind of weather, you will always find
someone out there.
Kellev Zurkuhlen, a junior speech pathology major from
Louisnlle, said, "Though different groups are gathered to-
gether, evervone seems to really get along, and no one dis-
criminates against whether someone is Greek or not."
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One popular hangout is
the space in front of Todd
and Dupree Halls; during
the warm-weather
months, the Ravine is a
popular place for students
to study together.
(Tim Webb photos)
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On warmer days, more congregate, yet even on cold days,
there are always students gathering around right before or
after lunch.
Another great gathering area is the Ravine. Like the cor-
ner, with warmer weather more students are found lounging
around either by themselves, as a couple, or in a large group.
Individuals find the area a good place to catch up on a little
rest and relaxation after a long day of classes. Couples prima-
rily go there to be alone in a quiet setting, often late at night.
Many students find the Ravine a great spot for group activi-
ties, like concerts or speakers, or to meet and study in a group.
Large organizations also find the Ravine nice because of its
size and easy accessibility.
Though most people think of natural gathering areas be-
ing outdoors, one popular indoor location to gather in is the
Gathering Areas
Inside or Out, Students
Find Spots to Congregate
grill. The spacious area and big-screen television provide a
true college atmosphere. The grill might not be the quietest
area, but it is a spot where many different types ofpeople can
get to know each other.
Commuters particularly like the area because they can pick
up something to eat or watch TV in between classes instead
oftraveling home. Sarah Bowles, a freshman from Richmond,
noted, "The grill is great because of its convenience, and I am
always seeing a familiar face or meeting a new one."
Residence hall rooms are another great spot where stu-
dents can congregate together day or night. The people you
see the most are the ones you live with or near, so it is only
natural that you should all gather together to talk, study, or
watch TV. Though the dorm rooms aren't very big, they are
still large enough for a few friends to hang out.
Dallas Graves, a physics and math major from Mt. Vernon,
said that some of his closest friends he has made on campus
have been roommates and hall mates because they are the
ones he has been able to spend the most time with, watching
movies or just talking. Though residence hall life is not al-
ways the best life for everyone, it is a place where long-lasting
friendships are made.
Where are your favorite gathering areas? Perhaps one of
the aforementioned, or perhaps somewhere else. Either way,
Eastern provides enough places for students to gather, no
matter the time or the weather, individually or in a group, to
study or just to talk.
Students Have
Favorite Spots to
Hang Out with
Friends
Clockwise from
left: The Plaza and
the adjacent Grill
are two natural
gathering areas for
many; one of the
more crowded
locations between
classes is the area
bet-ween the Keen
Johnson Building
and the Powell
Building.
(Tim Webb photos)
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FJL or manv area residents, the first sign that Christ-
mas is near isn't the first few flakes of snow, Santa at the
mall or storefront holiday displays.
Its EKU's annual Madrigal Feastes, a traditional fa-
vorite that celebrated its 26th anniversary in 1996.
Every year, the Department of Music and Division of
Food Services pool their talents to recreate the 16th cen-
Madrigal Feasts
Holiday Tradition
-w
26th Annual
Event Draws
Sellout
Crowds as
Music Dept.,
Food
Services
Join Talents
tur\' form of the traditional madrigal feastes. The Keen
lohnson Ballroom is decorated in the style of an English
castle, and about 275 seven-course meals are served
nightly for three successive evenings.
During the meal, the Madrigal Singers and Court mu-
sicians entertain the guests with light Christmas music.
Following the meal, the Singers present a short formal
concert with selections that tell the Christmas story.
The event often sells out shortly after tickets go on
sale the Wednesday after Election Day.
Dr. David Greenlee, who has directed the madrigal
Singers the past 16 years, attributed the event's popular-
ity to "the elegant costumes, outstanding singers and
slecrions, the presentation of the Christmas story, the el-
egant dinner and reasonable cost."
Jester Jamie Butterfield
entertains the guests; a
sellout crowd enjoys the
festivities.
[Photos by Tim Webb)
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Ella Farthing of
Food Services
serves Jennifer
Williams and
Brandon
Onheiser.
A toast is raised.
[Photos by Tim
Webb)
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Student Regent Melody
Mason (below) joins in
singing a Christmas carol;
Clockwise from right: The
lighting of the candles is
just one of the steps in
recreating the English
custom of decking the
halls with holly and other
evergreens for the
Christmas season; The
67th annual Hanging of
the Greens is the oldest
continuous holiday
tradition on EKU's campus;
about 1 000 students
participated in this year's
Hanging, which featured a
message by Rev. Rick
Trexler, campus minister
for the Baptist Student
Center. The event is
sponsored by four campus
organizations: Mortar
Board, Panhellenic
Council, Interfraternity
Council and Student
Alumni Ambassadors. (Tim
Webb photos)
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e holiday season at EKU
to included the annual
ristmas in Dance presen-
ion, bottom. The concert,
ckwise from below: Dr.
ivid Greenlee conducts
j orchestra; Dr. Alan
Bettler plays violin; and
some of the EKU performers.
The youngsters joined the
college students on "Christ-
mas Fantasia," and the
campus groups performed
John Rimer's "Gloria."
Christmas in
Song and Dance
Deck the Halls...
for the 67th time
The annual
Christmas Choral
Concert took an
historic turn this
year when the
University
Singers, Concert
Choir and EKU
Symphony
Orchestra
teamed with an
all-Madison
County Select
Elementary
Chorus for a
special, first-of-
its-kind joint
performance.
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The Mountain
Bike Club
blazes new
trails among
Eastern's many
organizations
and clubs.
Club and
organization
leaders learn
how to properly
conduct
meetings.
(Tim Webb
photos.)
here's more to college than going to class, cramming for
tests and hanging out with friends.
Eastern has a long tradition of providing ample enrich-
ment opportunities through its student organizations, which now
number over 150. Thousands of Eastern students have learned
the intrinsic value of participating in one or more of the organizations,
which provide unique learning experiences outside the classroom.
The organization help students: acquire leadership skills,
learn more about their major and focus on career goals, expand their
cultural horizons, learn the value of Service, and make lifelong
friendships with students they otherwise might not have met. Members
of Eastern's student organizations also contribute heavily to campus
and community causes, whether it's raising money to help needy
families or pitching in with a hands-on project.
Eastern's student organizations offer something for everyone and
every interest: 32 activity/special interest, 31 academic honorary, 62
departmental, 16 religious, 18 residence hall councils and 10 sports.
Those students who emphasize extra-curricular activities not only
enriCn their college years, but make a wise investment in
their future. More and more, employers in our economy in transition
look for Well-rOUnded graduates who have proven that they
work well with others.
And what better proving ground for that than Eastern's student
organizations?
"An Issue of
A Not Gender"t's no big deal, savs Melodv Mason, that
she and classmate Molly Neuroth are the first
females ever to simultaneously serve as presi-
dent and vice president or the Eastern Kentucky
Universitv Student Government Association.
"This, she said, "is an issue of leadership
and service, not gender."
.And, on that count Mason has more than
proven her mettle. The senior philosophy ma-
jor from Winchester, after having served the past
two vears in various student government posi-
tions, was elected in the Spring of 1996 to the
top seat. She also served as Student Regent for
1 996-9".
"It makes me feel good that people believe
in us and our abil-
ity." said Mason.
"Thev know
we re ^oine; to
work hard.
Long before
she ever thought
of college or
elected office, it
was Mason's
mother who
planted the seeds
of leadership and
hard work.
"My mother
has been my big-
gest inspiration," Mason said. "She has taught
me to be a strong woman.
"Mv parents never pushed me, but they've
supported any decision I've made."
One big decision she made three years ago
was to enroll at Eastern.
"Some people said I should go to a smaller
school so I could do some of the things I was
talking about doing," recalled Mason, a 1993
graduate of George Rogers Clark High School,
where she was vice president of her class for
two years. "My college experience has been out-
standing. I love Eastern and everything about it.
This is my community and the people here have
become my family."
Mason will be missed by a variety of organiza-
tions besides the Student Government Associa-
tion. She has served as the first vice president for
her sorority, Delta Zeta, secretary for Panhellenic,
a member of the Center Board, Golden Key Na-
tional Honor Society and Order of Omega, and
on numerous University committees.
"Both Molly and I are pretty busy people, but
it has helped my academics," said Mason, who
sported a 3.7 GPA at the conclusion of her senior
year despite her full slate of activities and plans to
go to law school.
Neuroth is a famil-
iar name on the East-
ern campus: Molly's
older sister, Julie, was
Eastern's student gov-
ernment president
1992-93.
"I believe in Molly,"
said Mason. "We
know how to get
things done together."
Neuroth, a senior
health care administra-
tion major from
Wilder, has also been
an active participant in
numerous campus organizations.
"I love to be involved," Neuroth said, "and I'll
do everything I can for this campus."
Besides serving as the students' voice,
Eastern's SGA is the driving force behind sev-
eral programs that benefit the campus and
community. In the Pals Program, students
serve as Big Brothers/Big Sisters to children in
Brockton. EKU Reach Out, designed three
years ago by Mason, has raised over $10,000
and helped over 200 families on campus and
in the community.
—Melody Mason
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STUDENT LEADERS— Melody Mason, left, and Molly
Neuroth are the first females to serve
simultaneously as president and vice president,
respectively, of the Student Government
Association.
(Tim Webb photo)
Alpha Phi Sigma Left to Right, Row 1: Heather Nichols, Public
Relations; Dan Shirley, President; Tammy Blake Bingham. Row 2: Eric
Layman, John E. Kaiser; Sean P. Nolan, Vice President; Janet Snow.
American Society of Interior Design Left to Right,
Row 1 : Cheryl Morris, Treasurer; Christy Meade, President-Elect; Krista
Atkins, President; Mary Beth McDanell, Secretary. Row 2: Denise
Beardsley, Dawn Bernac, Christie Reynolds, Christine Gill.
Association For Computing Machinery Left to Right,
Row 1 : Danny Thorne, Secretary/Treasurer; A. Maurice Stratton,
President; Brent Smith, Vice President. Row 2: Craig Powell; Titus
Ngeno; Carol Hopwood; David Fields, Faculty Advisor.
(Steve Bates/Picture Perfect photos]
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Association of Fire Science Technicians Left to Right,
Row 1 : Dan Mclnerney; Brandon Loboschefski, vice president; Jeff
Mayfield; Amy Eades, secretary of fire program; Zenita Campbell; Vicki
Schulte; Nate Rice, treasurer; Jason Burkholder; Mark Sens; Rebecca
Smith; Jenny McMorris, secretary; Chris Steward. Row 2: Chris Johnson,
president; Nate Wilbur, sergeant at arms; Seth Strayer; Eric Ewing;
Alex Capezza; Dan Johnson; Chris Steel; Lee Edwards; Rob Faustner;
Brian Crawford; Ben Dehus; Steve Pennington; Marcus Elliott; John
Oliver. Row 3: Maria Polenzani; Lisa Fakis, Steve Young, Todd Kincer,
David Newell, Troy Johnson, Todd Rowe, Tim Henshaw, Tony Ising,
Mike Jalazadeh.
Association of Law Enforcement Left to Right, Row one:
Tara Hatfield; Adam Reeves, Vice President; Dawnyl Frew, President.
Row 2: Christina Rentas, Carol Elledge, Emily S. Mullins, Sarah
Branham, Deborah Glovak. Row 3:, Steve Noble, Tom Nitshchike,
Marcus Kinney.
Black Student Leaders Left to Right, Row 1 : Michella Howard,
President, EKU Gospel Ensemble; Brandi Colbert, Secretary, EKU Gospel
Ensemble; Tiffany James, Public Relations, EKU Gospel Ensemble;
Johnny Jackson, Director, EKU Gospel Ensemble; LiAnna Williams,
Treasurer, Zeta Phi Beta. Row 2: Ebonee Moorman, President, Black
Student Union; Shanna Brown, Vice President, Black Student Union,
and Historian, EKU Gospel Ensemble; Tamicha Gerton, Assistant
Secretary, EKU Gospel Ensemble; Nicole A. Yancy, President, Zeta Phi
Beta and Gospel Ensemble Director. Row 3: Jeffery A. Gregory,
President, Phi Beta Sigma; Raymond Washburn, Vice President, EKU
Gospel Ensemble; Jeffrey Herron, Chaplain, EKU Gospel Ensemble.
(Steve Bates/ Pic tu re Perfect photos)
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Student Alumni Ambassador Jeremy
Anderson works at EKU's annual
phonathon.
(Jordan Ratliff photo)
SAA:
for Eastern
he University's official goodwill ambassa- groups in a campus fund drive to renovate John
6T
Jnive
dors, the Student Alumni Ambassadors serve as a Grant Crabbe Library, pledging $3,000 over
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three years. It has also sponsored the installa-
tion of diaper tables in the men's and women's
restrooms of
Alumni Coli-
seum. Annu-
ally, SAA spon-
sors "care pack-
ages" from par-
ents to their
student sons
and daughters
at Eastern and,
during Higher
Education
Week, recog-
nizes faculty
with compli-
m e n t a r y
apples.
Membership is by invitation only. All appli-
Student Alumni Association/Student Foundation, cants for SAA membership must meet high aca-
The District comprises 75 schools in nine south- demic standards, write a brief essay to convince
eastern states. someone to come to EKU, attend two recep-
But Jennings would be the first to tell you this tions and complete a final interview process,
is a student-run organization, and she serves mainly "We look for people who are outgoing, have
as a facilitator. pride in Eastern and are willing to work hard,"
"The students make it easy because they enjoy said Jennings, who earned her bachelor's and
being a part of SAA and love what they're doing," master's degrees from EKU. "We couldn't do
Jennings said. "That makes it easy to be a good all that we do without their help."
adviser." Michelle Braun, a senior therapeutic recre-
The SAA is one of the more active organiza- ation major from Coldwater, Ohio, presided
tions on campus. It led the way among student over the SAA for 1996-97.
bridge between Eastern students and alumni.
You'll see this elite group of para-professionals
hosting various cam-
pus and alumni
events, conducting
tours, calling alumni
during phonathons
and helping to recruit
students, among
other duties.
The group's ad-
viser since 1 987, Lally
Jennings, associate di-
rector of alumni af-
fairs, has helped SAA
to quadruple its
membership. That
success was one rea-
son Jennings was
named Adviser of the Year for District III ol the
—Lally Jennings
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Lambda Sigma
through Service
sophomore honor society at EKU was
recognized this year as one or the nations best.
The campus chapter or the Lambda Sigma
Society receiyed the highest honor bestowed by
the organization — Honor Chapter. Of 36
campus chapters nationwide, only about 20
chapters were so
recognized, ac-
cording to Dr.
Ron Wolfe, co-
adyisor along
with Dr. John
Gump.
Lambda
Sigma is a na-
tional honor soci-
ety for sopho-
more men and
women of all aca-
demic disciplines.
They join for the
purpose of foster-
ing leadership, scholarship, fellowship and the
spirit of service. At EKU, Lambda Sigma has a
rich history ofcampus and community service,
Wolfe said.
Consideration for membership in Lambda
Sigma is an honor in itself, Wolfe said. The
chapter takes applications from all freshmen
with at least a 3.3 GPA, then accepts only those
applicants (up to 50, out of as many as 150)
who survive a selection process that includes
an application review, interview and informa-
tive and social meetings.
"We even look at their activities in high
school," Wolfe said. "Anyone who had a 4.0 GPA
their first semester at Eastern but had no activi-
ties in high school probably wouldn't get selected."
In recent years, members in Eastern's Lambda
Sigma Society have:
• delivered Meals on Wheels to the community's
elderly and shut-in.
• tutored school-
children.
• helped to build a
playground for the
children in Brockton,
the family housing
area on campus.
• hosted cross-cul-
tural mixers for EKU's
international students,
as well as collecting
coats and sweaters for
them.
• constructed a
flower garden for a
Richmond woman with a disability.
• organized food drives in EKU's residence halls.
"Lambda Sigma gives students a really good
opportunity to develop a sense of service, leader-
ship skills and friendships that last a lifetime," Wolfe
said. "They have to work at it, but the students are
willing to get involved in lots of activities."
Because the membership changes completely
every year, Lambda Sigma faces challenges that
many groups don't.
"They have to hit the ground running," Wolfe
said, "but by the end of the year, they say it was
worth it."
—Ron Wolfe
Members of Lambda Sigma assist in validating
student identification cards. From left: Amy Barnes,
Kristi Renfro and Sarah Brown.
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Black Student Union Left to Right, Row l: Tiffany James,
BSU Representative; Shanna Brown, Vice President; Ebonee Moorman,
President; Scott Jones, Secretary; Michella Howard, Treasurer. Row 2:
Alisha Hudson, Johnny Jackson, Adrian Laine, Jeffrey Herron, Rachel
Young.
CadllCeUS Club Left to Right, Row One: Susan Hubbard, Publicist-
Tina Knopp, Secretary; Rhonee Rodgers, President; Heather Morris,
Vice President. Row 2: Dr. John Meisenheimer, Sponsor; Susan Stratton;
Michael Elliott; Michael Robinette; Donna Pile; Jamie Varney.
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Chemistry Club Left to Right, Row One: Deana Castle; Andrew
Castle, President; Brook Dunn, Secretary. Row 2: Alan Schick, Faculty
Advisor; John Barnes.
(Steve Bates/Picture Perfect photos)
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Christian Student Fellowship Left to Right, Row one:
Renee Wilson, President; Scott Swicegood, Recreation; Heather Hanna,
Recreation; Joy Mitchell, Devotion; Becky Pennington, Devotion; Maria
Jones, Vice President; Noelle Hale, Secretary; Charlene Keeton, Music;
Brandy Barker, Newsletter; Terri Bush, Newsletter. Row 2: Brian K.
Jaggers, John R. Rennels, Carrie Cochran, Amanda Harris, Gayle
Reynolds, Allison Clark, Kendra Day, Thera Pack, Brittani Collini. Row
3: Robert McGuire, Jennifer Holden, Shanna Kute, Brian Barker, Teresa
Jett, Julie Greis, Stephanie Fitch, Tammy Burton, Brian Kelley. Row 4:
Troy Bowman, Chris Mockbee, Randy Newman, Larry P. Klein Jr., Pete
Cummings, Megan Ballard, Marsha Minex, Rob Hatton, Nathan Smith.
Data Processing Management Left to Right: Teri
McDonald, Vice President/ Treasurer; David Kiefer, President; Priscilla
Hopper, Public Relations; Susan Edwards, Secretary
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EKU Dance Team Left to Right, Row 1 : Jennifer Bennett; Brigitte
Hughart, Treasurer; Marissa DeVaul, Captain; Amy Braun, Secretary.
Row 2: Michelle Elmore, Allison Hinners, Melinda Hall. Row 3: Nikki
Combs, Angie Thompson, Brittany Wallace, Kelly Gossett.
(Steve Bates/Picture Perfect photos]
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Rich Heritage
olonel s Pride" is more than just eligible to join ROTC. Kelly Shrout, daughter
a slogan for the ROTC cadets at EKU. Es- of the former chair of the department, Col.
tablished in 1936 as the third ROTC pro- David Shrout, decided to take a military sci-
gram in the commonwealth, Eastern's ROTC ence class "just for fun". And, as a nursing ma-
program was the largest in the country by jor, she saw the opportunity for a scholarship.
the early 1970s with a total of 3,000 cadets.
The program is
now led by Col. David
Perkins, a 1 977 gradu-
ate of Eastern and
ROTC. Perkins ma-
jored in law enforce-
ment and did not be-
come interested in the
armed forces until tak-
ing a freshman mili-
tary science class. Af-
ter traveling the world
with the Army for 20
years, Perkins got the
chance to come home
to Eastern.
"The students
make this job worthwhile," he said.
Many of the cadets in the program take a full
load of classes and some even hold down jobs in
addition to the heavy responsibilities that ROTC
entails.
"All of the work you put into it is worth it,"
said Tracey Small, the only female cadet captain,
"because the ROTC program gives you a purpose
and a goal."
Before she joined the ROTC program, she was
not even considering going into the Army. Now,
she says, she feels a part of something.
The male/female ratio in ROTC is not much
different from the ratio campus wide, and the fe-
male cadets are constantly growing in number,
Perkins noted.
fa
—Tracey Small
She received a three-year all-tuition-paid schol-
arship, and now
plans to serve on
active duty as an
Army nurse.
"It offers me
and other stu-
dents like myself
the opportunity
to learn things
that you may not
learn in class,"
she said.
Students go
into ROTC for
many reasons:
job opportuni-
ties, scholarships,
and, for some, just a love of the military life.
"I have always wanted to take part in serv-
ing my country," said Ed Stanley. "I want to be
a leader of men and women, not a follower."
Stanley said Eastern's ROTC program has
built his confidence and given him the training
he needs to successfully serve his country.
"You are in a family," said David
Beaman, a senior police administration ma-
jor. "You go rhrough a lot with these
people. You form a close bond."
Beaman had already served four years in
the Army and realized, upon coming to
school, that he wanted to make a career in
the military. Beaman plans on working with
the military police if he's commissioned
Students must take four classes before they're back into active duty services.
Chadwick demons of Sharpsburg and Kimberly
Gilpin of Loyall are helping to carry on a proud
tradition in Army ROTC.
(Tim Webb phatoj
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International Students
Campus Community
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Some of Eastern's international students
pose with International Education
Director Dr. Neil Wright in front of the
Daniel Boone statue.
(Jordan Ratliff Photo)
ollege, what manv Americans take for
granted, can be a special opportunity ror interna-
tional students in the United States, but the added
pressure ofa new country, new language, and new
foods brings a fresh dimension to the term "cul-
ture shock."
Approximately 250 foreign srudenrs attend
EKU. Two hundred of them are regular Eastern
students. The other 50 attend the pre-college
English program known as EELI, or the Eastern
English Language Institute.
"They've taken the big step, just coming alone,"
said Beth Blanchard, secretary of the Office of
International Education.
She said that the firsr week or two is rather rough
because many sru-
denrs do not know
the language ex-
tremely well, they
are getting an
American room-
mate, and the}7 are
eating different
foods. The stu-
dents are excired to
be here, but the
"culture shock"
may not hit for a
month or so later.
Diana Garrido
has been ar Eastern
for 2 1/2 years af-
ter artending her senior year ofhigh school in Paris,
Ky
In her hometown ofMadrid, Spain, people are
more open with their contact. She was startled
when she came here because she was not used to
Hying in a town so much smaller and, when she
attempted to show affection to a female, people
looked at her strangely.
In order for students to feel comfortable in their
new home, many events are held to help them. At
the International Banquet held on Nov. 16, stu-
dents cooked and served authentic dishes from their
home countries. Monthly cross-cultural mixers were
sponsored by a different college within the Univer-
sity each month. Also, the Culture Festival was held
in October, with the Celebration of the Day of the
Dead on Oct. 3 1 . It resembles a Mexican Hallow-
een, with food, music, and dancing.
The focus ofthis year's festival was on Mexico and
Central America. According to Dr. Neil Wright, Di-
rector of International Education, EKU had never
focused on Mexico, which deals extensively with the
U.S "We are economically involved with Mexico and
it has an interesting culture," said Wright.
The purpose or the festival was to "showcase some
other part or the world on campus," said Wright.
Wright hoped that students would be able to
gather more knowledge of Mexico and Central
America and become aware of the differences between
the two cultures so that they will understand the back-
ground of these people when they come in contact
with them later.
Wright said that the international students are
generally not apprehensive about studying in the
United States.
"Most of the internarional students know exactly
what they're going to major in," said Wright. "They
have a plan when they get here."
Most of the students
said that the classes in
their native countries are
more comprehensive
and more difficult.
Ginny Bustamante, a
native of Costa Rica,
said students in her
country who do not
pass a test similar to the
ACT do not get their
high school diploma.
All of the students
agreed that it was more
difficult to be admitted
to college in their coun-
tries than it is here.
"College in Japan is harder to get into," said
Wakako Amano, a senior from Spain. "There is some
study, but once you get in, it's easy to graduate."
Another aspect of life that surprised the interna-
tional students was the food.
Lorraine Thomas, a special education student
from Ireland, said that in her country the food is
much plainer. She also said that the bread and but-
ter taste different, and the chocolate here has more
additives.
"Here, everything has more chemicals," said Kenya
native Charles Waiganjo, who doesn't like the pro-
cessed food. He also said the beef in the United States
is too soft.
Despite any difficulties in adjusting, the students
said that they have had a good American experience.
Thomas has married an American and plans to
stay in Richmond after graduation.
The others are also srudying hard within their fields
and hope to graduate soon.
"(The American experience) is like everything else,
you learn good things and bad things," said
Bustamante.
EKU Dance and Theater Club Left to Right, Row i: Olivia
Rosa, Secretary; Jamie Ballard, President. Row 2: Shannon Willner,
Heather Proffitt. Row 3: Marissa DeVaul; Scott Harvey; Shannon Horan,
Vice President; Or. Marianne McAdam, Director; Lee Johnson.
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EKU Mountain Bike Club and Race Team Left to
Right, Row 1 : Michael Gilinger, Secretary; Joel Mullins, President;
Joseph L. Trauth III, Vice President; Jody McCoy. Row 2: John Hodgins,
Kellie J. Anderson, Kevin Brown, Jimmy Campbell. Row 3: Brent
Callahan, Darren Ling, Michael Butler, Kris Davis.
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Eta Sigma Gamma Left to Right, Row 1: Dr. Donald L. Calitri,
Sponsor; Melody J. Hamilton, President; Christy Brown, Secretary;
Karen Sowders, Treasurer; Christi Geralds, Historian. Row 2: Amy
Brudnicki, Christy Kennedy, Dawn Brotzge, Ashley Havens, Janette M.
Balkcom.
(Steve Bates/Picture Perfect photo)
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Golden Key.Left to Right, Row 1 : Joy Ransbottom, Vice President;
Rachel Cundiff, Public Relations Officer; Dr. Patrick Nnoromele, Advisor;
Rose Coleman, Secretary; Terry Campbell, President. Row 2: Constance
Daly; Betty Wilson; James Butterfield; Kimberley Shoemaker, Historian.
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Gospel Ensemble Left to Right, Row I: Kenina Johnson;
Kimaletta Logan; Ronda Simmons; Michella Howard, President; Johnny
Jackson, Director; Korian Ransom; Kanetha Crowe; Tiffany James,
Public Relations. Row 2: Carrie Oldham; Michelle Taylor; Brandi Colbert,
Secretary; Jeffrey Herron, Chaplain; Esauna Williams; Nicole Yancy,
Director; Tamicha Certon, Assistant Secretary. Row 3: Dawn Garrett;
Brandi Edwards; Ebonee Moorman; Toyia Franklin; Adrian Laine;
Shanna Brown, Historian; Juanetta Taylor; Rachel Young. Row/ 3: Steve
Boardman, Public Relations; Raymond Washburn, Vice President;
La tony a Carr.
International Student Association Left to Right, Row
1 : Mark Wilkerson, treasurer, U.S.; Anelia Shimansky, president,
Ukraine; Iddah Otieno, Kenya; Jumpei Masae, secretary, Japan. Row
2: Beth Blanchard, sponsor; Ricardo Valencia, Columbia; Christianto
Tedja, Indonesia; Sayaka Kawachi, Japan; Tim Augustine, Canada;
and Alfie Cheng, Malaysia.
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Gain Experience
tudents spend much of their time doing the
obvious — studying, writing papers, and going to
class. In their spare time they like to have fun, relax,
and spend time with friends.
To do these things, students need money, but it's
sometimes hard to come by. There's never much time
to earn what is necessary to pay student expenses.
Some students work in restaurants, some work in
offices, and some work and gain experience in their
field at the same time.
This is exactly what Eastern's Cooperative Edu-
cation program is about. Students earn academic
credit, pay, and experience in their major all at once.
Tamara Janeway, a computer information systems
junior, is one student doing just that. She works at
Kentucky Utilities in
Lexington for experi-
ence and pay. Janeway
is at the office 20 hours
a week during the se-
mester and approxi-
mately 40 hours a week
during vacations.
Janeway said the ex-
perience has helped her
tremendously.
"It's like I'm a part of
the company," she said.
She felt like she was not
just another student,
she said.
The purpose of the Cooperative Education pro-
gram, said Director Gladys Johnson, is to allow stu-
dents to gain academic credit, earn money, and to
give students exposure.
The students can network, and decide ifwhat they
experience is what they really want to do, she said.
Many companies hire former co-op students be-
cause they already have experience.
One example is Derek Jones, an occupational
therapy junior.
Four semesters ago, Jones heard about the co-op pro-
gram through Johnson. She taught a class which offered
students the opportunity to get job skills training.
Jones explored a co-op opportunity two or three
semesters ago, and is now employed by the com-
pany, American Rehab Group in Lexington.
"It's a really cool idea," said Jones. Students can
get "on-the-job training, and it looks good on your
Ashley Wolfe was named the 1996 Cooperative
Education Association of Kentucky Student of the
Year for her efforts with The Preston Group, a public
relations firm in Lexington.
[Tim Webb photo)
During the summers, Jones works at Pattie A.
Clay Hospital, Madison Manor, and Kenwood
Nursing Home. Since classes have resumed, he
usually only works every other Friday as an occu-
pational therapy assistant at Madison Manor and
Kenwood Nursing Home.
"The thing I found most beneficial. ..you've
been out and done the stuffyou're learning about,"
said Jones.
This seems to make the difference according
to the co-op staff.
"Students have such a competitive edge" over
students who do not co-op, said Career Counse-
lor Connie Dirks.
"Employers are looking for experience."
Brian
Crawford, a fire
safety administra-
tion junior, also
said he has had a
good experience in
the program.
Crawford has
worked for the
Richmond Fire
Department for
three years.
The depart-
ment takes 10-15
students each year
for firefighter co-
ops. Students get $5 for each run with the city
departments.
Crawford works every third day from 7 a.m.
to 7 a.m. and then has 48 hours off. Some shifts
are busier than others, he said. Some days they
make numerous runs and sometimes there are
hardly any.
Through the co-op program, Crawford also
gained credit for a 1 995 summer internship in Ithaca,
N.Y., where he lived and worked at the station.
"It's a more hands-on experience," Crawford said.
He said that he is hoping to work at the Chapel
Hill, N.C., Fire Department this coming summer.
"More students should take advantage ofthe pro-
gram here at Eastern," said Johnson. Students get
career experience with a degree.
Approximately 46 percent of co-op students are
offered positions after graduation, said Johnson.
Instead ofwasting your time simply sitting in class
all day long, you get to experience the field you are
interested in, said Jones.
"You actually take pan."
-Derek Jones
Fire and Safety
Students Help Keep
/^r
hey started out in a closet. Now they work with limited supervision, I think they're bet-
recent-fceepmffy
work out of a state-of-the-art laboratory.
But it's the quality of work that really mat
ters, and every
vear a group of
EKU fire and
safety majors per-
forms a barely
noticed but valu-
able duty, servic-
ing the
University's
1,600-plus fire
extinguishers.
"They actually
do all the work
and maintain the
facilities in the
lab," said Ron
Hopkins, assistant professor in the Department
of Loss Prevention and Safety. "They have to
>
ter prepared lor any future career."
Dan Johnson, a senior fire and safety major
from Sulfield, Conn.,
has worked in the pro-
gram three years. He
now helps to supervise
the other students,
good preparation for
his career goal of be-
coming a satety direc-
tor tor a corporation.
"Besides gaining
skills in the mainte-
nance and servicing of
fire extinguishers," he
explained, "I've
learned record-keep-
ing, communication
and supervisory skills."
The big benefit tor the University is reduced
-Dan Johnson
discipline themselves, make decisions, write costs, a savings that doesn't come at the expense
reports, and maintain all the files and paper-
work.
Some of the students are paid through a fed-
eral or institutional work-study program; oth-
ers are only earning co-op credit. Either way,
of quality. "The quality of the work is good,"
Hopkins said.
The priority is on making the University com-
munity as safe as possible.
"We make every effort to get into every resi-
they're getting valuable experience, Hopkins dence hall twice a month and the other buildings
said. once a month," Hopkins noted. "That exceeds that
"Because they've now had the opportunity national fire codes recommend."
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Brian Crawford services one of the University's
1 ,600-plus fire extinguishers in the Ashland, Inc.
Laboratory.
(Jordan Ratliff Photo]
Judo Club Left to Right, Row 1: Constance Daly, Vice President-
David Daly, Secretary; Stacy Lemaster, President; Jenny Jackson,
Treasurer. Row 2: Adam Stoughton, Reggie Dalce, Walter D. Hopkins,
Greg Horn. Row 3: Dave Knee; Ben VanArsdale, Coach; Charles Ward,
Sponsor/Faculty Advisor.
Kappa Delta Pi Left to Right, Row 1: Jaime Baker; Candace
McCune, Treasurer; Dr. Shirley Long, Faculty Advisor; Beth Collett, Co-
Vice President; Stephanie West, Secretary. Row 2: Zoey Warthman;
Paul Dodson, President; John Adams, Co-Vice President; Sara
Risenberg, Historian.
Kappa Delta TaU Left to Right, Row l: Laura Lambert, Assistent
Pledge Chair; Jodi Sheriff, Pledge Chair; Jessica Bainum, Social Chair;
Amy Braun, Recording Secretary; Laura Allnutt, President; Emily Myatt,
Vice President; Amber Cooper, Historian; Natalie Barnett, Chaplain;
Mary Ross, Treasurer. Row 2: Venessa Scott, Tamara Sanders, Rebecca
Weber, Lori Horton, Susan Puckett, April Keim, Cora Potter, Sherry
Coombs, Heather Simpson. Row 3: Randi Brown, Hope Proctor, Bethany
Boucher, Macy Wilson, Sharon Hodgins, Kristie Sizemore, Greta Deaton,
Jillian Cushs, Jean Allen Webster, Jennifer Roe. Row 4: Jyoti Khiani,
Tonya Rodgers, Rhonda Rodgers, Brandy Caldwell, Amanda Vanmeter,
Krista Feldman, Kimberly M. Jones.
(Steve Bates/Picture Perfect photo)
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Kappa Mu Epsilon Left to Right, Row 1: Pat Costello, Faculty
Sponsor; Beth Collett; Crystal Colwell; Heather Sadler, Secretary; Lynne
Brosius, President; Tina Jordan. Row 2: David Liu; Jason Newby; Kevin
Zachary. Vice President; Jeremy Miller. Row 3: Jason Isaacs, Miles
Horak, Kyle Kissick.
Medical Assisting Tech Association Left to Right, row
1: Kellee Thurman; Taunya Moberly, Secretary; Phyllis Rogers,
President; Kim Dailey, Treasurer. Row 2: Melissa Embs, Jill Roberts,
Lisa Griffin, Trisa Marriott, Judith Moberly, Sandy Coning. Row 3: Anne
Reynolds, Barbara Douglas, Tonya Prewitt, Brenda C Doan, Jennifer
L. Weiss.
Mortar Board Left to Right, Row 1: Melissa Blanton; Kylene
Kingery, President; Shelly Myers, Secretary; Beth Collett; Jumpei Masae.
Row 2: David Eakin, Advisor; Mandy Ziesmer; Tara Hatcher; Veronica
Shanks; Noelle Hale; Crystal Colwell. Row 3: Bob Cunningham, John
Gregory Brannon, Phil Chorosevic, Christianto Tedja. Row 4: Michelle
Braun; Boyd Gambrel Jr., Treasurer; Jill Richardson.
(Steve Bates/Picture Perfect photo)
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Laura Melius, left, talks with Alyssa Vanderpool
about job opportunities in music education.
(Tim Webb photo)
tf
Career Services Helps
for Students
he prospect of a job after graduation can
sometimes be disheartening when calls for inter-
views are not coming in or when students feel like
they do not have needed experience.
Enter Eastern's Division of Career Services, for-
merly known as Career Development and Place-
ment.
ing her grades, working at jobs related to her
field, and taking advantage of opportunities
Career Services offered.
She used Resume Expert, a $25 software
package available to students that outlines an
appropriate way to write a resume. Haynes also
participated in practice interviews and took a
Students who have taken some initiative to get Speech 330 class sponsored by Career Services.
A^ vroH&tipf6&
on their career paths through the office have found
that they are better prepared to deal with the fu-
ture job market.
"One of the biggest things is to get some re-
lated experience," said Associate Director Laura
Melius.
"Experience ties in with the real world ofwork,"
she said.
Melius said that se-
niors can look forward
to having good pros-
pects for the job
search.
"It's one of the
healthiest job markets
I have seen in ten
years," she said.
The only problem,
she said, is that some
graduating seniors
may not be motivated
in looking for jobs.
This year, the Career
Services office canceled appointments in which get involved early on, said Art Harvey, director
organizations would interview on campus because of Career Services.
Susan Edwards, 22, a computer information
systems major, also prepared for the job search
by using Resume Expert.
She interviewed with many companies spe-
cifically through Career Services.
"They've given me a lot of opportunities that
I wouldn't have had if it weren't for them," she
said.
Fortunately for
Edwards, Melius
said that employ-
ers are looking for
people in com-
puter-related
fields, like com-
puter service and
computer science.
However, se-
niors should not
be the only ones
preparing for the
job search.
Freshmen can
—Scott Bond
so few students signed up for the interviews.
Those seniors who do take the initiative to be-
gin interviewing and job-searching have found
Career Services extremely helpful.
"You wouldn't be able to get interviews in the
first place if it wasn't for them," said Scott Bond,
23, an assets protection major.
Bond felt confident about his prospects for fu-
ture employment.
Career Services can help freshmen seeking
part-time or summer jobs and encourages fresh-
men to meet with career counselors.
They can also help freshmen get involved in
a shadowing program, where students follow a
professional in the field they are interested in
for a day. The service also offers SIGI PLUS, a
computerized career decision-making model.
It is important for freshmen to get involved,
Jacqueline Haynes, an education major, agreed Harvey said, to "start addressing the issue of
that her prospects after graduation were good. making career decisions."
However, she said, "I have to be willing to re- He said they should take advantage of Ca-
locate." reer Services to determine a career path, adding
She was not limiting herself in any way geo- that related experience during the college years
graphically and said she prepared herself to com- is a key factor,
pete with other graduating seniors by maintain- "A degree is not enough," he said.
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9Honor Organizations
Leadership Skills
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onor students at EKU represent more
than good grades in the classroom.
The 30-plus honor organizations at Eastern rep-
resent outstanding students in different aca-
demic areas on campus. Eta Sigma Gamma
offers recognition to health education students.
Pi Sigma .Alpha is a political science honorary.
its name to Lambda Sigma in 1979 when it opened
the organization to men.
Lambda Sigma has 48 members this year. "We
emphasize leadership, fellowship, scholarship, and
service," said Lambda Sigma advisor Ron Wolfe.
Lambda Sigma tutors elementary students and
is very active in raising money lor the American
Phi .Alpha Theta, one of the oldest honor orga- Cancer Society. The organization also sponsors a
nization on campus, recognizes history students. Crop Walk that provides money and food to
Other honor organizations at EKU recog- people in developing countries,
nize students in all academic areas. The Golden
Kev National Honor Society is open to the top
1 5 percent of all juniors and seniors. More than
800 members have been inducted into the
Golden Kev. "Our membership is open by in-
vitation only," ex-
plained Golden
Key advisor Dr.
Patrick
Xnoromele.
Golden Key
sponsors many
activities for stu-
dents on campus
and the commu-
nity of Rich-
mond. The orga-
nization hosts a
book drive for the
Youth Center in
Richmond and
also adopts a school in which members tutor
students.
Each year Golden Key recognizes an out-
standing junior and senior.
Tracie Lynn Daulton, an occupational
therapy major with a grade point average of
3-97, received the Most Outstanding Senior Halloween Party. "It gives students the opportu-
award for 1996-97 at the annual induction of nity to play games and go trick-or-treating," said
members. Cunningham.
"I was very pleased to receive the award," said Mortar Board participates in the Hanging Of
Daulton. "I never had the opportunity to be The Greens every December and escorts seniors
honored this highly until this year." at graduation ceremonies at EKU.
Lambda Sigma Society recognizes outstand- Being a part of EKU honor organizations give
Lambda Sigma is also very active on Eastern's
campus. Members provide home meals, help in
registration or classes by validating ID cards for
students, and work with other EKU organizations
helping Habitat for Humanity.
Mottar Board is a
senior honor society.
Members are selected
from the top 35 per-
cent of the junior class
and are inducted once
seniors. Students are
given application
forms and are re-
viewed by Mortar
Board members. "The
outgoing class selects
the incoming class,"
said Mortar Board ad-
visor Robert
Cunningham.
Mortar Board emphasizes scholarship, service,
and leadership. This year, Mortar Board is focus-
ing on children's issues. Members of the organi-
zation visited children at Shriners and University
of Kentucky hospitals in Lexington.
On campus, Mortar Board co-sponsors a Safe
ing students in their second year of school at
EKU. To be inducted, a student must main-
tain a 3.3 GPA and pass a series of interviews.
Lambda Sigma was originally called
QUEENS, which represented sophomore
students many opportunities to exert leadership and
service skills. Students in the organizations are of-
fered a variety of scholarships both on a national
and local level. "It's a great opportunity for stu-
dents," said Dr. Nnoromole. "Honor students are
i
women at Eastern. The organization changed given the recognition deserved for such hard work."
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Kylene Kingery, left, president of Mortar Board,
and Brynda Lenington, president of Golden Key,
head two of Eastern's leading honor societies.
(Tim Webb photo)
Lambda Sigma Row 1, from left: Chris Hurt, public relations
officer; Jeremy Burns, secretary; Beth Whisman, vice president; B.J.
Ruckriegel, president; Mark Strauss, treasurer. Row 2: Faculty Adviser
Dr. John Gump, Mindy Knight, Lowania Eden, Leah Ann Martin, Christy
Strange, Junior Adviser Kathy Milby. Row 3: Melissa Ellison, Sheenah
Burton, Holly Lemay, Chelsea Givan, Kris Kleine, Faculty Adviser Dr.
Ron Wolfe. Row 4: Jessica P. Evans, Sarah Blossom, Casey Roach, Renee
Neace, Nathan lies. Row 5: Kevin Slone, Joshua A. King, E. Conner
McCracken, Tom Nitschke, Adam Back.
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Music Educators Row 1, from left: Erin L. Leland, Secretary;
Andrea Williamson, Treasurer; Danny Martin, President; Chris Ledbetter,
Vice President. Row 2: Erica Brown, Mark Flannery, Jason L. Green,
John Merz, Amanda Graziani. Row 3: Katherine Duvall, Elsa Walls,
Joe McDaniel, Darren Ling, Lee Black, James Butterfield. Row 4: Michael
Short, Derick Bowman, John Morgan, Kristi Howe, Josh McCoy.
(Steve Bates/Picture Perfect photo)
National Student Speech Language Hearing
Association Row 1, from left: Ann Troxell; Janie R. Shepherd,
Treasurer; Melissa Coleman, Vice President; Eric Dickerson, President;
Beth Waddell, Secretary; Christy Watson. Row 2: Kendra Day, Melissa
Blanton, Stacey Kinderman, Allison Stinson, Cassie Chapman, Faculty
Co-Sponsor Dr. Charlotte Hubbard. Row 3: Michelle Walje, Julie Runyon,
Josie Gridley, Amy Liford, Jeffrey Fischer, Laura Clem. Row 4: Rebecca
Pennington, Heather Miles, Amy Childress, Stephanie Osborne, Heather
Crossfield.
(Steve Bates/Picture Perfect photo)
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Phi Beta Lambda Row I, from left: Ryann Weiner,
Parliamentarian; Amanda Hill, Assistant 1st Vice President; Cathy
Stivers, Secretary/Historian; Amy Stivers, 2nd Vice President. Row 2:
Janel Saylor, 1 st Vice President/Reporter; Teri McDonald, President;
Connie Grissom.
Phi Mu Alpha Row 1, from left: David Davenport, Treasurer;
Jason L. Green, Secretary/Historian; Darren Ling, Warden; Danny
Martin, President; Danny Jones, Alumni Secretary; James Butterfield,
Fraternity Education Officer. Row 2: Kevin Hurt, Brian Williams, Michael
Short, Joe McDaniel, Mason Cornelison, Mark Flannery. Row 3: Chris
Wooton, Lance Schwartz, Michael Galinger, Charles McKinley, Chris
Ledbetter, Eric Burton, Josh McCoy.
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Phi SlCjma Row 1, from left: Robert Creek, Sponsor; John Gregory
Brannon, Vice President; Regina Robinson, President; Krista Henson,
Secretary/Treasurer. Row 2: Joel Beverly, Alan D. Moore, Christianto
Tedia.
(Steve Bates/Picture Perfect photos)
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Students with
Many Services
disabled student is not a handicap for writers, and talking calculators.
EKU. Project SUCCESS, a new program sponsored
The Office of Services for Students with Dis- by the Kentucky Cabinet ofWorkforce Devel-
abilities offers many opment, is a
services for Eastern |
~~~~~ ~~~
monitoring sys-
students throughout tern that offers
college and beyond.
-y-y j # workshops and
The service most £rP0iff'f0/'f,t4i?'f''ifO fPtC4?' tutors to assist stu-
frequently used by dis- V V dents with learn-
abled EKU students is ^Y^ ^0 ^-, * £.^> .*,*%**£ ing disabilities
the issuance of handi- fWWt0000- P0 WOW an d Attention
capped parking per-
» X X // » Deficit Disorder,
mits. In order to park ff/J^i it P00pWf'fe OfH^ The ° ffice of
in a handicapped ' " * - • > ^ Services for Stu-
parking spot, a stu- X • / 0S dents with Dis-
dent must have a spe- EsftZt''fiWff1444f'm abilities was de-
dal EKU permit. Per- " ' " signed to counsel
manent and tempo- —Lynda Chase studems with dis _
rary decals are avail- I 1 abilities, and en-
able, sure that their
Ninety parking spaces are available to Eastern educational needs are met. The office staffworks
students with disabilities, and more were expected with students inside and outside the classroom,
to be added this year. EKU's Division of Public One familiar face in the office the past four
Safety takes extra precaution in keeping the spaces years is Lynda Chase, who in 1995 was EKU's
Student Employee of the Year. Chase, a paraple-available to those who need them.
"We had a lot of violations in the past so we
raised the fine to $50 for parking in a handicapped
zone," said Markjozefowicz, assistant director with
Public Safety.
Handicapped parking is not the only service.
Interpreters are available to students with hearing
impairments. Equipment is available in the library
to help students with visual impairments. One
such device is the Karts-Well reader that reads
books aloud to students. Other devices available
are books on tape, special computers and type-
Lynda Chase, right, a senior administrative services
major, discusses an assignment with classmate
Tonja Bartley, a senior managerial communication
major.
(Jordan Ratliff photo]
gic, was left paralyzed from the waist down at
age 5 by an auto accident.
Upon accepting the award, Chase said
her job at EKU, the first she ever had, gave
her additional confidence and made her feel
"comfortable with Eastern.
"I like the people," the Richmond resi-
dent said of the office environment.
"They're just so nice and easy to work with.
It really is one big family."
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Black Gospel Ensemble
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he Black Gospel Ensemble is a
"church away from home" for many EKU stu-
dents.
The Ensemble "provides a spiritual home
for me and all the other students," said BGE
member Nicole
Yancv.
The idea for
the Black Gospel
Ensemble began
when a group of
EKU students
decided to form a
choir on campus.
It was first called
The Ensemble
with 20 mem-
bers. In the
spring of 1 970,
The Ensemble
became the Black
Gospel Ensemble
when it was recognized by the school.
Today, 50 members call the Black Gospel
Ensemble "home." They meet twice a week to
practice and to worship.
Senior Raymond Washburn, vice president
of the BGE, has been in the organization for
four years. "When I first came up here," he
recalled, "I was looking for my place at East-
ern, and I found it in the Ensemble."
The Black Gospel Ensemble travels through-
out the school year to various churches in Lex-
ington and Louisville. The biggest events for
the choir are the gospel workshops sponsored
by the Gospel Praise Company in February and
the celebration of their anniversary in April.
"We're doing a lot more on campus," Presi-
dent Michelle Howard said. "We all go out to-
gether and do things as a group."
The BGE, which works hand-in-hand with
other religious or-
ganizations on
campus, sponsors a
Miss Ebony Pag-
eant in April, do-
nating much of the
profit to United
Way.
"It doesn't take
too much of our
time," Howard
said. "We just learn
how to schedule
our time."
Tuesday and
Thursday practices
also serve as church service for members of the
choir. "We do much more than sing," Howard
explained. Prayer Partners, a program spon-
sored by the BGE, lets everyone get to know
each other. The group also hosts pot luck din-
ners and talk sessions for the members.
"It's a great place to meet new people,"
Washburn said.
"There are no requirements to be in the
Black Gospel Ensemble.
"It's great," said Washburn. "The best part
is meeting people in all kinds of religions and
spreading the Lord's Gospel."
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Deidra Dunn, a freshman from Lexington, takes
a solo turn as other Ensemble members,
background, lend their voices in support.
(Brenda Ahearn photo)
Phi Upsilon Omicron Front row, from left: Jennifer McNamee;
Carla Arnold, Historian; Christine Gill. Back row: Megan Cory,
Secretary; Jennifer Bryant, President; Stefanie Windau, Vice President.
Pi Omega Pi Front row, from left: Kristi Hester, Treasurer; Cathy
Stivers, President; Amber Anderson, Vice President. Back row: Linda
Burkett; Stesha Shelton, Secretary
Pi Theta EpSllon Front row, from left: Renee Wilson, Treasurer;
Lloyd Zehr, Vice President; Joann Hausser, Faculty Advisor; Melissa
Bolard, President; Jill Richardson, Secretary. Back row: Constance Daly,
Carrie Cochran, Amy Edwards, Jeff Wayne, Joy Mitchell, Tara Hatcher,
Melissa Schwartz.
(Steve Bates/Picture Perfect photos)
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Psi Chi Row 1, from left: Christina Gover; Nicole Price; Alison
Hopkins, Vice President; Jennifer Bridges; Mandy Ziesmer. Row 2:
Demian Gover; Greg Hunter, Treasurer; Mike Stapleton, President.
Sigma Alpha lota Row 1, from left: Kristiana Jackson,
Secretary; Andrea Williamson, President; Dusty Columbia, Vice
President. Row 2: Katherine DuVall, Sergeant-At-Arms; Erin L. Leland,
Editor; C. Maebeth Marler, Treasurer; Amanda McCandless. Row 3:
Jen Mattill, Corresponding Secretary; Julie Babler.
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Society for Manufacturing Engineers Row 1, from
left: Chris Tillery, Secretary; Dwight Rider, President. Row 2: Vincent
Hoover, Treasurer; William Gray; Billy O. Johnson II.
[Steve Bates/Picture Perfect photos]
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For Many,
on Campus
fi&'lma'jeprtf
hen students arrive at EKU, they don't
leave their religious faith behind. Many, in fact,
find even more opportunities for fellowship on
campus.
Heather Stivers came to Eastern in 1993 look-
ing for a home away from home.
"When I got to EKU, which was 2 hours from
home, with no friends, I set off for the Baptist
Student Union in search of a place to call my home
here at Eastern."
With over 250 students at the Center weekly,
Stivers and many others have had no problem
building lasting friendships and finding a place to
fit in.
"When I walked into the doors of BSU, I knew
that I didn't have to
put on a show for any-
one," Stivers said. "I
was liked and ac-
cepted because ofwho
I am."
Stivers, currently
the chapter president,
has been part of BSU
for over three years.
She is part of the mu-
sic ministry team,
and has served for
three years on the
BSU Council, which
plans and coordinates
all of the activities at the Center.
"I can see how God took me from each leader-
ship position to the next," Stivers said. "I can not
imagine my life at college without BSU. It has
been such a part ofmy whole college experience."
The Detour is a monthly dance held by the
BSU. "We use that as an alternative to going down-
town," said Kevin Hurt, senior music education
major from Richmond, who leads the choruses at
BSU.
Besides BSU, Eastern boasts of more than 10
religious organizations. Each has its own mission,
but all with the same goal: to let students know
that there is someone out there who cares about
them.
The types of activities vary widely. The Chris-
tian Fellowship promotes various Contempo-
rary Christian acts in the Ravine free on Thurs-
day evenings. The Catholic Newman Center has
"Pizza Theology" every other Wednesday night
for students to discuss current topics in the com-
munity and the world. The Christian Student
Fellowship takes students to different local
homes for fellowship and devotion on Wednes-
day evenings. "It puts the students back in a
home setting," said CSF Director Dan McBride.
Religious organizations at Eastern also orga-
nize special activities to help students and the
local community
as well as around
the world. The
Fellowship of
Christian Athletes
and the Christian
Connection trav-
eled to Florida to
help hurricane
victims rebuild
houses and
churches. The In-
ter-Varsity Chris-
tian Fellowship at
Eastern is in di-
rect contact with
the International Fellowship of Evangelical Stu-
dents in Kenya. "We're connected to students
around the world," said Director David
Lawrence.
The Jericho Road Outreach is a special mis-
sion funded by the United Methodist Wesley
Foundation. Students set out food and drink
for students coming home from downtown
Richmond. They are also there to take people
home who need a ride. "It's a way to meet a lot
of really neat people," said Campus Minister
Ken Southgate. "It's more like a home than a
church."
/ cxm-notmuf^me-
np^ fifeat wtfoff&
-Heather Stivers
Cara McGohon, left, and Tiffany Harris participate
in a skit at the Baptist Student Union.
[Jordan Ratliff photo)
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Residence Hall
a Voice
he Residence Hall Association was the campus. He said that different parts of campus
impetus for many activities this year lor stu- sponsor different activities but they are all in sup-
dents who lived in the residence halls as well as port of each other.
the general student body. Johnson enjoys being in RHA. "It's nice to be
One major event held by RHA this year able to do something about what students are say-
was "Rock the ing," he said.
Ravine," co- Lynch said RHA
sponsored by the proposed a lot of new
Division of Food policies this year as a
Services. Free t- g / 9 s s result of student inter-
shirts were given M/C, yg, fr"l06fr fa) /?& eSt and rec1 uests -
away, games were WW%^ r ^ " rwr rv €Sf In Todd Dupree
played, and SI 00 • / S and Martin Halls, a
went to the fftW0'fC/* PfP0^ 24-hour visitation pe-
United Way as a * riod was instituted be-
result. s4--£f*s-fsrjsi?/-^- cause students wantedMoiiy <rpnaem# more freedom
Campbell, an Mike Lynch Martin, Dupree and
RHA representa- Commonwealth re-
tive for three ceived new beds, and
years, said she re- ' ' RHA developed a new
ally enjoyed "Rock the Ravine," as well as parking proposal to obtain more parking closer to
"Little Sibs Weekend," where younger siblings the residence halls.
of Eastern students came to campus and were A Residence Hall Redesign Contest also gave
involved in activities throughout the weekend, students the opportunity to make suggestions on
Mike Lynch, president, said RHA sponsored suite-style accommodations to the residence halls,
other great activities, including "A Touch of The suggestions were given to President Hanly
Vegas," the fall formal, and "It's An AIDS Funderburk for review.
Thing, where AIDS patients from Lexington
visited Dupree Hall and talked about their ex-
periences.
Jamie Johnson, a representative from the
Eastside Area of campus, said he enjoyed the
"Monster Mash" dance on the Southside of
"We've tried to be there lor the students," Lynch
said, adding that RHA has tried to make living
on campus more enjoyable.
"It's a good voice for the students. ..it's a proper
channel," said Jason Franz, representative of the
Central Towers area.
RHA President Michael Lynch discusses a residence
hall concern with Stephanie Kleir.
(Jordan Ratliff photo)
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Student Alumni Ambassadors Row 1, from left: Amy
McDaniel; Jim Prince, Treasurer; Temicula Bell, Parliamentarian; Michelle
Braun, President; Kylene Kingery, Secretary; Amy Tanner, Historian;
Christy Watson. Row 2: Melissa Blanton, Erin K. Eliassen, Beth Burre,
Susan Sexton, Jessica Fryrear, Sarene Lewis, Joyce Schulee, Tim
Graham. Row 3: Deanna Coffey, Kori Kinkade, Maria Jones, Denise
Boucher, Terri Bush, Sarah Whitson, Stephanie West, Jennifer Barlow.
Row 4: Mark Honeycutt, April Deroggett, Kim Buschur, Gretchen Wright,
Tricia Roth, Cathy Dues, Chad Harris, Christian Sailor, Alanna Prince.
(Steve Bates/Picture Perfect photo)
Student Contractors Association Row 1 , from left: jeffery
Clements; Travis Harris; Greg Ballard, Vice President; Brett Perry; Chad
Perry; Gitahi Waiganjo. Row 2: Pete Patchen; Robert King, Secretary;
Josh Oesterreicher; T. Stewart Wills; Bryan Fine. Row 3: Yuichi
Furukawa; Jeremiah Johnson; Charles Rowlings, Treasurer; David
West; Stuart Caudill, President; Jinny Morgan. Row 4: John Ballard,
Mike Reynolds, Brett Goode, Bradley Derickson, John Smart, Boyd
Gambrel Jr., Patrick Gamahl. Row 5: Mark Johnson, Lee Hill, Billy
Moody, Jeff Valentine, Faculty Adviser John Stratman, Walter Boles,
Wayne Reynolds.
(Tim Webb photo)
Student Occupational Therapy Association Row
1 , from left: Karen Summers, Activity Chairman; Tara Hatcher, President-
Joy Mitchell, Vice President; Carrie Cochran, Secretary; Laura Robinson,
Treasurer; Alicia Hammock; Andrea Doll. Row 2: Wendy Simmons,
Constance Daly, Dara Graul, Faculty Adviser Kay Rydeen, Joy
Ransbottom, Sara Tempel, Victoria Stark. Row 3: Aaron Shamblin,
Jeremy Keough, Jennifer Young, Misty Brashear, Angie Porter, Faculty
Adviser Anne Shordikie.
(Steve Bates/Picture Perfect photo)
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Student Paralegal Association Row 1, from left: Elaine
Tackett, Faculty Sponsor; Jacindia Denney; Melissa C. Howard,
Historian/Publicist; Christie Mobley, President; Jennifer Means; Katy
Davis. Row 2: Donna Osborn, Patricia Bush, Crystal Owens, Kimberly
Manns, Kathy Bennett. Row 3: Marilyn Nash, Killy Patrick, Sean Bargo,
Jill Bunch, Sue Thornton.
Upsilon Pi EpSllon Row 1, from left: Danny Thorne, Vice
President; A. Maurice Stratton, Secretary/Treasurer; Brent Smith,
President. Row 2: Craig Powell; David Fields, Faculty Advisor.
(Steve Bates/ Picture Perfect photos)
Students
'1
to the Community
alk by the Powell Building on EKU's
campus anytime during the school year and you're
apt to see some student organization (or maybe
several) holding a fund-raiser for some worthwhile
community cause.
From sororities to fraternities, religious groups
to student government and every organization in
between, the campus community comes together
in a spirit of giving the year around.
In some cases, students give of their time and
talents. In other cases, they give of their money.
Many give both to brighten the lives of society's
less fortunate, locally
and around the globe.
In fact, many agen-
cies in Madison and
surrounding counties
have come to depend
so much on students'
assistance that they be-
gin calling campus or-
ganizations with their
needs, especially as
each holiday season
approaches.
"Philanthropy and
service are important
throughout the year,"
noted Dr. Skip Daugherty, dean of the Office of
Student Development, "and students are in posi-
tion to respond to different needs as they arise.
There might be more of a focus around the holi-
days because it's such an obvious need."
In a typical year, Easterns student organizations raise
more than $30,000 for various causes and projects.
A sampling ofsome past projects: home repairs;
trash pick-ups along local highways; coordination
of Richmond's annual Christmas parade; adop-
tion of local families, which receive winter clothes,
food and children's toys; Christmas parties for less
fortunate families and foster children; participa-
tion in a Santa Claus hotline; numerous canned
food and clothing drives; and EKU Reach Out,
an ongoing Student Government Association-
sponsored philanthropy that has included Christ-
Members of Eta Sigma Gamma, a health honorary
society, contribute to a campus food drive. From
left are Christi Leigh Gerald, chapter President
Melody Hamilton and faculty member Phyllis
Murray. The food eventually went to God's Pantry,
via EKU's Catholic Newman Center.
(Jordan Ratliff photo)
• . .<rc #fckr6e#fpep
mas food boxes for about two dozen families
sponsored at $25 each.
Robby Morton, director of residential edu-
cation, said the spirit of giving is part of the
Eastern culture, the year around.
The third annual Sleepout for the Homeless
was held this year, the admission for which is
one canned food item. The idea, besides accu-
mulating food for the hungry, is to raise aware-
ness of and "bring a locus" to America's home-
less. Sometimes, it's the students themselves
whose awareness is heightened.
"It always turns
out to be a rainy
or cold weekend,"
Morton said, "so
it has been a real-
ity check for the
students."
Morton's office
helped facilitate
the formation of a
campus Habitat
for Humanity
chapter. "The
idea came from
students," he said.
"They wanted to
know what they,
as students could do to help."
Students working through their residence
halls and area councils have also assembled
Thanksgiving baskets (containing full dinners)
and visited area nursing homes.
Carla Ellison, a sophomore English educa-
tion major from Corbin, helped with a Quad
Area Council project that involved delivering
Thanksgiving food baskets to eight needy local
families. "We went door to door in the resi-
dence halls collecting food and held a fund-
raiser," she noted. "We were able to buy each
family a 1 2-pound turkey and put enough food
in the baskets to feed a family for a week. It was
real special to see their faces. They were real
thankful, and I really enjoyed doing it."
reaufff cneefrfor
—Robby Morton
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nyone whose image of Greek life was formed by the raucous antics in
the 1978 classic "Animal House" has, at best, a terribly incomplete
mental picture of fraternities and sororities in the 1990s.
Oh, sure, TUI1 is still front and center when Eastern's 22
social fraternities and sororities gather for their myriad activi-
ties. But that tradition is met with an equal commitment to
service, philanthropy, leadership, social development and scholarship.
The benefits of this transition are many and mutual. As they learn the
value of teamwork, Greeks also acquire leadership skills they can
apply throughout their lives on the job or in their communities. They see
the joy in helping others as they raise much-needed funds for campus,
local and national causes. They learn to carefully balance their social
lives with their academic pursuits, and they make many iTienClS who
last a lifetime.
Never is the Greeks' value to the campus and community more evident
than during the holiday season. In some cases, Greeks CJIVe of their
time and talents; in other cases, their money. Many give both to brighten
Thanksgiving and Christmas time for thousands of less fortunate area
residents. Eastern's Greek community has a proud tradition of spreading
joy and holiday cheer to countless needy children and the elderly.
Money raised by EKU's Greek community goes toward reSGQTCII
on cancer and other diseases. Greeks have also pitched in to repair
homes, pick up trash along local roadsides, and helped with various
other community projects
Any season, whatever the need, Eastern's Greek community answers
the cal
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From left: Ryan M. Nobles, Treasurer; Rob Lee, Secretary; Darrin C. McMillen,
President; Mark A. Hamblin, 2nd Vice President.
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From left: Molly Neuroth, Secretary; Lee Ann Lewis, 1st Vice President; Jaime King, President; Amanda Sloan, 2nd
Vice President; Lori Hummel, Treasurer; Whitney Castle, Greek Activities.
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Alpha Delta Pi
Founded Nationally: 1851
Established at EKU: 1969
Active Members: 70
Philanthrophies: Ronald McDonald
House, Alpha Delta Pi Foundation,
United Way
P
w
Row 1 , from left: Genny
Gist, Treasurer; Farrah
Standards, Guard; Shari
Cherry, Philanthropy;
Jessica Arden, President;
Autumn Wrenn, Executive
Vice President; Lyndsey
Taylor, Alpha Education
Chair; Veronica Hayes,
Leadership Chair. Row 2:
Jamie Robinson, Beth
Brown, Theresa Markert,
Heather Wingate, Meredith
Fridy, Sarrah Wrenn,
Farrah Cheek, Amanda
Dearing, Abby Lundergan,
Kimberly Bell, Tracy Wells,
Nikki Music. Row 3: Jamie
Sams, Jessica Lawhorn,
Mary Rose Dailey, Lori
Weis, Erin Robinson, Carrie
Taylor, Alicia Slone, Jenni
Hoverman, Megan Egbert,
Jennifer Rickert. Row 4:
Melissa Turner, Maggie
Guy, Therese Lee, Angie
Clark, Stephanie Woodruff,
Leslie Allen, Maria Johnson,
Molly Neuroth, Katie
Pfeffer, Janice Osborne.
(Stew
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Alpha Gamma
Delta
Founded Nationally: 1904
Established at EKU: 1968
Active Members: 70
Philanthropies: The Alpha Delta
Gamma Foundation (Diabetes Mellitu;
Clockwise from left: Hamming it up on campus;
Kehra Peters, Amy Reed, Patty Harris and
Summer Gillian pause for a photo; and Kira
Spencer, Beth Criss and Julie Costello pose at a <
show.
Row 1 , from left: Beth Criss,
Treasurer; Shellie Fackler,
Vice President, Scholarship;
Shelly Spencer, President;
Amy Cook, Vice President,
Member Development;
Kehra Peters, Panhellenic
delegate; Leeann Gay,
Property Manager. Row 2:
Karen Fackler; Joy Warder;
Amberly Bush, Alumni
Relations; Alisha Ecklar,
Membership Coordinator;
Melissa Taylor, Purchasing
Coordinator; Stacia
Blakeman; Megan Cory;
Molly Rechtin, New Member
Coordinator. Row 3: Natalie
Barnard; Patty Harris, Social
Coordinator and Sergeant at
Arms; Zisha Gregory; Amy
Jo Benton; Stephanie Payne;
Kellye Woodward; Mindy
Finn; Bethany Wasenberger.
Row 4: Jackie Ferris, Jody
Wallen, Amy Ward, Karey
Kleinhemz, Melissa Phillips,
Courtney Kimmel, Farrah
Isaacs, Jenny Depp.
Steve
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\lpha Omicron
Pi
Founded Nationally: 1897
Established at EKU: 1987
Active Members: 69
Philanthropies: Arthritis Research
Smiles reign when the sisters of Alpha Omicron
Pi gather.
from left: Christie
Robertson, VP/ME PR; Cathy
Osborne CS CR delegate;
Michelle Carwile, VP/NME;
Sarah Wallace, Philanthropy, C
delegate; Michelle Coke,
President; Christi Ensor Jr.,
Panhellenic delegate; Lynn
Mauntler, Rush Chair/ Song
Chair CR delegate; Kara
Snowden, Activities Chair;
Vanessa Hester, Recording
Secretary; Maria Maile, Social
Chair. Row 2: Christie Cornelius,
Scholarship; Jennie Lear; Sally 1
Johnson; Jenica Lyness; Dana
Blair; Laura Newsome; Kristen
Shrout; Rhonee Rodgers,
Centennial Liason; Kem
Ochsner; Kelly Wallace; Sara
Schwamberger, Keeper of
Ritual; Whitney Clay, Treasurer.
Row 3: Michelle Elmore, Casey
...Perry, Chelsea Givan, Whitney
Paraue, Karen Cummins,
Heather Home, Whitney
Gayheart, Lisa Woods, Megan
Brown, Cindi Cantrell, Lori
Hummel, Assistant Treasurer,
Panhellenic Treasurer. Row 4:
Jamie Shaw, Kerry Laws,
Jennifer Tierney, Ann Ford, Lee
Ann Reker, Tiffany Ehling, Kelly
Fread, Staci Sewell, Michelle R.
Williams.
fireefo oC
Beta Theta Pi
Founded Nationally: 1839
Established at EKU: 1971
Active Members: 50
Philanthropy: American Cancer Society
Clockwise from above: The Beta Theta Pi brothers dress in style at a mansion, ham it
up at the fraternity house and enjoy a night on the town with their dates.
Row 1 , from left: Rick
Stumpf; Tyler Haney;
Bryan Kyle, treasurer;
Russ Clark, president;
Ryan Mardis, vice
president; Patrick Kimbler,
secretary; Kevin Smith.
Row 2: Brian Mass, Don
Haase, Wally Gunning,
Mark Waranoski, Ed
Thomas, Josh Grizzle.
Row 3: Steve Bryan,
Frank Bargo, Jeff Harris,
Brian Duffy, Travis, Greg
Stout. Row 4: Ty Ignatz,
Todd Moore, Josh Strobel,
David Rodriguez, Todd
Studebaker, Will Hardy.
Row 5: Mike Wood, Karl
Mingus, Jeff Wilson, Tom
Reeves, Chris Chetwood,
Jeff Metcalf.
(Steve Bates/Picture Perfect photo)
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Chi Omega
Founded Nationally: 1895
Established at EKU: 1969
Philanthropy: Special Olympics
Above and above right: Chi Omega sisters pause for photos during Bid Day
1996. Right below: Some of the sisters at one of the chapter's many functions.
Row 1 , from left: Amie
Bowman; Shannon
McQueary, Personal
Chairman; Kim Clark, Pledge
Education; Natalie Husband,:;
President; Lix VanMetre,
Treasurer; Megan Stetter,
Rush Chair; Cassie Chapman.
PR Chair. Row 2: Jamie Beth
Cruse, Lisa Fuller, Ailyson
Graddy, Amy Jones, Lindsay
Scherr, Amanda MacSwords,
Lesli Carroll, Angie Elkins,
Brandy Jump, Suzanne Vann
Shannon Propps, Jennifer
Winbum, Dawn Bruce. Row
3: Jenny Mercer, Heather
McCreery, Tiffany Neufarth,
Aja Casserly, Kim Wefer,
Jessica Hart, Drea Ploch,
Stephanie McGaughey, Kelly
Ryan, Adelia Stillwell, Smilie
Southworfh, Melanie Gray,
Stephanie Coffey, Ashley
Allen. Row 4: Leah Ferguson
Sara Stich, Amy Dreisback,
Leslie Akers, Stacy
Huddleston, Shawna Floyd,
Erin Hendriks, Cheri Murphy,
Stacey Groneck, Natalie
Kemp, Shannon Horan,
Elizabeth Ashley, Jill Stam
<
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Delta Zeta
Founded Nationally: 1902
Established at EKU: 1982
Active Members: 69
Philanthropies: Speech and Hearing
Impaired, Gallaudet University
Clockwise from left: The Fall 1996 Pledge Class; hamming it up at the
Preference Dance; and the fall alumni breakfast.
Row 1 , from left: Sara Garrison
Recording Secretary; Heather
Donovan, Treasurer; Melody
Mason, Vice
resident,Membership; Kristi
tester, President; Brandie
itchie, Vice President; New
ember Educator; Carrie
pping, Corresponding
Secretary; Kim Stockwell,
Academics Chair. Row 2: Nancy
Downey, Jayne Gay, Stephanie
Cissell, Michelle Mayer, Amber
McCoy, Janie Jackson, Melissa
Grupposo, Sally Rathbun, Lee
Ann Lewis, Sarah Brown, Charla
Dean, Marissa Marie DeVaul,
llison Hinners, Kristie Tackett,
ritney Winings, Wendy Ousley.
ow 3: Amanda Owen, Amy
lale, Heather Kendall, Stacy
nopek, Betsy Hanes, Diane
haub, Deanna Mann, Sarabeth
White, Angie Thompson,
Shanda Osborne, Susan
Kniseley, Mica Collins, Jennifer
Leininger, Linda Brown,
manda Afterkirk. Row 4: Kim
Dorenbusch, Christi Padgett,
'riisty Wagers, Lindsey Grace,
ennifer DeSpain, Ginny
amilion, Cat Hall, Sara
ontgomery, Julie Kennedy,
Tricia Bailey, Tracy Small
(Stevi
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Kappa Alpha Order
Founded Nationally: 1865
Established at EKU: 1969
Active Members: 45
Philanthropy: Muscular Dystrophy Association
Clockwise from top left: Adam Back
is surrounded at Homecoming;
James Stanley (left) and Shane
Varney at Homecoming; and Kappa
Alpha Order's Convention.
from left: Jack
Fletcher, Faculty Advisor; Ma
Adkins, Sgt. at Arms #VIII;
Adam Back, Treasurer #VI;
David Bratcher, Vice Presiden
#ll;Michael Henderson,
President #1; Chad McDaniels
Recording Secretary #111;
Gregory Lee Haiton, Historia
#V; Corey Michael Hatfield,
Parlimentarian, #VII; James
W. Wheeler II, Ritualist #IX.
Row 2: Chris Fletcher, Clark
Spalding, Brian Bell, Ryan
Brownstead, Christopher
Alford, Bryson Alford, John
Mulligan, Scott Hale. Row 3:
Jason Morgan, Josh
Meenach, Jason Burkett,
Michael Angell, James
i Stanley, Lane Gilliam,
Branden Ervin, Brad Nally.
Row 4: Tyler Harris, Matthew
Guerrero, Michael Elliott, Jack
O'Brien, Kris Arnold, Tim
Wash, Darin Lillard, Brad
Strongill, J.R. Hopson. Row 5
Anthony Black, Freeman
Spencer, Bill Farmer, Eric
Bond, Matt Ward, Scott Cress
WaclB^leCinncK. 7nAA Hnhn
Bates/Picture Perfect
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Representatives from all
the Greek organizations
on campus assembled
(top) for the Greek Sing;
members of Alpha
Gamma Delta perform a
'50s routine. From left are
Kim Freeman, Farrah
Isaacs, and Renee Bullock.
(Tim Webb photos)
Clockwise from left: Alisa
Mentel of Alpha Gamma
Delta struts her stuff; the
ceremonial candle lighting
is a part of the Greek
Sing; the Talent Show
brought out the best in
this guitarist, the
ceremonial candle lighting
is a part of Greek Sing.
(Tim Webb photos)
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Kappa Alpha
Theta
Founded Nationally: 1870
Established at EKU: 1972
Active Members: 70
Philanthropy: CASA
Clockwise from above: A
Rush skit recalling the '70
included Lori Skinner, Kelt
Goewert, Janine Kennedy
Holly Link, Amanda Six,
Jennifer Grenwell and
Leah Greer; Samantha
Bennett, Leah Greer, Kelly
Goewert, Amy Boone,
Karen Lehmenkuler, Leica
Hawkins and Jennifer
Wooton; and at Bid Day,
seated, Angela Cecil, Fran
Schepman (face in cut-out
Ashley Mouser, Nadine
Allen, Heather Hudson,
and standing, Ann Dailey,
Jennifer Tonachio, Melanif
Zombek, Julie Vanegrift,
Mary Reusch, Meredith
McGinnis, Dana Chasteen,
Jennifer Williams.
kRow 1 , from left: Nadine Allen,
VPPR; Pam Holzman, VPD;
Samantha Bennett, President; Jamie
King, VPA; Holly Link, VPF; Lesley
HEIIington, Ritualist. Row 2: Sabrina
Webb; Tara Hess; Karen
Lehmenkuler, Editor; Kelly Goewert,
Social Chair; Jessica Cooper; Sara
Chamberlain, Assistant Ritualist;
leather Hudson, Alumni Relations;
Shannon Jeffus; Jennifer Schubert;
Kacie Walters; Amber Beshear. Row
3: Kathy Shekleton; Renee Parsley,
Membership Chair; Hailey Moss,
Reference Chair; Ashley Mouser,
Rush Chair; Mollie Anderson;
Natalie Redman; Erica Mason;
Heather Zdarsky; Melissa Franklin;
Jennifer Edmiston; Leica Hawkins;
Leah Greer, Historian; Ginny Glenn.Row 4: Rebecca Bowen; Shanna
Waller; Allison Caldwell; Lor]
Skinner; Beth Garner; Meridith
McGinnis, Administrative Secretary;
Gina Wilson; Amy Boone,
^Scholarship Chair; Melissa
Broaddus, Recording Secretary;
Amy Henry, Risk Management;
Sara Daniels. Row 5: Emily Carroll;
April Cain; Heather Estep, Assistant,
Risk Management; Fran Schepman,
Member Education; Julie Miller;
Melanie Zombek, Assistant,
ember Education;
lary Reusch: Julia Vandergift,
ervice; Shelley Walls; Ann Dailey;
ulie Linh; Shawnee Parris; Jenny
'ooten, Music Chair.
^Jates/Pictun^ji^^Mto)
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Kappa Delta
Founded Nationally: 1897
Established at EKU: 1967
Active Members: 69
Philanthropy: National Committee to
Prevent Child Abuse
ickwise from top: Kim Pelle, Stacye Terry, Caroline Dehart, Tracy Merritt
snt), Angie Brossart, Jenifer Fee; Meredith Caple and Jamie Cannon present
Idy bears to the Richmond Police Department for use with children; Larissa
gg, Melissa Combs, Heather Dougherty and Christy Brown.
low 1 , from left: Nicole Ferry,
Panhellenic; Laura Read, Vice
President, Standards; Erin Wright,
Secretary; Janice Boruske,
President; Karen Wietholter, Vice
President, Pledge Education;
Heather Dougherty, Vice
President,Public Relations;
Whitney Castle, Treasurer. Row 2:
Christy Hubbs, Nilcki Maul,
Meredith Payne, Ashley Havens,
Caroline G. Dehart, Gerri
Clevinger, Angie Durrett, Jamie
Cannon, Tina Thomas, Erin Tatum,
Chrisy Brown, Crystal Butler. Row
3: Tisn Kidd, Melissa Coleman,
Melinda Hall, Angie Brossart,
Jennifer Fee, Meredith Caple,
Ellen Smith, Deana Castle,
.
Jennifer Slone, Tina Swisher,
Kristen Filosa. Row 4: Stacye
Farmer, Stacy Terry, Erika Palmer,
Lori Murphy, Ashley Hutchinson,
Stacey Lee, Jennifer Neltner,
Jennifer Shepherd, Trisha
Sizemore, Jessika Layne, Sandy
Godby, Cortney Albert, Melanie
Woodward, Sarah Jennings. Row
5: Bethany Bown, Amy
Kimcheloe, Emily Hogge, Becky
Blackburn, Autumn Rose, Jill
Adams, Kelly Flaherty, Brook
Stevens, Brooke Tweardy, Laura
-
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Hogg, Danielle Clary Dawnielle
Blankenship, Sarah Lawrence,
Heather Luckette.
(Steve
Lambda Chi
Alpha
Founded Nationally: 1909
Established at EKU: 1978
Active Members: 66
Philanthropies: Richmond Parks and
Recreation, Richmond Foster Kids
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Clockwise, from top: The
brothers scale a
mountaintop; an
accumulation of goods for
the needy; and fun times
at a chapter event.
Row 1 , from left: Todd
Wilhoit, Executive Officer;
Eric Neufarth, Ritualist; Brad
Boyett, Risk Managment;
John Miller, Vice Preident;
Dwight T. Rider, President;
odd Swisher, Social Chair;
yle Waltons; Kevin Miniard,
igh Executive. Row 2: Brian
Russell, Chris Farris, Brent
T. Ward, Charlie Allphin, Dale
Gaither, Brian Hope, Chris
Rice, Nick Gianeola,
Jeremiah Hale, Nathan
Jones. Row 3: Paul Brodley,
Bobby Amback, Colby Pitt,
Brad Baker, Jeffrey Weer,
Michael Robinette, Jeffrey
Driessen, Matthew Fox, Neil
Fedders, Josh Mounce, Daniel
Zaehringer, John Schaefer,
Tyler Ridella, Fraternity
Educator. Row 4: James
Harding, Chris Wooldridge,
Chris Corum, James
Schlesser, Rob Hausman,
Jason Kurtz, Matthew
homos, Robert Atkins, Scott
•ean, Robert Porter, Kevin
olwell, Mike France.
(Ste'
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Phi Delta
Theta
mnded Nationally: 1848
stablished at EKU: 1969
Active Members: 37
tilanthropy: Lou Gehrig's
Disease (ALS)
Clockwise from top: A Phi Delta Theta Homecoming; The Phi Delta Theta
huddle with Kenny Whalen, Doug Portwood, Chris O'Kuma, Mike Burke
and Jason Randolph; and Whalen, Tony Padgett, Doug Osborne and Todd
Yates at a Delta Zeta Preference Dance.
Row 1 , from left: Ashley
Turner, Kevin Fleming,
Ben Solyers, Todd Yates,
Kenny Whalen, Brian
Bushman, Jason
Randolph, Jason Hogg.
Row 2: Jason Gray,
Ryan Onkst, Steve
Redman, Eric Trass, Josh
Gilliam, Mike Burke.
Row 3: Tim Robinson,
Tony Padgett, Darrin
McMillen, Chris
O'Kuma. Row 4: Shon
Sargent, Jason Parman,
Kevin Rich, Jarrod
Martin, Clyde Caudill.
Row 5: Doug Osborne,
Jason Houk, Doug
Portwood, Dan Nether,
Shawn Hallin, Mike
Dahl, Dave Redmon.
(Steve Bates/Picture Perfect
photo)
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Phi Kappa
Tau
Founded Nationally: 1906
Established at EKU: 1982
Active Members: 31
Philanthropies: "The Hole in the Wall
Gang Camps"
Clockwise from top:
Spring Formal 1996; some
of the brothers in drag for
a skit; four brothers share
a quiet moment.
Row 1 , from left: Travis
Brown, 3rd Vice President;
Pat Dadisman, 2nd Vice
President; Toby Young, 1st
Vice President; Steve
Oliver, President; Max
Minzenberger, Recruitment
Chair; Ashley Sullivan,
Treasurer. Row 2: Chris
Sutton, Jeremy Thompson,
Scott Zaboronak, Jason
White, Josh Shope, Tony
Rapp, Joe Pavrino. Row 3:
John Sanders; B.J.
Ruckriegel, Philanthropy
Chair; Josh Bleidt; Dan
Morris; Bobby Dadisman;
Chad Hunt. Row 4: Jared
Bishop, Mark Robinson,
Matt Pate, Andrew Welch,
Brennan Calvert, Teddy
Sanford, Philip Williams.
(Steve Bates/Picture Perfect photo)
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Pi Beta Phi
Founded Nationally: 1 867
Established at EKU: 1976
Active Members: 65
'hilanthropies: Links to Literacy,
Arrowmant School of Arts and
afts, Emma Harper Turner Fund
Clockwise from top: The Pi Beta Phi Preference Dance;
Whitney Walters, Billie Duff and Jessica Vetter at the Fall
Formal; Tracy Winstel, Elizabeth Bogard, Kelly Wilson,
Meredith McNatt, Stephanie Calvert, Jodi Schmidt and
Brooke Young at the Fall Formal.
Row 1, from left: Khrista Rice,
House Manager; Kelley
Zurkuhlen, Rush Chair; Stacey
i Wheeler, Panhellenic delegate;
Martha Fegenbush, Vice
President, Mental; Jodi Schmidt.
Vice President, Moral; Angie
Heuser, President; Susan
Underwood, Vice President,
Social; Karen Bailey, Secretary;
Becky Riddell, Treasurer; Leslie
Covington, Efficiency Chair;
Jenae Grader, Membership.
Row 2: Elizabeth Bogard,
Jessica Vetter, Jodi Winchester,
Brooke Young, Kathy Milby,
Johnica Brown, Jamie Shiver,
Stephanie Gilezan, Renee
Neace, Jodie Gallagher, Mandy
Poteet, Social Chair. Row 3:
Christina Brashear, Denise
Johnson, Leah Richardson,
Linley Hamblen, Meredith
! McNatt, Tracy Winstel, Ashley E.
Gaines, Kelsey Hamblen,
Jessica Evans, Karly Rae Kolb,
Whitney Walters, Katie Butler, i
Row 4: Stephanie Merten, Julie
Jordan, Amy L. Davis, Kristen
Meade, Kate Brinck, Allison
Webster, Christie Willoughby,
Marie Berryman, Heather Miles
Rachell Johnson, Kelly Wilson,
Kasey_Coffman.
m Bates/Picture Perfect
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Pi Kappa Alpha
Founded Nationally: 1868
Established at EKU: 1969
Active Members: 58
Philanthropy: Big Brothers/Big Sisters of
America
Clockwise from top: The chapter's most recognizable symbol, its
firetruck; an outing at Kings Island; and at a sleepout for the
homeless, Joe Wells, Kevin Glover, Terry Martin, Greg Easterling, Kevin
Loy, Brad Lake, Josh Sowards, Roger Workman and Brian Heath.
Row 1 , from left: Jay Bartling,
Firetruck Consultant; Rich
Berry, Sergeant at Arms; Kurt
Blosser, 1st Vice President; Bil
Sullivan, President; Thomas
Egar, 2nd Vice President; Allen
Mulcahy, Treasurer; Jeremy
Ogle, Firetruck Advisor. Row
2: Kevin Loy, Chris Boar,
Jefferson R. Heilman,
Leon Davis, Rick Ruttinger,
William Geraldino, Josh
Tichenor, Kyle Manning, Barry
Lee, Craig Faulkner. Row 3:
Joe Wells, Kent Dickson, Lance
George, Andy Bradley, Dan
Gillespie, Jamie Burch, Kevin
Duncan, Robert Leach, Wes
Inman, Matthew McClanahan,
William Jay Grooms. Row 4:
Terry Martin, Bobb Gilardi,
Jason McGlone, Don Kennon,
Justin Baylios, Matthew
Larson, Beau Paxton, Chris
Evangelisti, Jason Bott,
Nathan Elkins, Jamie Knelsler.
Row 5: Ron Ritenbaugh,
Gregory Easterling, Alan Bays,
Joey Spalding, Joseph Risk,
Chuck LaRue, Scott Dunaway,
John Francis, Kyle Rohbran,
Jeff Whitford, Bruce Seekford.
(Sis
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Sigma Alpha
Epsilon
Founded Nationally: 1856
Established at EKU: 1973
Active Members: 40
Philanthropy: United Way
Clockwise from top: At the SAE House, Greek Champs
in Flag Football competition; and discussing a play in
the huddle.
Row 1 , from left: Matthew
Meehan, Matthew Snyder,
Chris McGaughey, Scott
Gotchy, Keith McCollum, Mik
Soph, Wes Bloyd, Tim
Nunemaker, Shaun Menard,
Tom King. Row 2: John
Caudill, Pledge Educator;
Michael Bewley, 2nd Vice
President; Bart Gover,
President; Chris Beahl,
Recorder; Jeff Godbey,
Treasurer. Row 3: Jeremy V.
Bramfield, Nathan Ramsey,
Kris Welch, Ryan Smith, Mike
Key, Ben Johnson, Ken Adair,
Jason Martin, Matt
Arlinghaus, Bryan Jared. Row
4: Brent Akers, Steve Conlee, 1
Ryan Schott, Jagger Coffey,
Todd Davis, Steve Soph, Stuart
Falkeason, Zachary Kumbel, 1
David Christopher, Aaron
Wilder, David Fusco. Row 5:
Josh Farmer, Chaplain; Sottly
White; Erin Meehan; John
Dawson; Ryan Snawder;
Wade T. Gilliam; B.J. Livers;
Matt Clement; Brandon J.
Storm; Shane Moore.
(Ste<
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Sigma Chi
Founded Nationally: 1855
Established at EKU: 1970
Active Members: 41
Philanthropy: Children's Miracl
Network
Clockwise from left: The Executive Ball; t
Sigma Chi Homecoming float; brothers it
arms, Jim Gilliland, Scott Gibbons and Ti
Goff.
Row 1 , from left: Billy
Holleran; Troy Goff,
Annotator; Jim Gilliland, Rush
Chair; Rob Lee, Pro- council;
Matt Nobles, Consul; Todd
Riley, Quaestor; Robert Nash,
Athletic Chair; Raed Battah.
Row 2: Brian Ritchie, Thomas
I Young III, Brian Clark, Patrick
Hunt, Bret Spencer, Clint Long,
Nathan lies, Todd Humphries,
Danny Ashlock. Row 3: C.J.
Wallace, Jason Crume, Jason
Bonham, Rick Peterson, Jon
Pureed, Mike Hensley, Joe
^ Wethington, Joey Police, Ben
£ Meggett, Jim Butler. Row 4:
Shelt Adams, Martin Gilkey,
|
Keith Hatfield, Tom Quigly,
Rob Lynch, Jeremy Stevenson,
' Brian Neville, Brock Taylor,
Greg Schetler, Jim Reardon,
Ben Hunt, Brian Johnson. Row
5: J.T. Hourigan, Wes Tirley,
Phillip Lewis, Kevin A. Cruce,
Kris Diehlman, Jake Adkins,
Andy Mattingly, Robby
Robinson, Jeff Tucker (IFC),
Travis Greenwell, Doug
Vowels, Jeremy Blake, Chris
' Powell.
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Sigma Pi
Founded Nationally: 1897
Established at EKU: 1978
Active Members: 20
Philanthropies: Multiple Sclerosis
Clockwise from top: Rush
is a much-anticipated time
for Sigma Pis; at far left
the chapter's slogan is
proudly displayed:
Kindred Minds — United
in Brotherhood.
Row 1 , from left: Jim
Webb, 3rd Councilor; Les
Roberts, 1 st Councilor;
Brent Morgan, 2nd
Councilor; Bill Hall, Sage;
Jason Razor, 4th
Councilor. Row 2: Tim
Lone, Dan Jones, Stephen
W. Eshee Perkins, Jason
Howard, Charles A.
Casey, Ed Kwak, Scott
Burchett. Row 3: Michael
Ray, Joseph Pellegrino,
Joey Willoughby, Stavros
Stachoulas, S. Jeff Sun,
Andy Tessandor, Benji
Falloway, Chad Moss.
Row 4: Neil Allen Napier,
Brent Jenks, Daniel
Delaney, Dustin Adams,
William Hendren, Jamie
Baker, David Jones,
Adam Gronefeld, Jason
Roth, Michael Hackworth,
Douglas L. Porter.
(Steve Bates/Picture Perfect photo)
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Tau Kappa
Epsilon
Founded Nationally: 1899
Established at EKU: 1969
Active Members: 23
Philanthropy: Special Olympics V
!•
TIF
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Clockwise from top: Lonnie Banks gets the fire going for
a cookout; the brothers at a Greek function; and Jim
Erbe with the flag and bell. jr. M& 4 w
Row 1 , from left: Gary
Marshall, Chaplain;
Adam Feldman,
Sergeant, at Arms; Richie
Chedester, Rush Chair;
Shawn Jones, President;
Eric Campbell, Historian;
Chris Allen, Secretary;
Mike Peters, Treasurer.
Row 2: Vance Raleigh,
Jerry Sears, Karl
Leukefeld, Brad Tea,
James Erbe, Julie
Vandergrift, Sweetheart.
Row 3: Joe Kiser, Lonnie
Banks, John Ranson.
Row 4: Jonathan R.
Bannister II, Jerry Jones.
(Steve Bates/Picture Perfect
photo)
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Theta Chi
Founded Nationally: 1856
Established at EKU: 1971
Active Members: 46
Philanthropy: Salvation Army
Clockwise from top: Speak
No Evil, See No Evil, Hear
No Evil, aka Brian
Hutzelman, Ryan Willims
and Cory Stevens; Josh
Slattery, Mike Middleton
and Doug Martin clowning
on the intramural football
field; and members
proudly fly the Theta Chi
flag.
Row 1 , from left:
Jeremy Keough, Vice
President; Shane
Myers, President;
Derek Dudgeon,
Marshal. Row 2: Chad
Overman, Josh
Slattery, Michael
Keough, Michael
Kendrick, Michael
Middleton, Josh Bloyd,
Stacey Lee Bryant. Row
3: Nathon Lerain, Eric
Mantia, Chad Karsney,
Brian Thompson, Eric
Cox, Jason
Southworth, Jason
Zechella, Deric Gaslin.
Row 4: Mike Thomas,
Cris Parke, Ryan
Williams, Brian Elkins,
John Franklin, Larry
Adkins.
(Steve Bates/Picture Perfect
photo)
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The long-
awaited day
finally arrives
for these
Eastern
students.
(Tim Webb photo)
or nearly a century, Eastern has enjoyed a reputation as a
CarirtCJ campus with outstanding academic programs. Stu-
dents who have earned degrees at EKU have distinguished them-
selves in virtually every profession.
A big part of that tradition is the faculty's commitment, first and
foremost, to teaching and mentoring- That remains the
top priority despite recent changes in how some classes are delivered.
In an effort to make Eastern programs more OCCeSSIDle to
more students in the outlying areas, the University is utilizing high-tech
methods such as satellite and the Kentucky Telelinking Network to de-
liver some classes at its Danville, Corbin and Manchester centers. Also,
more and more faculty are making the Internet a central part in their
classes. Still, the vast majority of classes are taught by i uN~tllTie
professors.
Through its nine academic colleges and The Graduate School, East-
ern offers 157 programs at the associate, baccalaureate, master's and
specialist levels, a joint doctoral program, and numerous certification
programs.
Students may also take advantage of several Services designed
to help them make the most of their education. The Career Development
and Placement office, for example, helps students explore career oppor-
tunities, put together resumes and brush up on interview skills. The co-
operative education office helps students apply principles and theories
learned in the classroom to practical, on-the-job situations.
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Regents Guide University
At right, the EKU Board of
Regents: front row, from left, Vice
Chair Barbara Ricke, President
Hanly Funderburk, Chair James T.
Gilbert; second row, from left,
Harold G. Campbell, Student
Regent Melody Mason, Staff
Regent Ronnie Mink, Irving
Rosenstein; back row, from left,
Jane Boyer. Faculty Regent Dr.
Richard Freed. Not pictured are
Gilbert Miller, Dr. William DeVries
and Alice Rhodes. Below, Dr.
DeVries, a noted heart surgeon,
listens intently during a Board
meeting.
(Tim Webb photos)
Eastern's Board of Regents addressed complex issues during 1996-97, including
enrollment, quality of instruction, and campus renovation and expansion.
The 1 1 -member governing board also applauded efforts that led to reaffirmation
of the University's accreditation for an additional 10 years by the Southern Associa-
tion of Colleges and School.
Gov. Paul Patton's plan to restructure postsecondary education, which was ap-
proved in a special session of the Kentucky General Assembly, was enthusiastically
endorsed by the regents. Board Chairman James T. Gilbert noted that "a coordi-
nated, accessible, high-quality system of postsecondary education is essential to the
Commonwealth's future."
The board also studied and approved a budget for 1997-98 that "from a resource
standpoint, is significantly better than other recent budgets," said President Hanly
Funderburk.
Late in the spring semester, the regents took the first step in a search process to find
a replacement for President Funderburk, who confirmed that he would retire as Eastern's
eighth president on June 30, 1998.
1 04 /Icademtca
Above: Chair James T. Gilbert reads a resolution. At left: Student
Regent Melody Mason, who along with Student Government
Association Vice President Molly Neuroth comprised the first-ever all-
female tandem to lead Eastern's student body.
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A Matter of Leadership
President Funderburk took the
lead in supporting Gov. Patron's
restructuring plan for
postsecondary education.
[Tim Webb photo)
Dr. Hanly Funderburk, Kentucky's senior university president, provided critical
leadership during a turning point for the state's system of postsecondary education.
Long recognized and respected at both the state and national level for his work at
Eastern, President Funderburk was an early and effective advocate for Gov. Paul Patton's
plan to restructure postsecondary education.
He took this restructuring message to members of the University community,
alumni, and the general public, noting that change was necessary to produce a system
that would "provide incentives and measures of accountability to empower and en-
courage ... institutions to accomplish its mission in support of the strategic objectives
of the Commonwealth."
Eastern's eighth president confirmed his plans for retirement at the end of the
1997-98 academic vear.
An official portrait of EKU's eighth
president, and Mrs. Funderburk.
(Dave Mihalko photo)
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Dr. Funderburk at work in his
Coates Administration Building
office.
(Tim Webb photo)
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Academic Affairs Leadership — Front row, from left: Dr. Rita Davis, associate vice president, Academi
Affairs and Research; Dr. Kenneth Henson, dean, College of Education; Dr. Russell Enzie, vice president, Academic
Affairs and Research. Second row: Dr. Jack Culross, dean, Undergraduate Studies; Dr. Alfred Patrick, dean, College
of Business; Dr. Glen Kleine, dean, College of Applied Arts and Technology; Dr. Vance Wisenbaker, dean, College of
Social and Behavioral Sciences; Dr. Donald Batch, dean, College of Natural and Mathematical Sciences; Dr. Robert
Baugh, dean, College of Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Athletics. Back row: Dr. Virginia Falkenberg,
dean, Graduate Studies and Research; Dr. David Gale, dean, College of Allied Health and Nursing; Dr. Dan
Robinette, dean, College of Arts and Humanities; Dr. Truett Ricks, dean, College of Lav/ Enforcement.
(Tim Webb photos)
Administrative Affairs Leadership — Seated, from left: James Keith, Academic Computing and
Telecommunications; Lucie Nelson, Special Programs. Standing, from left: Dr. Jack Fletcher, Hummel Planetarium; D
Jon Maki, Natural Areas; Dr. Joseph Schwendeman, Vice President, Administrative Affairs; James Street, Physical
Plant; Dr. Fred Kolloff, Media Resources; and David Allgier, Administrative Information.
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Udent Affairs Leadership - Front row, from left, Dr. Jen Walker, director, Counseling Center; Jeanette
>ckett, dean, Student Life; Sheila Holsclaw, administrative assistant, Student Affairs; and Susan Luhman, director
ident Financial Assistance. Back row, from left: Dr. Eugene Bowling, director, Student Health Services; Art Harvey
ector, Career Services; Dr. Thomas Myers, vice president, Dr. Hayward "Skip" Dougherty, dean, Student
velopment; and Harry Moberly, director, Student Judicial Affairs and Services for Students with Disabilities.
m Webb Photos)
SineSS Affairs Leadership - From left, Ben Bayer, director, Billings and Collections; Larry Moberly,
ictor, Printing Services; Greg Hopkins, director. Food Services; Billy Grubbs, director, Purchases and Stores- Earldwin, vice president, Business Affairs; Dale Lawrenz, director, Human Resources; Linda Kuhnhenn, director,
rnal audits; Fred Gooch, director, Accounts and Budget Controls; Michael Judge, director, Farms; and Rodqer
Jde, director, Bookstore.
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University Relations and Development — Seated, Donald R. Feltner, vice president, University
Relations ana Development. Standing, from left: Larry Bailey, director, Alumni Affairs; Bill Abney, director,
Development; and Ron Harrell, director, Public Information.
(Tim Webb photo)
The Graduate School — Seated, from left: Sandy Willis, staff; Dr. Virginia Falkenberg, dean; Ginny
Stephens, staff. Standing, from left, Sandra Johnson, staff; Dr. Robert Creek, staff; and Lynda Robinson, staff. No
pictured: staff members Ann Puckett and Joyce Gosnell.
(Tim Webb photo)
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College of Allied Health and Nursing
ROTC, Nursing
Unbeatable Combo for
A Whelan
-ZjLrmy ROTC and
irsing has proven to be an
beatable combination
r a Meade County man.
Kevin Whelan, of
aherty, used his ROTC
holarship as a stepping
Dne to a baccalaureate
trsing degree and, later, a
reer as a nurse in the rnili-
fAnd he has been doing
me high stepping. The
91 graduate of Meade
>unty High School was
:ently named the top se-
h in the College of Al-
d Health and Nursing,
lich produces more
rses and allied health
Dfessionals at the under-
duate level than any
her institution in the
mmonwealth.
After attending two
ars at Elizabethtown
>mmunity College and
e at Western Kentucky
liversity, Whelan quickly
ind his niche with EKU's
ard-winning Army
)TC program. The
)TC nursing scholarship
id for his education, and
s getting valuable life les-
is, not to mention job
urity, through his mili-
y training.
"I don't have to worry
)ut applying for jobs for
lr years," said Whelan,
o also earned his com-
ssion as a lieutenant
onel when he graduated
May 1997. "If nothing
,
I'll get some valuable
)erience working in an
ny hospital."
Neither the military nor
rsing were much on
aelan's mind as he was
wing up on a small farm
Meade County. But the
nbination is consistent
h his personality
"I like working with
people," he said. "I like the
face-to-face contact with
the patient and that they
know I'm trying to help
them."
He put his personal skills
to good use his senior year
as president of Eastern's
Nursing Student Network,
an organization that at-
tempts to meet the needs of
the University's baccalaure-
ate and associate degree
nursing students.
"It's a good organiza-
tion," he said. "We got to
do a lot of fun things and
become involved with
people who've been in nurs-
ing for 20 years. It broad-
ened my mind."
Add his duties with
Army ROTC, and you have
one well-rounded person.
"ROTC forces you to be
disciplined," he said. "You
feel a great sense ofachieve-
ment."
Whelan was married in
August 1996 to the former
Marjorie Nicole Thomp-
son, a sophomore health
information management
major at EKU. Marriage,
he said, has improved his
study habits and "made life
easier."
Not that he needed
much assistance. Whelan
carries a 3.2 GPA heading
into the fall semester,
slightly higher in his major.
"Kevin is a well-pre-
pared, conscientious stu-
dent," said Linda Wray, an
assistant professor in EKU's
Department of Baccalaure-
ate and Graduate Nursing.
"He's able to use the theo-
retical information from
class in a variety of nursing
care situations."
STONE^
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College of Allied Health and Nursing
Dean:
Departments:
Students:
Faculty:
Dr. David Gale
Associate Degree
Nursing,
Baccalaurate and
Graduate Nursing,
Clinical Laboratory
Science,
Environmental
Health Science,
Health Information,
Medical Services
Technology,
Occupational
Therapy
2,255
88
0ONAL.D R. di;ZNEY BUILDING
College of Allied Health and Nursing Administrators:
|
From left, Dr. David Hufford, chair,
Clinical Laboratory Science; Dr. Deborah
|
Whitehouse, chair, Baccalaureate and
Graduate Nursing; Frances Hindsman,
chair, Health Information; Dr. David
Gale, dean; Dr. Linda Martin, chair,
Occupational Therapy; Dr. Pat
Jarczewslci, chair, Associate Nursing;
and Dr. Janet Collins, director, AHN
Continuing Education.
/
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triumph.
(Tim
Webb
photos]
College of Applied Arts and Technology
Administrators:
From left, Dr. Clyde Craft, chair,
technology; Dr. Ron Wolfe, chair, Mass
Communications; Lt. Col. David Perkins,
chair, Military Science; Dr. Glen Kleine,
dean; Dr. Wilma Walker, chair, Aviation;
Dr. Cherilyn Nelson, chair, Human
Environmental Sciences; and Dr. Danny
Brirt, chair, Agriculture.
College of Applied Arts and Technology
Hipkins Makes the
Most Out of
B Misfortune' y his own admission,
John T. Hipkins Jr. was a "classic
underachiever" in high school.
Then, after graduation, he
spent 1 8 years successfully man-
aging a horse farm, always regret-
ting that he didn't go on to col-
lege. "I thought for a long time
it was out of my grasp," he re-
marked.
Then came an equestrian ac-
cident. If necessity is the mother
shy under an agreement that al-
lows H-G golf course manage-
ment grads to complete a
bachelor's degree in EKU's
turfgrass program.
And he made the most ofthat
oppottunity. The 45-year-old
Hipkins, who graduated with a
horticulture degree in December,
was recently named the top se-
nior in EKU's College of Ap-
plied Arts and Technology.
of invention, then a new John
Hipkins w,ts born that day. The
mishap (or miracle, depending
on how you look at it) cost him
his job and his home on the horse
farm, but it also gave him a fresh
start, a new outlook.
"I could have gone one way
or the other. I had nothing left,
so (going to college) was a no-
brainer as far as what path to
take. I thought I could parlay my
knowledge into a new career. I
had to climb on a whole new
roller-coaster."
So the Rockville, Md., native
headed to South Carolina, home
of a brother-in-law and Horry-
Georgetown Technical College,
where he enrolled in the a two-
year golf course management
program. A couple ofyears later,
he became the first Horry-
Georgetown graduate to trans-
fer to Eastern Kentucky Univer-
"A college education is a
small fraction ofyour lifespan,"
he acknowledged, "but no four
years have had a bigger effect on
my life."
Conversely, Hipkins left his
indelible stamp on the Rich-
mond campus. His perfect 4.0
GPA only begins to tell the story.
This is no quiet bookworm.
"It would be an understate-
ment to describe John as dy-
namic," said Tom Knight, assis-
tant professor in EKU's Depart-
ment of Agriculture. "John is a
server. He supports the EKU
agriculture department faculty
and students with anything from
student study groups to conduct-
ing laboratories for faculty mem-
bers. He is one to grab the ball
and run with it, and you can bet
he is running in the right direc-
tion."
The way he sees it, he has
three good reasons at home nc
to slow down anytime soon -
his wife and two children.
"My two children (a son, 1
'
and a daughter, 12) are watcl
ing my every move," he said, 1
as a role model I have an exti
incentive. And my best frier)
is at home waiting fot me evei
evening. I love Deborah mo
now than when I married hi
twenty years ago. Having her l
prop me up gives me the fft
dom to explore, to taste son
of the dishes offered here.'
As Knight revealed, Hipkii
has done more than taste,
has helped with the cookin
too.
He was an active memb
and sectetary in the Horticultu
Club. He organized weekly stuc
group sessions with classmates
tour the EKU grounds in revie
of identification and usage
evergreen plants. He develop!
a CAD manual for a landsca|
course, and volunteered his tin
as a computer lab assistant ar
for FFA and 4-H projects
contests at Eastern.
Just .is when he re-enteted t
classroom at Horry-Georgetov
after so many years aws
Hipkins approached Easte
with a little trepidation. Any f«
were quickly put to rest, hoi
ever.
"I've found the people ht
to be real warm and friendly,"
said, "and I've found inspiratii
in every one of my teachers. I
didn't have to get a job, I would
mind doing this a little long
It's constantly stimulating. T
upper-division classes ha
caused me to reach real deep
excel. I worked very hard
Horry-Georgetown but hen
was challenged a bit more."
Likewise, he never missed
opportunity to prod his cla
mates to give their best.
"I've made it my business
draw feelings, opinions, err
tions out of them," he said,
try to tell them they've got a
more going for them than ti
think."
Just as Hipkins learn
about himself a few years ba<
emicj
College of Arts and Humanities
Hall of Fame Winner
Allameh Made Her
Own Breaksw Jaleh
lameh graduated from
CU in December, she had
ob waiting.
Lucky break? Call it that
/ou wish, but this is really
story of a student who
ade her own breaks
roughout her four years
the Richmond campus,
opportunist who wasted
:le time getting valuable
-the-job experience, a
lolar who learned how to
dy but didn't forget about
:ndships and fun.
When Allameh walked
Toyota's North Ameri-
n Headquarters in
anger as an external af-
:s associate, she must have
i that "been there, done
tt" feeling. After all, the
-year-old Richmond resi-
it had already interned
d semesters in Toyota's
blic affairs department,
: to mention another in-
nship with Appalachian
jional Health Care.
It was the first semester
h Toyota that convinced
ameh, an English litera-
e major who was recently
ned the Milestone Hall
Fame winner, to change
minor to public relations
1 pursue a career in that
d.
'The best decision I've
r made was doing the in-
nships," said Allameh.
e made so many wonder-
contacts and learned so
ch about life and work.
Change always scares
,
but I'm ready to work.
iow what to do, what to
ect and how to act."
Ulameh comes by her
of the language quite
jrally. Her mother, Joy,
n EKU English profes-
"so I always had a lot of
ks. Reading was always
ofmy favorite pastimes.
HALL
OF
FAME
WINNER
And I had wonderful En-
glish teachers in high
school" at Model Labora-
tory.
Her experience at Eastern
has been more of the same,
she said.
"The professors here have
spent a lot oftime with me,"
she noted, "but at Eastern,
that's very common."
One of those professors
is Dr. Hal Blythe, the 1996
recipient of the Acorn
Award, the top award given
annually by the Kentucky
Advocates for Higher Edu-
cation.
"Ms. Allameh is an out-
standing young woman
both in the classroom and
outside," Blythe said. "Her
3.9 overall GPA speaks for
her dedication and prepara-
tion for all classes, not just
those in her chosen area."
Blythe added that
Allameh "has been an active
member of the University as
well as the Richmond com-
munity. I.. .marvel that stu-
dents can give so
selflessly...and still maintain
such high standards of class-
room performance."
A member of the Alpha
Delta Pi social sorority, in
which she has held several
key offices, Allameh has par-
ticipated in many philan-
thropic activities. She is also
a member of Sigma Tau
Delta English honorary, the
Public Relations Student
Society ofAmerica, Order of
Omega Greek Honorary,
the Golden Key National
Society and Phi Kappa Psi
honorary.
By necessity, "I've learned
how to budget my time,"
Allameh said. "You can be
very studious and make
great grades, and still go out
and have a fun time with
friends. It's very
important to have fun in
college because these days
only come around once.
"I went to a small high
school and graduated with
5 1 people. I've learned a lot
about people through ... be-
ing involved in so many ac-
tivities. When I look back,
there's nothing I would do
differently."
College of Arts and Humanities
Administrators:
From left, Dr. J. Robert Miller, chair,
Philosophy; Dr. Dominick Hart, chair,
English; Dr. John Roberts, chair, Music;
Dr. Dan Robinette, dean; James
Moreton, chair, Speech and Theatre
Arts; Dr. Anne Brooks, chair, Foreign
Languages and Humanities; and Dr. Gil
Smith, chair, Art.
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4College of Business
Heden: Inauspicious
Start, Glorious Finish
MILESTONE
HALL
OF
FAME
NOMINEE
I.t was a most inaus-
picious beginning. But, oh,
what a glorious finish for
Per Heden.
Heden adapted quickly
and, this year, was named
the Outstanding Senior in
EKU's College of Business.
College of Business
Dean: Dr. Alfred Patrick
Departments: Accounting,
Economics and
Finance,
Information
Systems,
Management and
Marketing
Students: 1,294
Faculty: 62
Top Senior
Per Heden:
Rough Start,
Smooth
Finish.
(Tim Webb
photos]
E
College of Business Administrators:
From left, Dr. Rosemary Ramsey, chair,
Management and Marketing; Dr. Virgil
Brewer, chair, Information Systems; Dr.
Alfred Patrick, dean; Dr. Frank
O'Connor, chair, Economics and
Finance; and Dr. Jessica Frazier, chair,
Accounting.
"I'll always look back at
my first day at Eastern Ken-
tucky University, because I
didn't know what to ex-
pect," said Heden, a native
ofArvika, Sweden. "I drove
in from Jackson County for
an 8 o'clock class, and I had
classes solid until 2, and
even a night class."
His first assignment: to
write a 350-word essay.
Never mind the subject.
"The longest thing I'd ever
written (in English) was 50
words, tops. I was, like,
what am I doing here?"
But that was 1993.
For the 36-year-old fi-
nance/economics major, a
switched to finance ar
added economics because
thought those fields suits
me a little better. I can i
late all the different co
cepts to real-life. That's w
finance is so exciting —
explains so many things
"It seems to be the mc
important area of busine:
If you don't understand
nance, it's very hard to d
with any other areas in a
way, because everythn
ends up being based on
nance."
Heden compiled a p<
feet 4.0 GPA in his maj<
3.92 overall, heading in
the Fall 1 996 semester. T
father of two girls, 14 ai
8, gives much of the cre<
to the program's faculty.
"I feel I've gotten a 1
of support from the proft
sors I've dealt with, even
my general educatii
courses," Heden said. ""V
have a lot of time to inti
act with the professors
cause the small classes all
for individual attention.
He felt like the center
attention, too, when, ye;
college degree is a long-time ag0 back in Sweden, he |dream come true. nominated by the local F
Heden spent severa'
years running his father's
automotive business in
Sweden, worked in paint
sales in Sweden and as a
water-ski instructor and
construction painter in
Florida, where he met his
American wife. When her
sister moved to this area,
they began to look at EKU
and Richmond.
"I started as a marketing
major," he recalled, "but I
1 4 4c0diimicj
tary Club for an exchar
program. "I was the oi
one out of ten withou
college degree," he reme
bered.
That was part of t
motivation behind his pi
suit of a college educatic
"A degree is not onl;
key ofentrance, but it's a
for my own satisfactioi
Heden said. "Even if I w
to go back and do the sa
job as before, it's worth
College of Education
Shepherd Discovers
Her True LoveA fter graduating
om Anderson County
igh School in 1993, she
me to EKU planning to
: a classroom teacher.
She left in May as the
utstanding Senior in
KU's College of Educa-
)n, but as a communica-
>n disorders major in the
epartment of Special
iucation.
In between, Janie Shep-
:rd of Lawrenceburg dis-
vered her true love: help-
g individuals overcome
eech and/or hearing
oblems.
"One ofmy advisers said
hould look into commu-
cation disorders, because
ike children and working
le-on-one with people. I
it like the personal inter-
tion, with any age
Dup."
Dr. Charlotte Hubbard,
epherd's adviser and di-
:tor of the EKU Speech/
nguage/Hearing Clinic,
ided Shepherd, who had
§63 overall GPA headed
:o the Fall 1 996 semester,
duding a perfect 4.0 in
r major.
"(She) grasps concepts
>ily and applies them ef-
:tively in her clinical
lining," Hubbard said,
he asks thought-provok-
l questions demonstrat-
l not only a deep under-
lying ofthe content, but
o an enthusiasm for the
ormation.
."Janie is a well-rounded
thusiastic senior who
monstrates excellent aca-
mic, leadership and in-
personal skills. She has
great potential as a speech-
language pathologist."
Shepherd attributed her
success not to natural abil-
ity but to her "enthusiasm
about the material
and. ..determination to do
well. I've always done well
in school, but at Eastern
I've exceeded what I be-
lieved I could do."
That gritty resolve sur-
faced when Shepherd failed
the first test in one of her
early communication disor-
ders courses.
"I decided after that I
would make an 'A' even if I
had to spend every waking
moment studying."
She got her A'. In fact,
her only 'C in college came
in chemistry.
Shepherd was treasurer
of the campus chapter of
the National Student
Speech-Language-Hearing
Association and volun-
teered her time twice
weekly during the 1996
spring semester to work
with an autistic child.
"Her compassion for her
client and her natural abil-
ity in interacting with this
child enhanced this client's
experience as well as her
own," Hubbard said.
Shepherd plans to pursue
a graduate degree— "EKU
(which has a masters degree
program in communication
disorders) is my first choice"
— and then seek employ-
ment with a school system,
clinic or hospital.
College of Education Administrators:
From left, Dr. Leonard Burns, chair,
Administration, Counseling and
Educational Studies; Dr. Kenneth
Henson, dean; Dr. Bruce Bonar, director,
Model Laboratory School; Dr. Imogene
Ramsey, chair, Curriculum and
Instruction; Dr. Martin Diebold, chair,
Special Education; Dr. David Rush,
director, Professional Laboratory
Experiences; and Dr. Paul Wirtz,
director, Educational Student Services.
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College of Health Physical Education,
Recreation and Athletics
Dean: Dr. Robert J. Baugh
Departments: Health Education,
Physical Education,
Recreation and
Park
Administration
Students: 544
Faculty 64
College of Health, Physical Education,
Recreation and Athletics Administrators:
From left, Dr. Larry Belknap, chair,
Recreation and Park Administration; Dr.
Robert Baugh, dean; Dr. Lonnie Davis,
chair, Physical Education; and Dr. Don
Calitri, chair, Health Education.
Faculty
lead
cheers for
College of Health, Physical Education,
Recreation ana Athletics
Personality + Dedication
+ Commitment
= Christy Brown
"A.positive per-
sonality, a dedication to
academic achievement and
a commitment to her cam-
pus community."
away from the court and
gridiron have earned the
respect of faculty and peers
alike.
The 1993 graduate of
That's how Dr. Don
Calitri, chair of EKU's De-
partment of Health Educa-
tion, leads the cheers for
Christy Brown, the Out-
standing Senior in the Col-
lege of Health, Physical
Education, Recreation and
Athletics.
Brown might be better
known as a cheerleader her-
self each of her four years
here, but her excellence far
Paul Laurence Dunbar
High School in Lexington
said the intimacy of
Eastern's campus has al-
lowed her to make many
new friends— among stu-
dents and faculty.
"I really feel I've gotten
to know a lot of people,"
the community health ma-
jor said. "All my teachers
know me, and I get per-
sonal attention."
Brown was "very it
volved" in extracurricul;
activities at Dunbar, bi
high school, she adds, w;
"very easy."
"My first semester
Eastern, I made my on
'C because I didn't leat
in high school how to stud
I've learned how to stuc
and apply myself at Eas
ern."
Brown went into the fj
semester with an overall 3
GPA, including a 3.8 in h
major. But she still foun
time to be lead cheers, ho
various offices and he
with various philanthrop
projects in Kappa Del
Sorority and Eta Sign
Gamma Honorary Societ
She was also a member <
the 1996 Homecomiri
Court.
But she manages t
juggle all her responsibi.
ties with equal aplomb.
"If I wasn't so busy,
wouldn't be as organized
I am," she quipped. "B
learned how to be org;
nized."
After she graduates i
December 1997, Brow
hopes to land an internsh:
with the Center for Disea
Control in Atlanta, the
work in a health agency <
department.
"To me, it's not aboi
making money," she sal
"It's about being happy."
College of Law Enforcement
Shirley Two-Steps
His Way to the Top
JL S an Shirley has
/o-stepped his way to the
p of EKU's College of
iw Enforcement.
The police administra-
Dn major from Tipton,
d., who performed with
e campus dance group
hameless Country," was
imed the top senior in
istern's nationally re-
>wned law enforcement
ogram.
With an overall GPA of
5 (slightly higher in his
ajor) and proven leader-
ip skills, the 25-year-old
tirley certainly left a
ameless legacy when he
iduated in May.
And to think it almost
ver happened. After two
irs as a struggling elec-
mics major at Purdue
liversity, Shirley dropped
t and worked odd jobs
rm laborer, factory em-
>yee, etc.) for a couple
)re years before he en-
ed at Eastern.
'There was some grow-
; up between there and
e," chuckled Shirley, re-
:ting on his aimless years,
was definitely a motiva-
ti to want to return to
ool and do my best.
I just wasn't sure what I
ited to do when I got to
due," he said. "My heart
int in it. I enjoy college
v and because of that I'm
ng a lot better."
Shirley maximized his
er options by gaining a
jate pilot's license, com-
ing a certification pro-
MILESTONE
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gram to become an EMT, APS took "a lot of disci-
learning Spanish and mi- pline, a lot of work," said
noring in business. And, as Shirley, "but we had a great
president this past year of group to work with — al-
the campus chapter of AJ- ways willing to help."
pha Phi Sigma (APS), a
criminal justice honorary
society, he's a proven leader.
Shirley "is an exceptional
student in many important
areas," said Dr. Terry Cox,
a professor in the Depart-
ment of Police Studies and
faculty adviser for APS.
He says the same of
EKU's law enforcement
faculty.
"I think it's an excellent
program," Shirley said. "A
lot ofthe strength lies in the
faculty. They're excellent
teachers and have a lot of
connections to the outside.
"He. ..displays high levels of And they really care about
motivation and persever- you and try to help."
ance (and) he has an im-
pressive work history reflec-
tive of his willingness to
perform difficult tasks."
Serving as president of
Little wonder then that,
despite the fact Richmond
is over four hours from
Tipton, "this seems more
like home."
*/ '
College of Law Enforcement
J
Dean: Dr. Truett Ricks
|
Departments: Correctional
Services, Loss
Prevention and
Safety, Police
Studies
Students: 1,500
Faculty: 57
%>
**Jt.
College of Law Enforcement Administrators
From left, Dr. Larry Gaines, chair, Police
Studies; Dr. Pam Collins, chair, Loss
Prevention and Safety; Dr. Truett Ricks,
dean; and Dr. Richard Snarr, chair,
Correctional Services.
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College of Natural and Mathematical Sciences
Dean: Dr. Donald Batch
Departments: Biological Sciences;
Chemistry; Geology;
Mathematics,
Statistics and
Computer Science;
Physics and
Astronomy
Students: 872
Faculty: 167
College of Natural and Mathematical Sciences
Administrators:
From left, Dr. Jerry Faughn, chair,
Physics and Astronomy; Dr. Donald
Batch, dean; Dr. Gary Kuhnhenn, chair,
Geology; Dr. Ross Clark, chair,
Biological Sciences; Dr. Mary Fleming,
chair, Mathematics, Statistics and
Computer Science; and Dr. John Zahrt,
chair, Chemistry.b
I ^Icademtc-f
the lab.
(Tim
Webb
photos)
College of Natural and Mathematical Sciences
Campbell Mixes Fun
with Hard Work
T,erry Campbells
fondest memory of his col-
lege days at Eastern might
be a Toad the Wet Sprocket
concert on campus, but
don't let that fool you.
The Hazard resident
knows the value of hard
work, too, and it's paving
big dividends. Campbell, a
chemistry/biology major,
was named the Outstand-
ing Senior in Easterns Col-
lege of Natural Mathemat-
ics and Sciences.
Campbell. "My parents
took me to the Smithsonian
when I was little. Dino-
saurs, that was my first
love."
Salutatorian of his 1992
graduation class at Hazard
High School, Campbell
said his work and study
habits have improved con-
siderably at Eastern, where
he has an overall GPA of
3.9.
"I'm a lot more mature
now (because) I've had a lot
Anyone who knew
Campbell as a child
shouldn't be surprised by
his career choice.
"I've wanted to be a sci-
entist since about age five,"
said Campbell, son of
Charles Campbell and Judy
more responsibility to take
on. And I'm a bit more
humble. I've managed to
get As but I've had to study
a lot harder. My work hab-
its have been much better
and I'm becoming more
focused."
Campbell started out
a chemistry major, lat<
adding biology to doub
his options. And he h
impressed faculty in bot
departments.
"I've noticed that Ten
is not only very intelliger
... but he is also intellecti
ally mature," said D
Michael Foster, assistai
professor of biology. "E
has a very good grasp
many of the scientific d
ciplines (and) has the ab
iry to analyze new inform
tion and to synthesize ne
concepts and ideas.'
Campbell said the sm;
class sizes and personal a
tention from professo
have also contributed to h
success, as has his involv
ment in several Universi
clubs and organization
including Golden K«
Honor Society (which I
served as president), TI
Knowledge Bowl Tear
national and local chapte
of Phi Sigma and t
Chemistry Club.
"I've gotten a lot of lea<
ership skills out of it
said. "(The Golden K(
presidency) was my fi
true leadership position,
I had no clue how to le;
an organization."
Campbell, who plans
pursue a doctorate degre
wants eventually to becon
a research scientist in ev
lutionary biology.
But he'll never have
ask, as his favorite conce
group does in song, "Is
for Me?"
1
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences
Road Less Traveled
Makes Big Difference
f for Hubbard
F.or Susan Hubbard,
e switch a year ago to be-
ime a psychology (pre-
ed) major boiled down to
le simple, logical reason.
"I started thinking about
hat classes I most en-
yed," said the senior from
>ndon, "and I realized
at was psychology."
It might have been the
ad less traveled compared
her previous major or
}logy (pre-med), but as
et Robert Frost said, it
ide all the difference in
e world for this 1992
urel County High
hool graduate. Hubbard
s named the top senior
the College of Social and
havioral Sciences.
For Hubbard, the psy-
slogy major fits for an-
ler reason.
"My career goal is to be-
ne a primary care physi-
n in geriatrics," she said.
Then you focus on the
snce, you're treating the
ease, but not the person,
d there's a lot more to
iting people than just the
:hological symptoms."
Psychology professor Dr.
in Flanagan, Hubbard's
iser, predicted a bright
ure for Hubbard, who
a 3.56 GPA despite her
)rous curriculum.
'She has a clear vision
what she wants to do,"
nagan said, "and she is
talented and determined
enough to make sure she
gets there. If there's any-
thing to sets herself to do, I
can't imagine her not ac-
complishing it."
At the same time
Hubbard sharpened her
academic focus and became
"more goal-oriented" at
Eastern, she broadened her
social horizons.
"I'm basically a very shy
person," acknowledged
Hubbard. "I joined a soror-
ity (Chi Omega), and that
allowed me to branch out
and meet more people. I
got over my shyness and
joined other organiza-
tions," such as the EKU
Student Senate and Cadu-
ceus Club. "I'm surprised
that I'm as involved as I am
at the college level."
Hubbard, who gradu-
ated in May, credited East-
ern faculty for much of her
personal and academic
growth.
"They truly want to help
you," she said. "You have to
know what to focus on and
the professors are a big help."
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Less-
Traveled
Road
Makes
Big
Difference
for Top
Senior
Susan
Hubbard.
(Tim
Webb
photos)
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences
Dean:
Departments:
Dr. Vance
Wisenbaker
Anthropology,
Sociology and
Social Work;
Geography and
Planning;
Government;
History; Psychology
1,327
124
College of Social and Bahevioral Sciences
Administrators:
From left, Dr. Robert Adams, chair,
Psychology; Dr. Steve Savage, chair,
Anthropology, Sociology and Social
Work; Dr. Vance Wisenbaker, dean; Dr.
David Sefton, History; Dr. Richard
Vance, Government; and Dr. Wilma
Walker, Geography.
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Chris Dean takes notes in a class at Eastern's Manchester Center.
Opportunity Knocks for |
JL a an effort to make a college degree more accessible to are
residents, EKU has over the last seven years established educj
tional centers in three communities in its service region.
And residents of all ages and backgrounds are taking advantag
of the new opportunities in increasing numbers. A good portio
are typical college students who make the jump fresh out of hig
school. But a sizable number are non-traditional students whc
because of jobs and/or families, could not afford to commute t
the main campus, much less move to Richmond.
Lorna Jones, a junior juvenile corrections major, commutes regt
larly from Cumberland in Harlan County to take classes at EKU
Tri-County Center in Corbin. The former owner of a truckin
business, wife and mother of a college student wanted a more fu
filling career. At age 43, she believes her diploma will be the tick<
to a job working with troubled teens in the area that she's calle
home her entire life.
"I wanted a small campus," said Jones, a Southeast Communit
College transfer who would have had difficulty attending class*
full-time on the main campus. "The people have been very helj
ful and friendly, and I can still travel back and forth from horn
This way, I'm close to everything."
Joy Crawford Mason, a 27-year-old sophomore associate d<
gree nursing major at the Manchester Center, likes the Center "b<
cause I feel less intimidated. It's close to home (Booneville) an
the classes are small.
"It would be impossible for me to move to Richmond," si
said.
Another Manchester Center student, sophomore broadcastir
major Jimmy Goins of Manchester, said: "It has been a big hel
for me to get my general education classes here. The people a:
great. They help you out when you need it."
The newest center, in Danville, has already proven to be a b
hit with residents of Boyle and surrounding counties.
"The Center has given me the opportunity to have a famil
manage a home and still work toward my degree," said Joanr
Searcy, a wife and mother of a two-year-old boy.
"I like to think of it as a preparatory center for that big, ope
campus," the 24-year-old Harrodsburg resident said. "There's r
excuse not to check it out. Everyone at the Center is here to he
people further their education and provide career opportunitie
And the Center offers 100 percent of what you need to get it."
Indeed, all three centers operate as mini-versions of the ma
campus, with resource centers, computer labs, on-site advising an
registration, and access to books and supplies. And the availabili
of classes has improved the addition of the Kentucky Telelinkir
Network (KTLN), an interactive system that enables a profess*
to simultaneously teach multiple classrooms in various commun
ties while not sacrificing the ability to see and communicate wil
the students.
"Everything is right here for you," said Belinda Peyton, a fresl
man health education major at the Danville Center.
20 /tca^e*titca
tudents at three Area Centers
Clockwise from top: Instructor Linda Fitzpatrick assists a student in a
computer lab at EKU's Tri-County Center in Corbin; Jimmy Goins chats
with Manchester Center Director Marijane Clark; and Linda Tillman,
coordinator of volunteer services at Ephraim McDowell Hospital in
Danville, works toward a second degree at EKU's Danville Center.
(Tim Webb photos]
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Non-TYaditional Students Meet Challenges
KL srudents come in .ill shapes, sizes and, increasingly, ages. Stress and time management are a big part of students' lives a
Every vear, non-traditional students comprise a larger percent- Eastern. For some non-traditional students, other demands add tc
age or the student body, as more and more men and women de- the apprehension. Howard, who is also a single mother, said: "It i
hard to find time to study, take your child tc
after-school activities, cook and do house
work. I don't find a lot of time to sleep."
It's easy, then, to become overloaded wit!
so many responsibilities.
"Sometimes you don't manage (time), yoi
just do it," said W.D. Hawley, a junior psy
chology/sociology major. Besides all his schoo
obligations, Hawley still takes the time to giv
a little back to his community. He works witl
Alateen and the Baptist Student Union,
well as abuse victims.
"It has been great returning (to school) af
ter retiring from 20 years of iron work,
Hawley said. "I want to stay in school for 2(
more, but can't. I really enjoy the classes am
the people."
Dalbey concurred.
"College is a challenge where you have
constantly keep striving to reach your goal,
she said. "I look back all the time and say
was worth it."
cide to give up their current lite situation and
return to school.
"It vou don't have a college education, you
cant get a good-paying job," said Debbie
Howard, a senior social work major. Howard's
sentiments are evidently shared by many oth-
ers in search of a career and a greater sense of
fulfillment.
Manv non-traditional students have re-
turned to school after marrying, having chil-
dren and working at a career. After being
married for 10 years and having two children,
Maria Dalbey, a senior nursing major, decided
she wanted a college degree. "I have always
admired nurses and how they help people. I
want to be a part of that."
Returning to the school atmosphere is a
big step, and support from family, friends and
classmates proves very helpful. "My husband
has been very supportive through the entire
process," Dalbey said. "I have also made a lot
of close friends at EKU. They are all very sup-
portive."
Paul Dean, 43, is working toward a
teaching certficate.
Jody Bauldridge, 28, asks a question of Dr. Lee Gentry in an education class.
(Tim Webb photos)
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Teodulo (Ted) Lujan Jr., 48, top, is
pursuing a degree in accounting. At
above, Fran Burton, 35, find that
commuting regularly from Somerset is
a juggling act in more ways than one.
Senior chemistry major Tom Fowles, 42,
received a $7,000 Phi Kappa Phi
fellowship to attend the University of
Louisville Medical School.
(Tim Webb Photos]
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Internet, KTLN Bring campus
t's not face to face," allows Dr. Andy Harnack, "but it is
mind to mind."
That's how the veteran English professor described EKU's first
all-Internet course. Advanced Composition Online: Writing lor
the Internet, offered in the Spring 199"7 semester.
Outside an initial orientation workshop to resolve technical
questions, the class was con-
ducted entirely over the
Internet. The 1 5 students con-
vened on a regular basis from
various on-campus and off-
campus locations in a MOO
hosted by Diversity University,
a non-profit organization that
promotes education through
on-line activities. A type of chat
room, the catchv acronym
stands for Multiple-User Di-
mension, Object Oriented.
Besides the Internet itself, the
students' "textbook" for the
course was Online: A Reference
Guide to Using Internet
Sources, authored by Harnack
and EKU colleague Eugene
Kleppinger.
Contrary to what some
naysayers might think, Harnack
believes an Internet-taught class
"creates opportunities for know-
ing the student more fully than
having occasional conferences
in the office."
When the class convenes at
its regular time each week, each
member is logged on and able,
via the computer keyboard, to
contribute to the class discus-
sion at any time as they follow
Harnack and the input of class-
astern
Kentucky
Universit
A computer mouse glides over a pad bearing a reproduction of EKU's
home page (http://www.eku.edu)
work this way," said Harnack, "and studies indicate that thi
(method of learning) is just as effective" as the traditional class
room method.
During the course, which attracted 14 different majors, stu
dents learned how to: use electronic mail, communicate wit
newsgroups, write with HyperNews, perform research on the Worl<
Wide Web, and publish thei
own personal home page.
Still, Harnack "wouldn't de
scribe myself as a techie. Ou
Division ofAcademic Comput
ing and Telecommunicatioi
Services has provided diligen
and strong support. Our univei
sity is on the cutting edge be
cause of their work."
The Internet is not the on
high-tech tool Eastern is utiliz
ing to prepare students and im
prove educational access. Th
campus is making increasin
use of the Kentucky Telelinkin
Network (KTLN), which en
ables delivery of a single class si
multaneously to several diffei
ent locations throughout th
area. The technology ha
brought more students to th
University's centers in Danvilk-
Corbin and Manchester be
cause it allows classes to be de
livered via KTLN that previ
ously would not have had suffi
cient numbers to meet.
KTLN does not sacrifice th
professor's ability see and corr
municate with the students, c
vice versa, because it allows fc
two-way interactive video an
audio. The monitors at each sit
mates. One inherent advantage to the new medium, he said, is are voice-activated. When a student at any site speaks into the sma
that students have more freedom of expression. "The more timid microphone at each seat, that student is automatically displayed o
students," for example, "don't have to worry about their dress or a monitor at each of the sites,
their voice." Dr. Carolyn Siegel, a management and marketing professor wh
In other words, class members are measured solely by the qual- has conducted faculty development workshops on incorporatin
ity of their intellect and contributions. the Internet into courses, said she's still a firm believer in finding
Such was the response to the historic class, which was limited to 15, happy medium between personal contact and technology, "but
that Harnack had to turn away about four dozen hopeful students. sure like the Internet as a tool."
"There is a large audience of students who want to do their
1 2A Acatfaruct
)nline with the Future
Dr. Mary Ann
Kolloff teaches a
class (above) in
the KTLN Room in
the Crabbe
Library. As she
teaches, students
at other sites can
interact via two-
way audio and
video. At left, Dr.
Andy Harnack
displays the
home page for
his "Writing for
the Internet"
course, taught
entirely via the
Internet, a first at
Eastern.
(Tim Webb
Photos)
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Checking the card catalog (left) is not as common a scene as it once was. Now, a
common method for checking on the availability of materials is via computer
terminals (below). Now, with a bar code scanning system, the process of
checking out books is much like a grocery store checkout line.
(Jordan Ratliff Photos)
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Automated Library Pleases Students
KU reached one of its last steps in library automation this have had to learn how to use the new computers.
:ar. Instead of students standing around and filling out those "There were some people who were hesitant.. .when they took
[cBee cards that have been on campuses since the dawn of time, out the card catalogue," she said.
ey now hurry through the library with just their ID cards and However, the new system has benefited everyone, especially
eir books. students. Everyone can get "more information out of the com-
The library began using the NOTIS system of management in puter," said Greg Mitchell, who heads the Circulation Depart-
>93, introducing it into the computer system. Next, the data- ment. Overdue notices are printed and sent out to patrons, and a
ise was offered through
e online public access
talogue, where students
uld use the OPAC ter-
inals to check if a de-
ed item was in the li-
ary.
In Spring 1993, the li-
ary staff began input-
ig 7,000 periodical
Jdings into the NOTIS
tabase so that students
uld check the system to
I if they were in the li-
ary.
The staff then began
rcoding all the collec-
ts in Spring 1994, and
Summer 1995, the
rcoding of all books
d periodicals was com-
sted. On Aug. 21,
96, the library stopped
ing the McBee cards
mpletely. All books
d periodicals had
rcodes on them, which
ten scanned through
\ NOTIS system, were
scked out by also scan-
lg a student's ID card.
The new automa-
>n system includes
)dules for the online se-
ls and acquisitions,
o.
Roberta Kirby, who
:n charge of the auto-
ttion department ofthe
rary, said that the
inual system was obvi-
sly much harder to use.
"The circulation
tern is a big difference," she said. She said that the librarians sisting the patrons instead of constantly working behind a counter.
Students now enter and exit the Crabbe Library through the newly constructed
Thomas and Hazel Building.
(Jordan Ratliff Photo)
patron can see when a
book is due back on the
shelf, or if the book is on
the shelf already. The
patron can also get a
record of any overdue
books they may have.
Students no longer
have to search through
the card catalogue. They
can simply get a list of
books they need from the
computer, said Mark
Evans, ofthe Law Library
staff.
"I think it makes it
a lot easier," said April
Cain, a third-year stu-
dent. She said she and
her roommate use the li-
brary a lot, adding that a
majority of the students
she has talked to like the
automation much better.
Librarians and stu-
dents seemed to enjoy the
new barcoding much
more than the tedious
process of paperwork to
simply check out a book.
Junior Traci
Johnson said the process
is quicker and more effi-
cient.
The on-line circu-
lation system will go into
effect in the future for the
Music and Law Enforce-
ment libraries.
The main difference
in the system, according to
Kirby, is that the librarians
can be out serving and as-
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EKU boasts the commonwealth's top college
professor each of the past two years; Dr. He
Blythe received the Acorn Award in 1 996, D
Merita Thompson in 1 995.
(Tim Webb Photos)
Blythe and Thompson: Kentucky's Best
Two words appear repeatedly in student
/aluations of Dr. Hal Blythe.
Demanding. Concerned.
Now you can add three more to describe the long-
me English professor at EKU: Acorn Award Win-
zr.
For the second straight year, an EKU faculty
ember received the highest honor given by the
entucky Advocates for Higher Education for teach-
g excellence. The Acorn Award is presented annu-
ly to a college or university professor whose par-
:ular strength is motivating students. The 1995
cipient was Dr. Merita Thompson, professor of
:alth education.
"You can tell from the letters of recommenda-
)n and from the comments of the EKU adminis-
itors, faculty and administrators that Dr. Blythe is
well-respected teacher and mentor," said Norma
iams, chair of the Advocates. "His love of teach-
g and his concern for the welfare of his students
me through clearly."
Mason Smith first met Blythe in 1985 when he
gan taking graduate-level classes in creative writing
Eastern. Smith, who had worked many years in jour-
lism and public relations, was wanting guidance on
lovel manuscript.
"He would say things like, 'Mason, the scene actu-
y works pretty well, but you need to make your dia-
;ue a bit sharper,' or 'Wasn't this character named
id in Chapter 1? Why is he Henry now?' or 'Have
u read this novel by so-and-so? She did something
lilar to what you're working on, and you might want
look at how she handled it.'
"In otherwords," Smith continued, "credit was given
what I had done well, and the remaining problems
re quickly diagnosed and prescriptions written. ..In
I years I've worked with him, and in the hundreds of
ges we've passed back and forth, I've found some
prising things that I'd never experienced before in
' writing career."
Now an English instructor at EKU himself, Smith
n't think ofa better example for my own teaching."
And Blythe, who joined the EKU faculty in 1 972,
thrives on the support of his colleagues at Eastern.
"At Eastern we're committed to teaching," he said.
"We like to teach, and we think we do it well. That
dedication comes from the top down. I don't think
I've ever been in a meeting with President (Hanly)
Funderburk that I haven't heard about the need for
quality instruction."
Even in his larger classes, Blythe works on-one-
one with his students as much as possible, listening
carefully to their questions. He comments exten-
sively on papers and exams, holds regular confer-
ences to let students know where they stand, and
maintains an open-door policy.
"I open each course by assuring my students that
we're in this together, and challenging them to get
the most from every class. Sometimes a student sim-
ply needs an ear or a kind, 'Hang in there."'
Students in Thompson's classes get the same as-
surance.
awearora-/cmd
6an^£fpf/we'.
—Dr. Hal Blythe
"I met this exceptional teacher at a time I was
personally at an all-time low," testified Carrie
Johnson, '93, at the 1995 Acorn Award dinner. "I
was working as an emergency room nurse, and tak-
ing classes part-time at EKU. We had experienced a
very bad year in the emergency room, and I had
hardened myself to my surroundings and the many
needless deaths we had faced that year. I enrolled in
the Death and Dying class knowing that I would
continue to be terribly depressed about the subject.
"Dr. Thompson taught the textbook
material. ..but she also taught us how to deal with
the wide range ofemotions surrounding death, both
from a professional perspective and a personal one.
I learned a lot that semester about life and about
myself. And I came to know a person who would
serve as my mentor, my inspiration and my friend."
With Thompson, it's impossible to separate the
three. Students are just as likely to approach her with
their personal problems as they are with a coursework
question. Though her open-door policy makes for
some long hours, she wouldn't have it any other way.
"I have never, ever knowingly turned a student
away on anything personal," she said. "That's as im-
portant as anything I do in the classroom and many
times it's more important. You have to see students
as whole people. I can be a silent, caring witness,
and often that's all students want, someone to help
them think through their options.
Merita Thompson takes a life-affirming
Dr. Hal Blythe is known as a demanding, but
caring, English professor.
"Students need teachers and classes that leave
them with a message that in spite of its problems,
the world can survive in love and harmony, that what
they do can make a difference, and that they can
enjoy their lives and contribute to others, regardless
of whether they lay bricks or do medical research."
Thompson carries that theme through all her
courses, including her death and dying class and two
others on potentially life-and-death subjects —
chemical dependency and human sexuality. Other
hallmarks are an atmosphere of mutual respect and
support and Thompson's life-affirming approach, a
teaching style that leans heavily on the students' own
critical thinking skills and personal responsibility.
"There's an attitude of gratitude," Thompson
said. "I'm grateful every day that I get to go to a
classroom to talk about things that are relevant to
everyday life. Everybody has been touched in some
way by alcohol, drugs, death and grief. Any time
you pick up the Lexington Herald-Leader or Rich-
mond Register, it's filled with what I teach."
At least once or twice each week, Thompson
spends some quiet time just visualizing the class,
identifying students who are not involved, and plan-
ning strategies to engage them.
'The bottom line," she said, "is genuine concern
for the student and a passion for wanting them to
learn. If you've got that, you will do the work re-
quired, and students generally will respond."
Thompson said such concern and passion is not
uncommon among her colleagues at Eastern, where
"there's increasing support from the top level on
down for teaching," the University's top priority,
followed by public service and research.
"College teachers have a front row seat at the
unfolding drama of human lives in process," Th-
ompson said in her acceptance speech. "We get
to be there, daily, to observe while people experi-
ence life-changing insights, expand their vision
of themselves and their future, and transform from
looking forever inward to looking outward for
ways to contribute.
"What a privilege!"
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Fine Arts
Season Calendar Packs Variety of Entertainment
Clockwise from far left:
Michelle Wagoner
portrays Sally, a lead
character in the musical
"Cabaret," a joint
production of the speech
and theater and music
departments; freshman
violinist Paula
Hendrickson performs
with the University
Orchestra; the Pops for
Music Sake concert blends
the talents of the
University Orchestra,
Concert Choir and
University Singers.
(Brenda Ahearn, left, and
Tim Webb photos)
/icrtdemi&f I 3 I
Arts Events
Serve Dual
Purpose
The varied arts events at EKU serve dual purposes.
They give students a chance to showcase their burgeon-
ing talents to other students and the public, and offer
another cultural and entertainment option for the com-
munity.
On the music side, the 1996-97 arts calendar featured
dozens ofconcerts and recitals by individual students, stu-
dent vocal and instrumental ensembles and faculty mem-
bers and groups. The Pops for Music's Sake concert in
April brought together many of the student snd faculty
groups in a fund-raiser for Departmental scholarships.
The calendar also featured five plays in Gifford The-
atre, including the elaborate musical "Cabaret," and nine
art exhibits in the Giles Gallery, including a special Latin
American Folk Art Exhibit in conjunction with the
University's annual Culture Festival.
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Clockwise from right: The
EKU Symphony Orchestra,
including Stephen Carney
and Kenny Crowdus,
foreground, performs;
John Drago, as Jim, and
Lashe Dunn, as Laura, act
out a scene from "The
Glass Menagerie," Rose
Coleman, Jason Meece
and Matthew Lewis
entertain during a scene
from the comedy "Bell,
Book and Candle."
(Tim Webb and Jordan
Ratliff, top, photos)
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Music students had ample
opportunities to perform
throughout the year. Clockwise
from left: Katie McDonald
performs with the Symphonic
Band; from left, Duane Paulson,
Darrell Logan, Brian McFarland,
Chris Ledbetter and Danny Martin
perform with the University
Orchestra; Dustin Tennill performs
on bass with the Jazz Ensemble.
(Brenda Ahearn, left, and Tim
Webb photos]
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Summer
Commencement
'96
Thompson
Inspires
Graduates
Enjoy the moment, take risks, and friends, and pack an extra
embrace life fully, take along a sense ticket and pass it on.
of wonder and the love of family That's how Dr. Merita Th-
ompson sent 597 summer de-
gree candidates on life's jour-
ney.
The long-time health edu-
cation professor, who in 1995
received the Acorn Award as
Kentucky's top professor,
shared several inspirational sto-
ries of students she had en-
countered during her 24 years
at Eastern.
The 597 degree candidates
included 369 bachelor's degree
candidates, 1 77 master's degree
candidates and 51 associate
degree candidates.
Also at the ceremony, Ha-
zel C. Little, a civic leader in
Richmond, Va., received an
honorary doctor of letters de-
gree. The Thomas C. And
Hazel C. Little Building is
named in honor of the 1929
Eastern graduate and her late
husband.
Clockwise from top: The Keen
Johnson Building tower adds to
the picturesque backdrop; Mary
Jane Dillard assists daughter Ann
Dillard, an education graduate
from Nicholasville; and the
degree candidates listen intently
to the advice shared by speaker
Dr. Merita Thompson.
(Tim Webb Photos)
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More Than 1,100 Graduate in December
Clockwise from above: Becki Tribble Moberly, an
education graduate from Berea, used her cap to
announce an impending big day for her and husband
Shawn Moberly; Brent Davis Cornett, a middle grades
education major from Lexington, receives congratulatory
hugs from a pair of well-wishers; and an Allied Health
and Nursing graduate accepts her diploma from Dean
Dr. David Gale.
(Jerry Wallace, Tim Webb photos)
At left: A group of Natural and Mathematical
Sciences degree candidates. Above: Donald R.
Dizney, the man for whom the Dizney Building
is named, speaks to degree candidates in the
College of Allied Health and Nursing.
(Tim Webb Photos]
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Clockwise from top: Gov. Paul Patton told
graduates and degree candidates they would
be more productive citizens because of their
investment in higher education; degree
candidates file in at Hanger Field; Bridgett
Estes, an education graduate from Stanton, is
joined by her parents, Sharron and Bobby
Estes, right, grandmother Inez Woodard, left,
and Josh Wells.
(Tim Webb and Jerry Wallace, right, photos)
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Smiles abounded at Eastern's
90th Spring Commencement.
(Tim Webb photo)
Spring Commencement
Governor Patton Stresses Investment in 'Mental Capital'
One graduate shed the usual
headgear for a hat that clearly
indicated his major.
(Tim Webb photo)
Kentucky must take the lead in the production of "mental capital,"
ov. Paul Patton told more than 2,200 degree candidates and graduates
iturday, May 10.
Speaking at EKU's 90th spring commencement ceremonies at Hanger
eld, Patton said the graduates and degree candidates would be much
ore productive citizens because of the investment they have made in
gher education.
'(But) it's much more difficult for us as a society to make investm-
ents," the governor added. "I'm asking Kentuckians to not only invest
ore in post-secondary education, but to make fundamental changes so
at the money we're spending now can be spent more efficiently.
"Change," he said, "is so difficult. It takes courage. It takes vision. It
ces commitment. Much like the people who settled this land. They
:re willing to dream the impossible dream (and) they built one of the
:at societies in the United States at that time.
'As I study the history of Kentucky, I often wonder how is it we have
len so far behind."
The answer, he said, is short-sighted leadership.
'After the Civil War, we didn't invest in our infrastructure," he said,
id we sure didn't invest in education. We're in a world now where we
ve no choice. We must invest in our children."
.Eastern recognized 2,239 graduates and degree candidates during the
remonies, which were held at Hanger Field. The 1,352 degree candi-
tes this semester included 1,032 bachelor's degree candidates, 144 as-
:iate degree candidates, 168 master's degree candidates, and eight spe-
list degree candidates.
Some 888 December graduates were also invited to participate.
Also during the ceremony, Dr. James C. Klotter, state historian and
xutive director of the Kentucky Historical Society, received an hon-
iry doctor of letters degree.
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Paralympic
bronze
medalist
Aimee Bruder
has been an
inspiration to
many on
campus.
(Tim Webb
photos)
ntercollegiate athletics has a long, proud tradition that includes
two national Division l-AA football CnCHTipiOnSrlipS and nu-
merous other league titles and individual accomplishments.
While that shine has lost none of its luster in recent years, the cam-
pus has witnessed a transition that encompasses a wider range of
women's sports. Now, of the 14 intercollegiate sports, half are women's:
basketball, cross country, golf, tennis, track, softball and volleyball. The
ladies join men competing in baseball, basketball, cross country, football,
golf, tennis and track.
EKU's student-athletes also excel in the classroom. The Colonels are
annual contenders for both the Ohio Valley Conference All-Sports Cham-
pionship and the Academic Achievement Award
But sporting events at Eastern are not just for scholarship athletes. They
also bring students together and serve as a link to alumni, as witnessed
by the 17,000-plus who filled Roy Kidd Stadium for the Homecoming
game.
And then there are the club and intramural sports
which give any student wishing to compete the opportunity to do so. At
the club-sport level, Eastern students compete in ice hockey, judo, la-
crosse, men's and women's rugby, table tennis and volleyball. Intramural
sports include basketball, flag football, golf, the Homecoming 5K Run,
basketball, soccer, softball, tennis and volleyball.
Sports at Eastern: something for everyone, whether you like to partici-
pate or just watch. A
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Act
Athlete
.Leads by
ions,
Not Words
Medal-Winner Bruder Inspires Campus Community with
Aimee
Bruder
displays the
form that
helped her
capture
three
bronze
medals in
the 1996
Paralympics.
(Photo by
Tim Webb)
J%r
Sometimes the best role models are those who don't
consciously try to be.
Such is the case with Aimee Bruder.
Academically, she's an honor student in therapeutic
recreation at EKU. Athletically, the Lawrenceburg, Ind.,
resident was a three-time bronze-medal winner in this
summer's Paralympic Games in Atlanta. Physically, she
has been challenged since birth by cerebral palsy, and
uses a wheelchair, when she's not in the water.
But it's not Aimee Bruder the Student, Aimee Bruder
the Swimmer or Aimee Bruder the Overcomer that leaves
a lasting impression on her ever-widening circle of friends
and admirers.
It's simply Aimee Bruder the Person.
Ask those who know her best, and they'll tell you that,
if life had dealt her a different hand, better or worse,
she d still be on the Dean's List, somehow find other chal-
lenges to hurdle and would still be a champion swim-
mer, perhaps in the Other Olympics.
Few know this unique young woman with the infec-
tious spirit and quick smile better than Tim Cahill, a
health education instructor, the highly-regarded swim-
ming coach at Model Laboratory School and Arlington,
and for the past year, Bruder's poolside mentor and full-
time friend.
"The biggest thing about Aimee is she wants to be
treated as an athlete," said Cahill. "She has a goal in mind
and she's willing to do just about anything to make that
work. That kind of motivation is unusual, and very de-
sirable, in people. She's about as positive a person as I
ever met.
"She has no idea how much an inspiration she is to
people (because) she's just doing this for herself. She's a
role model, yet doesn't try to be a role model. She's a
pioneer, yet she doesn't think of herself as a pioneer."
Under Cahill's typically gentle but demanding tute-
lage this past year, Bruder achieved feats that are stagger-
ing for any athlete at any level of any sport. In qualifying
for the Olympics, she shattered 10 American disability
class records in five events at the U.S. Trials in Indianapo-
lis in May. And don't even ask her yet about those three
bronze medals in international competition last summer.
"It won't really hit me until ten years down the road,"
Bruder said.
Her best performance in the Barcelona Paralympics in
1 992 was fourth in the 4 x 50 freestyle relay, so her bronze
medals in the 200-meter freestyle, 100-meter freestyle and
200-meter freestyle relay are one measure ofCahill's coach-
ing, not to mention Bruder's gritty resolve, steeled by all
those daily two-hour workouts under Cahill's watchful eye.
"He's given me the technical skills and a lot of the self-
confidence," said Bruder, who has swam competitively
since age 8. "Nobody has ever drilled techniques into my
head like Tim has.
He has just been there for me."
Reared in a sports-minded family, Bruder was brought
up not to expect special treatment because of her disabil-
ity. Maybe that, as much as anything else, explains her
success and maturity. For instance, she recalled how, as a
child, she had to climb and descend the stairs the best
way she could.
"It made me a stronger person," she said.
Strong enough emotionally that she once, as a child,
"told off my doctor" when he dared suggest she needed a
physical therapist.
After all, she figured, the community pool was just
down the street. "That was everything to me," she recalled.
"You're either going to sit on the deck and sweat to death,
or jump in the water."
Now, as the 2000 Paralympics in Sydney, Australia,
beckon on the distant horizon, Bruder looks forward to
graduating in December 1997 and beginning a career,
probably in a community recreation setting.
"I love working with children," she said. "It's instinc-
tive for me."
Bruder's prescription for their success will be the same
as her own.
"I want to lead by my actions and not words," she said.
"I like to see people take their own initiative. Those are
the people who are going to succeed."
Bruder left the
Paralympics with bronze
medals in the 100- and
200-meter freestyle, and
200-meter freestyle relay.
She credits her EKU
health education
instructor and Model
and Arlington swim
team coach Tim Cahill,
above, for much of her
success.
(Tim Webb photos)
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Clockwise from top right:
The cheerleaders raise
the Colonel to exhort the
crowd; the Colonel
makes a point to the
crowd; making music;
and with Stewart Parker
of Richmond.
(Tim Webb photos)
Colonel Delights
Children, Inspires
Crowd
Ever noticed the look on
a child's face when the EKU
Colonel mascot comes
around?
Young and old alike this
year enjoyed the antics of
Brian Clark and Jim
Gilliland, who shared time
inside the familiar Colonel
uniform.
The mascot is an
integral part of Eastern
athletic events. The fans
see the end result, but
they may not realize all
the time, practice, hard
work and sweat that
goes into the young
men's efforts.
So what motivates
Clark and Gilliland?
"Being the mascot is
suddenly all worthwhile
when you see the smiles
on the little kids' faces,'
Gilliland said.
Clark concurred.
"The thing that I enjoy
the most," Clark said,
"is the feeling that I get
when I see people smile
and laugh simply
because of the Colonel."
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Cheering
for the
Lover .
of It
Cheerleading at EKU takes equal measures of
ability, dedication, hard work and time.
But it's all worth it, said four-year squad member
Christ} - Brown, Lexington.
"Here at Eastern we are not given scholarships,"
she noted, "so each of us cheer for the love of it."
The pluses are plentiful. Members get to travel and
The 1996-97 EKU Cheerleaders.
meet many people. Cheerleaders learn how to
manage their time because of their busy schedules.
And, of course, they learn to work together as a team.
And the co-ed squad is a welcome change for most
of the cheerleaders.
"Having guys on the squad is a nice change from
high school squads," Brown said. "Because of their
strength we can have better lifts and stunts."
1 44 fyorte
Dance Colonels:
Leaders and Followers
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You've seen them at halftime of Eastern home
basketball and football games. No, not the cheerleadets,
but the EKU Dance Colonels.
The 1 1-membet squad, led by Captain Marissa
DeVaul, taises its own funds and choreographs its own
routines.
"Without having a coach, we must learn to all
be leaders and followers at the same time," DeVaul said.
The squad, which can also been seen selling game
programs, practices daily Monday through Thursday.
Tryouts are held each spring, and each summer
the team attends a week-long camp, where the dancers
hone many of their routines for the coming year. They
also compete individually and as a team, with the chance
to qualify for nationals.
Clockwise from left:
Jennifer Bennett,
sophomore from
Campbellsville, hones a
routine; the 1 996-97
Dance Colonels, front row
from left, Jennifer Bennett,
Bridget Hughart, Marissa
DeVaul, Amy Braun,
Michelle Elmore, back row,
Melinda Hall, Brandy
Jump, Nikki Combs, Angie
Thompson, Brittany
Wallace, Kelly Gossett,
Allison Hinners; and a
practice session.
(Tim Webb photos)
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Troy State 40
Western Ky. 14
Appalachian St. 21
EKU 28
EKU 38
EKU 7
EKU 14
Tennessee Tech 7
EKU 45 Southeast Mo.
EKU 20 Middle Tenn. 13
EKU 45 UT-Martin 7
EKU 30 Tennessee St. 10
Murray State 17 EKU 14 l
EKU 24
Eastern Illinois 45
Austin Peay 10
EKU 21
Below: William Murrell
captured the OVC rushing
title with 1,1 15 yards
Right: With a Tennessee
State defender in hot
pursuit, Bobby
Washington reaches for
one of his team-leading
42 receptions
Rainy weather plagued
several of the Colonels'
home dates, as Wick, Sue
and Emily Chapman of
Jackson could attest.
(Tim Webb photos)
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Right, quarterback Greg
Couch closed out his
career in style by setting a
school regular season
passing record with 1,824
yards. He completed 124
of 224 passes for 12
touchdowns.
m^Slow-.
Starting
Colonehs
-5
Three season-opening losses to non-conference
teams and key late season defeats by eventual OVC
champion Murray State and Eastern Illinois spelled a
rare early vacation for the Colonels.
Eastern finished 6-5 overall, tying for second with
Eastern Illinois in league play at 6-2.
"We're very disappointed to have a 6-5 year," said
Coach Roy Kidd, "but I said at the beginning of the
year that we could have a good team, which I believe
we had, but maybe not as good a record as we're used
to because of our tough schedule," rated third tough-
est in I-AA by the NCAA News.
Despite the sub-par (by EKU standards) record,
several Colonels enjoyed stellar seasons and earned
post-season honors. Senior linebacker Tony
McCombs, OVC Defensive Player of the Year, joined
five other Colonels on first-team all-OVC: junior line-
backer Britt Bowen, freshman safety Scooter Asel,
senior tailback William Murrell, senior tackle Roger
Orlandini and senior guard Brandyon Brantley. Jun-
ior placekicker John Wright earned the OVC Scholar
Athlete of the Year Award.
At left, Coach Roy Kidd
finished his 33rd year
with an overall 271-99-8
record.
A cool autumn afternoon
didn't stop some from
shedding their game
attire.
(Tim Webb photos)
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Loyola 66 EKU 63
EKU 89 Ohio Valley 86 '
Illinois State 87 EKU 64
EKU 66 Austin Peay 62
Miami (Ohio) 91 EKU 40
EKU 85 Florida Intl. 74
Samford 77 EKU 72
Richmond 78 EKU 60
Northeastern 79 EKU 69
EKU 79 Middle Tenn. 77
Tennessee Tech 72 EKU 54
Southeast Missouri 70 EKU 68
Eastern Illinois 84 EKU 77
Morehead State 77 EKU 55
Murray State 60 EKU 59
UT-Martin 70 EKU 55
Austin Peay 85 EKU 68
Tennessee State 82 EKU 71
Tennessee Tech 88 EKU 75
Middle Tennessee 91 EKU 58
EKU 82 Eastern Illinois 72
EKU 84 Southeast Mo. 76
EKU 77 Morehead St. 66
UT-Martin 77 EKU 66
Murray State 83 EKU 57
EKU 83 Tennessee St. 74
Above: the Colonels
huddle during a break in
the action. At right: senior
point guard Carlos Bess
averaged 10 points and
provided valuable
leadership.
(Tim Webb photos)
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Young team / ,
Only One
Senior
&Ma}(4SP
A late resurgence could not salvage the season as the Colo-
nels failed to make the cut for the Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament and finished at 8- 1 8 overall 6- 1 2 in league play.
Shortly after the season's end head coach Mike Calhoun
announced his resignation. In five years at the helm
Calhoun compiled an overall mark of 58-77 including
39-43 record in the OVC.
"This decision has been made with deep regret and
respect for the University " said Calhoun whose best sea-
son at Eastern was 1992-93 when the Colonels went 15-
12 overall and finished in a tie for second place in the
OVC standings.
EKU Director of Athletics Dr. Robert Baugh called
Calhoun "a top-class person who was a pleasure to work
with and who certainly gave it his best effort. I really re-
gret that Mike has not been able to achieve the level of
success that he sought..."
In April University of Michigan Assistant Coach Scott
Perry was named to replace Calhoun.
The 1996-97 Colonels were hampered by an injury to
one of its top returning players Marty Thomas who was
limited to four early-season games. Junior college trans-
fer Daniel Sutton a 6-foot-7 junior forward led Eastern
with 14.1 ppg and 7.3 rebounds an outing. Junior center
Matt Simons and senior guard Carlos Bess followed at
10.5 ppg and 10.0 ppg respectively.
A mid-season stretch of 10 consecutive losses seven
away from home proved fatal although EKU recovered
to win four of its last six games. The Colonels lost all 12
of theit road games.
Above: front, from left:
Student Manager Josh
Hurt, Louie Moore, Patrick
Sivori, Chris Fitzgerald,
Carlos Bess, Travis
Inskeep, Jeremy Hall,
Julius Belle, Student
Manager Avery Dorsey;
back row Assistant Coach
Marty Pollio, Coach Mike
Calhoun, Marty Thomas,
Daniel Sutton, Warren
Stukes, Matt Simons,
Kevin Johnson, Jared
Carpenter, Aaron Cecil,
Assistant Coach Byron
Jones, Restricted Earnings
Coach Kevin Ciolek,
Program Assistant Scot
Ecker. At left: Coach Mike
Calhoun.
(Tim Webb photos)
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EKU 76 Wright State 51
Austin Peay 59 Ohio Valley 53
Detroit Mercy 71 EKU 54
EKU 91 Middle Tenn. 73
EKU 75 Tennessee Tech 72
EKU 71 Southeast Mo. 55
EKU 79 Eastern Illinois 69
EKU 92 Morehead St. 57
EKU 71 Murry State 45
EKU 77 UT-Martin 61
EKU 69 Austin Peay 55
EKU 74 Tennessee St. 72
Tennessee Tech 82 EKU 79
EKU 70 Middle Tenn. 61
EKU 67 Kentucky 62
EKU 62 Eastern Illinois 52
EKU 81 Southeast Mo. 44
EKU 66 Morehead St. 61
EKU 77 UT-Martin 69
EKU 60 Murray State 58
EKU 62 Tennessee St. 57
EKU 69 Tennessee St. 60
EKU 67 Middle Tenn. 47
EKU 69 Tennessee Tech 65
Georgia 91 EKU 55
Above, junior guard Trina Goodrich (15), was a key
player down the stretch despite battling injuries. At
right, Maria Gearhart, a freshman guard for Olive Hill,
made valuable contributions in her first season.
(Tim Webb photos)
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r A Year
of
Firsts:
Balanced Squad Shatters Records
tadtf CZfonefa, 24-6, /Ha^e-
It was a year of first for EKU's women's basketball team.
A school-record 21 regular season wins against only
five loses. Record 16 wins in conference action with only
two setbacks. The school's first outright championship in
OVC women's basketball, the league tournament cham-
pionship and a trip to the NCAA Tournament.
All because none of the players said me-first, said OVC
Coach of the Year Larry Inman.
"No one cares who scores, or who gets the credit,"
Inman said, "and that's what championship basketball is
all about."
Inman, whose teams have fashioned an overall 141-
105 record in his nine years at the helm, said he knew the
1 996-97 squad was capable ofgreatness when it whipped
perennial power Middle Tennessee 91-73 on Jan. 4.
"This was a tremendous team effort this year, with dif-
ferent players stepping up on different nights," said Inman,
whose squad lost only at Tennessee Tech after that point
and later avenged that setback in a hard-fought conference
tournament final. "They played good team defense, too."
On offense, Eastern was led by all-OVC performers
Chrissy Roberts (13 ppg, including 47 percent of her
three-point attempts) and Laphelia Doss (12 points and
five rebounds per outing).
The Lady Colonels, who lost their first-round game to
highly-ranked Georgia to finish 24-6, will likely be fa-
vored to repeat their OVC title in 1997-98. The team
loses only two starters, and returns approximately 86 per-
cent of its scoring.
"When (Inman) was hired at Eastern, it was a known
fact that they would be a championship-caliber team in a
period of time, both on and off the court," said Tennes-
see Tech Coach Bill Worrell. "What he has done does not
surprise me."
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Above, the 1 996-97 Lady
Colonels: front row, from left,
Manager Alicia Daniel,
Natalie Mays, Valerie
Cornett, Trina Goodrich,
Chrissy Roberts, Stephany
Davis, Tiffany Davis, Maria
Gearhart, Jennifer King,
Student Manager Ginger
Brown; back row, from left,
Coach Larry Inman,
Restricted Earnings Coach
Samantha Young, Laurel
Friedman, Amanda Reid,
Laphelia Doss, Cathy Dues,
Shannon Browning, Lisa
Pace, Michelle Links,
Assistant Coach Sheila
Simmons, Assistant Coach
Kent Miller. At left: Chrissy
Roberts, the nations's top
women's three point shooter.
(Tim Webb photos) 3per£f 1 5 1
Youngsters
Show.
Promise
f0-/4, 20-36
A youthful roster, doited bv only thtee seniots, might saves and impressive 2.32 ERA. Senior starter Jason Irwin
best explain the Colonels' lack of diamond success this was the teams big winner at 6-6 and senior Ryan Saylor
season. averaged 12.6 strikeouts per nine innings.
Still, going into the last two weeks of the season, East- One bright note: Jim Ward, in his 19th year at East-
ern was 10-8 in Ohio Valley Conference play and 20-27 ern, won his 500th game as Colonel baseball coach and
overall. Thev lost their last nine games, however, to finish has won over 800 overall in Division I.
10-1-4 in the league and 20-36 overall.
The Colonels started tour freshmen, two sophomores
a junior and a senior. Thev were led by a trio of .300
hitters: junior centerfielder Jefi Wellman at .331, fresh-
man shortstop Jason Sharp at .322 and freshman second
|
/
baseman Adam Basil at .314. Sharp was named honor-
able mention all-OVC.
"We reel good about our future," Ward said at the close
ot the season.
On the mound, reliever Joe Witten earned second-team
all-OYC honors and finished with a league-leading seven
:0«
Right: Freshman second
baseman Adam Basil,
who hit .314 in his first
season, takes a cut at a
pitch.
(Tim Webb photos]
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1 CORE BOAR p
*J Mississippi 13 EKU 3
Mississippi 10 EKU 2
EKU 4 Mississippi 2
Tennessee 16 EKU 5
Tennessee 9 EKU 1
Tennessee 7 EKU 2
EKU 13 Detroit Mercy 1
EKU 5 Detroit Mercy 4
EKU 6 Detroit Mercy 2
Louisville 10 EKU 5
Bowling Green 10 EKU 5
; Bowling Green 7 EKU 6
Bowling Green 5 EKU 4
EKU 9 Univ. Charleston 1
James Madison 12 EKU 11
Hartford 10 EKU 3
EKU 3 Middle Tennessee 1
Middle Tennessee 4 EKU 3
i Middle Tennessee 7 EKU 5
EKU 10 Western Kentucky 5
EKU 6 Kentucky 1
EKU 24 Southeast Missouri 2
EKU 3 Southeast Missouri 2
Southeast Missouri 10 EKU 7
Birmingham-Southern 8 EKU 6
Miami University 7 EKU 5
EKU 7 Cincinnati 4
EKU 13 Marshall 7
Austin Peay 8 EKU 7
Austin Peay 6 EKU 1
EKU 16 Austin Peay 14
Louisville 12 EKU 2
Xavier 8 EKU 4
West Virginia 14 EKU 10
EKU 5 UT-Martin 4
EKU 5 UT-Martin 4
UT-Martin 5 EKU 3
Wright State 5 EKU 3
Marshall 4 EKU 3
Murray State 10 EKU 5
EKU 3 Murray State 1
EKU 7 Murray State 5 !
EKU 6 Xavier 5
Wright State 11 EKU 5
Morehead State 6 EKU
EKU 3 Morehead State 1
EKU 10 Morehead State 5
Cincinnati 3 EKU
Western Kentucky 1 EKU 6
Tennessee Tech 7 EKU 1
Tennessee Tech 8 EKU
Tennessee Tech 7 EKU 3
Eastern Illinois 5 EKU 3
Eastern Illinois 1
1
EKU 4
Eastern Illinois 18 EKU
Austin Peay 4 EKU 1
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EKU 3 Butler
EKU 7 Butler 4
EKU 6 Kentucky 1
Wright State 9 EKU 3
EKU 4 Dayton 3
Kentucky 6 EKU 3
EKU 6 Valparaiso
EKU 3 Valparaiso 1 i
Tennessee Tech 9 EKU 1
Tennessee Tech 6 EKU 4
UNC-Greensboro 3 EKU 2
UNC-Greensboro 8 EKU
EKU 10 Tennessee State 2
Tennessee State 4 EKU 2
Middle Tennessee 4 EKU 3
Middle Tennessee 3 EKU
EKU 2 Eastern Illinois 1
EKU 1 Eastern Illinois
EKU 3 UT-Martin 2
UT-Martin 5 EKU 2
Southeast Missouri 15 EKU 2
Marshall 2 EKU
Marshall 2 EKU 1
EKU 4 Tennessee Tech 3
EKU 3 Tennessee Tech 1
EKU 6 Morehead State 2
EKU 9 Morehead State 7
Wright State 10 EKU 6
EKU 5 Wright State 2
Eastern Illinois 3 EKU 2
Eastern Illinois 8 EKU 3
Southeast Missouri 9 EKU 3
Southeast Missouri 2 EKU
UT-Martin 2 EKU 1
UT-Martin 5 EKU 4 >
UNC-Greensboro 6 EKU 2
Jacksonville State 1 EKU 3
South Florida 6 EKU
Tennessee 1 EKU
Morehead State 7 EKU
EKU 9 Jacksonville St. 5
South Florida 4 EKU 1
EKU 3 Morehead State
EKU 3 Morehead State 1
Dayton 5 EKU
EKU 3 Austin Peay 2
EKU 8 Austin Peay 7
EKU 7 Tennesssee State 4
EKU 9 Tennessee Tech 1
Eastern Illinois 6 EKU 1
EKU 6 Morehead State 4
UT-Martin 5 EKU 3
1 54 Sporla
Mid-Season
Swoon
e&aesStrong Start, Finish
c?ea#ofP0t23-29
First, the good news: Easterns Softball team won six of
its first eight games and seven of its last 10.
Now, the bad news: In between, the squad won only
10 of 34.
The team's 23-29 overall record, a six-game improve-
ment over the previous campaign, foretells even better
fortunes ahead, since the roster featured only one senior,
infielder Jeanie King. Eastern was also hurt by injuries to
some key veterans, including outfielders Angie Dunagan
and Brandy Bevans and pitcher Karen Scott, the 1995
OVC Freshman of the Year.
Junior lefthander Missy Phillips, a transfer who helped
lead Central Arizona College to a national championship,
took up some of the slack, fashioning a 17-15 record with
a 3.05 ERA.
Sophomore second baseman Amy DeSmet was named
second-team all-OVC after hitting .294, and freshman
catcher Kim Sarrazin earned honorable mention after hit-
ting. 333.
Jane Worthington has been the team's only coach since the
program's inception in 1992-93. In 1996, she received the
Citizens for Sports Equity Outstanding College Coach Award.
Above left: Freshman
catcher Kim Sarrazin.
Above: The eyes are
squarely on the ball and
the bat ready to lay down
a bunt. Far Left: Pitcher
Missy Phillips, who won
1 7 games.
(Tim Webb photos)
Above, the 1996-97 squad: Front row, from left, Coach Jane Worthington, Kelly
Swanson, Lindsey Blake, Brittani Collini, Assistant Coach Melissa Prater; middle row,
Nicole Wood, Kim Sarrazin, Heather Farmer, Karen Scott, Brenda Cognac; back row,
Jill MacDonald, Jeanie King, Brandy Bevans, Amy DeSmet, Angie Dunagan, Erin
Vance and Missy Phillips.
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Addington
anaMerron
P°*All-Conference
Performances
^fuffn/c^^w^par^
Despite the all-Ohio Valley Conference performances
of junior Amv Merron and senior Shelby Addington, the
EKU volleyball team struggled to a 13-19 overall mark,
7-11 in league plav. It was the first losing conference record
for Eastern since the OVC began sponsoring the sport in
1981.
The conference leader in blocking and runner-up in
hitting percentage, Merron earned first-team honors for
the second consecutive season. She set a school record in
'96 with her .310 hitting percentage and she ranks among
all-time Eastern leaders in several categories.
Addington, who earned second-team honors, finished
the season on fire, hitting more than 3.00 10 times in her
late 13 games.
Head Coach Geri Polvino completed her 30th season
with an overall record of 624-410.
Eastern's players applaud
as an opponent's team is
introduced;
First-Team AII-OVC Amy
Merron (right) is rewriting
the EKU volleyball record
book. Coach Geri Polvino's
teams have now won 624
games in her 30 seasons
at Eastern.
(Tim Webb photos)
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South Carolina 3 EKU
Illinois-Chicago
Oklahoma
3
3
EKU 1
EKU 1
EKU 3 American 2
EKU 3 Indiana State 1
EKU 3 Coastal Carolina 2
EKU 3 Buffalo
Ken State 3 EKU
Middle Tennessee 3 EKU
EKU 3 Tennessee Tech 2
Kentucky
UT-Martin
3
3
EKU
EKU 2
Murray State
Southeast Missouri
3
3
EKU
EKU 1
EKU 3 Eastern Illinois 2
Tennessee 3 EKU 1
Austin Peay
EKU
3
3
EKU 2
Tennessee State 1
Morehead State 3 EKU 1
EKU 3 Middle Tenn.
Cincinnati 3 EKU 1
Tennessee Tech 3 EKU 2
EKU 3 Marshall
Murray State
EKU
3
3
EKU
UT-Martin 1
Morehead State 3 EKU 1
EKU 3 Tennessee State
EKU
EKU
3
3
Austin Peay 1
Tennessee State
Eastern Illinois 3 EKU
Amanda Deerhake (13) takes
the ball from Shelby Bonifas
(9); and Shelby Addington
blocks the ball at the net.
(Tim Webb photos)
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From top: John Dewey at
the net; the combined
men's and women's
teams; and senior Olivia
Nichols.
(Tim Webb photos)
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Tough
Netting
*
The men's and women's tennis teams showed great
promise but finished their seasons with respective marks
of 6-15 and 7-13.
The men's squad finished seventh in the Ohio Valley
Conference championship tournament in Nashville, los-
ing 4-0 to undefeated and eventual league champion
Middle Tennessee, falling 4-2 to Morehead State in the
consolation semifinals but rebounding with a 4-2 win over
Murray State that featured singles victories by Alfie Cheng,
Mike Hornback and Jamey Sellars and doubles wins by
Hornback-Shaun Porter and Cheng-Jeremy King.
"We played about as well as we're capable of playing,"
said Coach Tom Higgins. "There was no question about
it. The conference was better from top to bottom this
year. We had some injuries early on that took their toll,
but through all that, we kept battling.
"We have all but one player (Cheng) back.. .We are
looking forward to next season."
Also in the tournament, the women's team fell 4-0 to
Murray and Eastern Illinois but, likewise, rebounded to
take the seventh-place match, 4-2 over Morehead.
The latter included wins by Heather Long, Jennifer
McGinnis and, in doubles, Ellen Smith and Olivia
Nichols-Long and Smith-Tina Thomas.
"We had few numbers to work with this year toward
the end of the season," Higgins said of his women's team.
"We'll certainly miss our three seniors— Nichols, Nicola
Oakley and McGinnis— but we already have some play-
ers commit
At left: The lone senior on
the men's team, Alfie
Cheng; above, sophomore
Ellen Smith of the women's
squad.
(Tim Webb photos)
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Bedore, Brockman
Capture
Individual Titles
J
favnwpSecond
The Eastern men's golfteam captured the Ohio Valley
Conference championship, while the women's team took
second.
The Colonels' Chris Bedore led the way, winning the
individual crown. He shot a 209 for the 54-hole event.
Eastern also got a 217 (1 1th place) from Brent Marcum,
a 218 from Andrew Games (13th), a 220 from Eric
W'illenbrink and 222 from Kris O'Donnell.
"We plaved absolutely great golf," said Coach Lew
Smither. "Our guvs were playing superbly going into the
OVC and I knew we had a shot at the title."
The women's team, coached by Sandra Martin, was
led again by senior Beverly Brockman, who for the third
consecutive season was top individual golfer in the league
event.
At the end of the season Smither retired as men's golf
coach, and Pat Stephens, currently head golfpro at Gibson
Bay Golf Course, was named his successor as coach and
head golf pro at Arlington.
The 1996-97 men's golf team: front row, from left, Scott
Bolin, Brandon Tucker, James Milam, Mike Whitson,
Josh Lee; back row, Kris O'Donnell, Mason Guy, Brent
Marcum, Eric Willenbrink, Andy Games, Chris Bedore,
Adam Woodward.
The 1996-97 women's team: front row, from left, Kelly
Fischer, Katy Davis; second row, Tyler Blackburn,
Michelle Biro, Jaclyn Biro; third row, Coach Sandra
Martin, Julie Bourne, Erica Montgomery, Krissie Kerby,
Beverly Brockman and Melissa Cox. Not pictured: Lori
Tremaine.
ITim Webb photoe)
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From top: A pack of
Eastern cross country
runners; two performers
make the turn on the
track; and senior Jeremy
Petter clears a hurdle.
[Jordan Ratliff, top, and
Tim Webb photos)
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EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIV.
A
King-Size
Year
Craw Cvtwfrif
learnt fare^
Track and cross country at Eastern in 1 996-97 could
best be summed up as The Year ofJamie King.
The junior from Botkins, Ohio took just about every
honor: OVC Runner of the Year, OVC Female Cross
Country Runner of the Year, OVC Women's Indoor Ath-
lete of the Year and OVC Women's Outdoor Athlete of
the Year. It was the first time in league history that one
athlete has swept all the awards.
Oh, yes, and the women's cross country team won its
1 5th consecutive league cross country title, while the men's
team placed third.
In the OVC Track Championships, Eastern's women
took second and the men fifth.
In women's track, King won the 1,500-meter run
(4:40.86) and the 3,000-meter run (10:08.58) and took
third in the 800-meter run. Mandy Jones took first in
the 5,000-meter run (17:40.94) and second in the 1 , 500-
meter run. Other winners were Felicia Hawkins in the
200-meter dash (23.94), and Sarah Blossom in the
10,000-meter run (37:19.23).
The men were led by freshman David Kabata or Kenya
and senior Ken O'Shea of Dublin, Ireland, who finished
1-2 in the 5,000-meter run in times of 14:56.37 and
14:59.10, respectively.
The teams were coached by Rick Erdmann, in
his 17th year.
At left: junior hurdler
Vashti Canty. Above: a
cross country match.
(Tim Webb, left, and
Jordan Ratliff photos)
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Aaron
Langford and
Chastity
Collins chat by
a campus
landmark.
(Tim Webb
photos)
s students graduate from high school and make their way to
campus, they have trOCIltlOnQl ideas of what college
should be like — classes, studying in the dorms, going to
sporting events, making new friends. All those experiences are a
major part of college life.
Throughout their four or more years of college, however, most
students go through tTQIlSlflOflS — changes of personality and
beliefs along with changes of the college itself. By their senior year,
many students have gone from a focus on having TUH to a focus on
finding a CQTGGr path — a natural progression from adolescence
to adulthood.
Students spend much of their time at college CjrOWinCJ,
whether they realize it or not. What they expect before they head off
to college and what they see when they get here are often quite differ-
ent. Their role is to learn how to become a better-rounded person and
experience all that Eastern has to offer at the same time. That can be
quite a transition.
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Debby Acres Elizobethtown, Ky Comm. Disorders
Lora Adams Richmond, Ky Middle 67. Ed/Sot
Susan Adams Richmond, Ky Undeclared
Julie M. Adkins Richmond, Ky Admin. Sen.
Sarah Agee Richmond, Ky (7/n/ra/ lot Saence
Adel Ali Al-Meshed Richmond, Ky f./.S.
Heather Alder .Villiamsburg, Kyforfyf/em. Ed/Soc./Beho.
Christopher Alford Georgetown, Ky Poke Administration
Catherine Jaleh Allameh Richmond, Ky Eng.lit.
Ratonya Allen Irvine, Ky Anthiopology
Jennifer Almjeld Betea Journalism
Wakako Amano Richmond, Ky Adm. Sen
Dee Anthuk Irvine, Ky Nursing
Carla Arnold Dry Ridge, Ky Home Ec. Ed.
Renee Asbury Cynthiano, tyEarfyElem. Ed./Soc./Behav
Krista L. Atkins Richmond, Ky Int. Design
Julie Babler Mfad, Oh Music
Rachel Baldridge Lexington, Ky Matkehng
Patrick Ballard Point Lick, Ky Psychology
Paula Ballard Lebanon, Ky feaeonon
Ida Lynette Bollard Rovenno, Ky Early Elem. Ed/Math
Jamie L. Ballard Cotlettsburg, Ky ferny f/em. Ed/Eng./Comm
Rebecca Banks Winchester, Ky Art
Amy Renee Barker West Von Leor, KySpec.fi
Misty Barker Holmes Mill, Ky Psychology
Dora L. Barnett Winchester, Ky Soaal Woii
Jessica L. Barnett Cynthiono, KyM &. frf.//Mo//i/Soence
Regina Barrett Corbin, Ky tang
Heather Beal Miamisburg, Oh. Healthcare Admin.
Brandy Beam Richmond, Ky Early Elem. Ed/Science
Denise Beardsley Richmond, Ky lot Design
Jennifer Bedford Richmond, Ky Agriculture
Chris Bedore Flushing, Mi. Pub.Pelahons
Larry J. Begley Richmond, Ky forensic Science
James Benjamin Glendole.Oh. Police Admin.
Heather Benson Louisville, Ky for ftem. fd./fng./fomm
Dawn Bernal Winchester, Ky Int. Design
London R. Berry Jr., Lexington, Ky fire Protection Adm.
Jennifer Michelle Best Horrodsburg, Ky Early Elem. Ed/Math
Angel Bishop London, Ky Nursing
Donna Black Anville, Ky Cot. and Juvenile Sen
Tina Blacketer Richmond, Ky Ataing
Shannon Blair London, Ky Preclinical Lob Science
Stephanie M. Blevins Richmond, ly Clinical Lab. Science
Sarah BoCOOk Ashland, Ky Ait
Rebecca J. Boggs Smile/, Ky Early Elem. Ed./Math
Jeff Bonham Loyoll, Kyft*e/Wm/fi.
Tonya Bottoms Danville, Ky Psychology
Bethany Boucher Eaton, Oh. Occ. Jherapy
Rachel Boyd Ptkeville, Ky Gen. 0/efehcs
Ginger Brandenburg Le/mgton, Ky int. Design
Martin Brandenburg Irvine, Ky Midd. Gr. Ed./Scieme/Soc
Stacie Branham Raccoon, Ky General Dietetics
Patrick L. Brannen Wallingford, ty Police Admin.
William Brannock Millersburg, Ky Journalism
John Gregory Brannon Richmond, Ky Biology
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Alumni Weekend
provided the time
and setting for
this couple to
reminisce about
their college
days.
(Shannon Ratliff
photo)
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Karen Branscum Eubank, Ky Nursing
Michelle M. Braun Coldwater, Oh. feaeofe/?
Kimberly Brenda Richmond, Ky fen. Dietetics
Beverly Brockman Lebonon, Ky Phys. Ed.
Dawn Brotzge Mt. Washington, Ky Phys. Ed.
Michael Brown Corbin, Ky Music
Patrick Brown Richmond, Ky Economics
Sandra Brown Brodheod, iy Early Elem. Ed./Science
Jennifer Bryant Boone*, Ky Home ft. Ed.
Karen Buck Liberty, Ky English
Robin Buckles Elizabefhtown, Ky Occ Therapy
Karla Kay Bullock Mt. Vernon, Ky Occ. Theropy
Kenneth Burnett Pineville, lv Police Admin.
Timothy Burnett Cloy City, Ky fomp. /nfo Sysfems
Robin Burton Overland Pork, Konsos Phys. Ed.
Michelle Buskirk Ossion, Ind. Occ. Therapy
Beth Calvert Vila Hills, Ky Occ. Therapy
Eric Campbell Richmond, Ky Computer Soenre
Angela D. Cantrell Richmond, Ky Gen. D/efefo
Alexis J. Capezza Richmond, Ky Eire/Arson Investigation
Brian D. Carlton Albany, Ky Admin. Services
Melanie Carmichael Miomisburg, Oh. Sociology
Charles Allyn Carpenter Mechanicsburg, Pa. Police /Wm.
Lisa Carr Lexington, Ky Phys. Ed.
Michelle Carwile Shepherdsville, Ky English
Deana Castle Inez, Ky Chemistry
Stuart A. Caudill Owingsville, Ky Construction fec/i.
Alfie Cheng Tamo Kangor Management
Shannon Chesser Bardstown, Ky PsycAo/ogy
Amy Y. Childress Bereo, Ky Comm. Disorders
Angie Clark Florence, Ky forfy ffem. fd./fng/Comm.
Tina Clark Vanceburg, Ky Occ. 7fterapK
Christina Coats Shelbyville, Ky Psychology
Melissa Coleman Shelbiano, Ky Comm. Disorders
Michael E. Coleman Winchester, Ky English
Beth Col left Wilmington, Oh. Early Elem. Ed./Math
Elizabeth Collins Belcher, Ky Nutrition Care Mgmt.
Crystal Colwell Hazard, Ky Mathematics
Billie J. Conn Paint Lick, Ky Phys. Ed.
Amy Jo Cook Stomping Gd, Ky English
Melanie Cooper Stanford, Ky Phys. Ed.
Michael A. Coppa TempeAz. Industrial Risk Mgmt.
Lee Ellen Cornett Manchester, Ky Comm. Disorders
Linda Cornett Manchester, Ky forV ffem. fc/.Soc/fie/joi'
Christopher Corum London, Ky Ata/acturingM
Megan Cory Goshen, Ky Dietetics
Jo Ann Croucher Bereo, Ky foe// C/j/W/joorf
Christy Crutcher Richmond, Ky Accounting
Rachel Cundiff Richmond, Ky Nursing
Daren Cupp London, Ky Weo/rfi fc/ucofr'on
Constance Daly Richmond, KyOccup. Therapy
Lisa Daniel Wittensville, Ky Healthcare Adm.
Matthew B. Daniel West Liberty, Ky /Manufoch/ring Tec/)
Carla Dougherty Louisville, Ky Public Relations
Tonya Dougherty •:, Design
David E. Davenport Richmond, Ky Forensic Saence
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Jeff Davies Milan, Ind Po//ce Admin.
Donna Davis Lexington. Ky Spec. Ed.
Jennifer Davis .ondon, Ky Health Info. Man.
Renee Davis Lancaster, Ky Nursing
Sherrie Davis Bereo, Ky Oual. Assurance Tech.
Leslie Dennison : snerville, Ky Eariy Elem. Ed./Science
James De Rossett Prestonsburg, Ky Real Estate
Angela Desensi Louisville, Ky Psychology
Troy Deshon Lancaster, ty Police Adm.
Keith Dillon Louisville, Ky Biology
Jo-Lin Dixon Irvine, Ky Early Elem. Ed./Marh
V. Lynn Doan, Richmond, Ky Middle/k Ed/Science/Mat
Jeremy Dotson Grunda , Vo Prof. Plight
Shelley Downey Versailles, Ky Spec. Ed.
Edward Josef Duerson Bereo, ty Poke Administration
Leslie Cherron Duff Independence, Ky Finance
Moe Dugger Richmond, Ky Assets Protection
Katherine DuVall Richmond, Ky Ate
Jonathon C. Edge Philpot, Ky Chemistry
Michele Edge London, ty Eoriy Elem. Ed.Eng/Comm
(imberly Ellenberger Nicholasvrle.Kytociccs/ino/Fk/Hedo
Lonza Ellis Somerset, Ky Nursing
Mikael Erminger Lexington, Ky Construction Tech.
Bridget Estes Stanton, iy Early Elem. Ed/Science
Kelly Sue Evans Bereo, Ky Early Elem. Ed./Science
Christie Fain Richmond, Ky leorn/Behav Disorders
Deborah Farler Keovy, Ky Oct Therapy
William Farmer Barbourville, iy Police Admin.
Jeffrey Alan FarrisWaynesburg, Ky/to
Josh Feltner Hazard, Ky Phys Ed.
Joel P. Fenwick Louisville, Ky Man. Tech.
Becky L. Fields Lexington, Ky Nursing
Chris Fields Manchester, Ky Recreation
Katrina Fields Eminence, Ky Broodcasting
Matthew F. Figas Fox River Grove, II fire/Arson Investigation
Kevin Fleming Jenkins, Ky Psychology
Marko Foster Berea, Ky Construction Technology
Carol Foushee Ekron, Ky Occ. OierapK
Pamela Francis Richmond, Ky Sociology
Amy Frenton Richmond, Ky Sen, Dietetics
Dawnyl Frew Sullivan, \ni Police Admin.
Byron Gabbard Lexington, Ky Healthcare Admin.
Nicole Gabbert V/aynesburg, Ky Child/Earn. Studies
Boyd Gambrel Jr., Paint Lick, Ky Cons. Tech
Anna Gannon Staffordsville, Ky An
Kelly Gates Richmond, ty Early Elem. Ed/Eng/Comm
Jeffrey M. Gatterdon Louisville, Ky Finance
Tiffany Gibbons Hamilton, Ky Social Work
Daniel M. Gillespie Louisville, Ky Poke Admin.
Josh Gilliam Corbin, Ky Pub. Relations
Erin Gillooly Louisville, Ky Nursing
Lisa Gilreath Pine Knot, Ky Insurance
Brian Gingerich Topeka, Ind. PokeAdmin.
Shannon Goins Lexington, Ky Mgmt./Human Res
Misty M. Gordon Richmond, Ky Oct Therapy
John D. Gossage • :hmond, Ky Agriculture
/ c>en*onf
Cold-weather
gear was the
rule, not the
exception, for
Colonel football
games in a chilly,
damp autumn.
Several games
were plagued by
miserable
weather.
(Tim Webb photo)
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Bryon K. Grant Richmond, Ky Phys. Ed.
William T. Gray Richmond, Ky /Hon. Tec/)
Jason L. Green London, Ky Music
Susanna Greenwalt Radcliff, Ky Psychology
Robert Greenwood Milton, Ky Broadcasliag/Elec. Medio
Karen L. Griffith LoGrange, Ky Nursing
Ashlie L. Griggs Richmond, Ky for// [lent. Ed./Math
Dora E. Grigsby Irvine, KyCMrf Core
Russell D. Grimes London, Ky Poke Admin
Joseph W. Gronefeld Jr., Frankfort, Ky Oct Iheropy
Edna Gross Yeoddiss, Ky Spec Ed/Hearing Impaired
Stephanie Gullett Mt Sterling, Ky /(tor.
Helen Gumm London,Ky Health Id/Comm
Wilmer Halcomb Carlisle, Ky Computer Hided Drafting
James Hall Winchester, Ky Pofee ^rfmm.
Krissy Hall Allen, Ky Nursing
Ronald Hardwick Danville, iy Environmental Health
Katrina Harris Corb'm, Ky Psychology
Amy Harrison Irvine, Ky Agriculture/Pre Vet
Angela Harrison Winchester, Ky Health Into Mgmt
Sheri Harrison McKee, Ky forfy Ffem. Id/Mam
Penny Harthum California, Ky Parly Clem Ed Soc/Behav
Scott Harvey Englewood,OhPofce/W/mh,
Doreen Hayden Richmond, Ky Psychology
Roselene Hays Gray Hawke, hi Early Elem. Ed/Eng/Comm
Janice Henderson Lexington, Ky Leamlng/Behov Disorders
Gladys Hensley East Bernstadt, Ky for/y f/em. frf/Soc/Se/toi'
Suzanne Hibbard Manchester, Ky Education
Chastity Hicks Monticello, Ky For/y f/em. frf//Marf)
Paul Edward Hieronymus McKee, Ky Eng. lit.
Katie Higdon Lebanon, KyPora/ep/o/ Science
Jill A. Higginbotham Richmond, Ky Psychology
Wendy Hoffman Lexington, Ky Biology
Kyle Holbrook II, Richmond, Ky Recreahon
Christopher Hollar Carlisle, Ky Nursing
Cheryl Hollingsworth Rockholds, Ky Agriculture
Lynn M. HollingSWOrth Williamsburg, Ky Agriculture
Jamison Shan Honeycutt Norton, Vo. Envir. Health Science
Mark David Honeycutt Norton, Vo Management
Vincent Hoover Lexington, Ky Man. lech.
Lori Horton Winchester, Ky Home Ec. Ed.
Julie Howard Corbin, Ky Occ. Therapy
Michella Lynn Howard Louisville, Ky Psychology
Sharon Howard SalyerswIle.Ky/ta^Mnfe
Wendy Howard Stanford, iy Middle Cr Ed/Saence/Soc
Melissa Howell Prestonsburg, Ky Undeclared
Susan Hubbard London, Ky Psychology
Melyn Hubble Lexington, Ky Nursing
Christine Hughes Crestwood, Ky Pub Relations
Jessica Hughes Corrollton, Ky Recreation
Derek Humfleet London, Ky Speec/i
Natalie Husband Louisville, ty Healthcare Admin.
Lynn Hutchins Richmond, Ky Psychology
Jeffrey S. Hylton Richmond, Ky Construction lech.
Beatrice Ibarra Kurtowo, iy Corrections aadlm. Sen.
Samuel W. Iden Bloomington, Oh Biology
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Anthony Isaac Cloy City, Ky Psychology
Jane Isom Richmond, Ky Pre-AIerf
Melanie Isom Manchester, Ky Psychology
Brian Ison Ermine, Ky Undeclared
Ihristopher Jackson Manchester, Ky /M«W/e fir FdAlort/Sbc
Tiffaney R. James Lexington, Ky Broadcasting
Scott Jessie Campbells*, Ky lns.& Risk Mgmt.
Billy O. Johnson Richmond, Ky Manufactunng lech.
Cheryl L. Johnson Tega Coy, S.C. Eariy Childhood
Chris Johnson Summerfield, N.C. Industrial Risk Mgmt.
Daniel Johnson Suffield, N. C. Industrial Risk Mgmt.
Kim Johnson Georgetown, Ky Occ- T/ierapy
Paul Johnson Richmond, Ky ferA. fd.
Paula Johnson Bereo, Kyfor/yf/em. fo/Atom
Beth Jones Monticello, Ky Early Elem. Ed/Eng/Comm
David Jones Richmond, Kyfw/ronmenfo/feources
Gina L. Jones Corbin, Ky Early Elem. Ed./Math
Jason Jones Indianapolis, In. Poke Admin.
Julia A. Jones Bereo, Ky Occ. r/jerapy.
Maria Jones Grayson, Ky Nursing
Rebecca Jones Evarts, Ky Early Elem. Ed.
Gary E. Jordan Crab Orchard, Ky 4gnc-c///ure
Rebecca Judy Hustonville, Ky Health Ed.
Eric Todd Justice Lexington, Ky Police Admin.
John E. Kaiser North Middletown, N.J. Police Admin.
Angie Kaskocsak Richmond, Ky Police Admin.
Yuka Katsumori Richmond, Ky Interior Design
Yohannes Kabede Washington, D.C. Comp. Mo Systems
Julie Keeling Bardstown, Ky Occ. rfterap/.
Tracy Keith Monticello, Ky Ear. El. Ed/Math
Brian Kelley Stanford, Ky dowu/lure
Nadeem Khan KAmonAJy Aircraft Professional Pilot
David Kiefer Bellevue, Ky Comp. /nfo S/sfems
April King Richmond, Ky Child/Earn. Studies
Kylene Kingery Celina, Oh Pecreahon
Steve Klimesh Richmond, Ky Comp. /nfo Sysfems
Stephanie L. Knapps Fisherville, ly Health Care Admin
Tina Ann Knopp Lexington, Ky Chemistry
Denise Krebs Shepherdsville, Ky A/iyrs/ng
Kathy Krebs Latonio, Ky Occ. Therapy
Emily Lackey Melbourne, Ky Sedlbd Eng/Comm
Laura Lambers Union, Ky Occ. ffierapy
Angela Langdon Manchester, Ky Occ. rfterapy
Tammy Lanigan Woynesburg, Ky Ear. El Ed./Eng/Comm
Vivian Lasley Pineville, Ky Mod/Severe Dis
Glenda Lauderman Florence, Ky Psychology
Eric Lawrence Louisville, Ky Poke Admin.
Eric Layman Peru, Ind.Poke Admin.
Jennie Lear Richmond, Ky Healthcare Admin.
Bonita Leddington Stinnett, Ky Ear. Elem. Ed./Science
Astra Lee Lexington, Ky Recreation
Elizabeth Hope Lee Irvine, Ky Ear. Elem. Ed./Spanish
Kimberly A. Lee \mne,Ky Ear. Elem.Ed./FI-Span
Gretchen Lefler New Albany, Ind. tors/ng
Daniel T. Lilly Lcv/renceburg, Ky Mani/fecnjc/nc; Tech: Prmt
Tyler P. Lincks Pineville, Ky SedMod/Setere dis
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Chad A. Little Pikevifle, Ky Anthropology
Karen Livengood Matlond, Fl Forensic Science
Paula Livingood Berea, Ky for.f/.frf./fna/fomm
Shelley Long Melbourne, Ky Comm. Disorders
Jerry Loughran London, Ky Police Admin.
Johnny Loughran Manchester, Ky Biology
Chris Lukes Lakeland, Fl Elm. Resources
Laura Lynn, Hustonville, Ky Pre Qcc. Iherapy
Michelle Lyvers Loretto, ty Eor.EI.Ed/Eng/Comm
Lora Maggard Putney, Ky 6en, Busmess
Michael G. Malloy Beovercreek, 0\\ Police Admin.
Theodore Manganello Richmond, Ky Solely/Risk Mgmt.
Jay Marrs Brookfield, Wis. Bioadcasting/Elec.Media
Daniel R. Martin Richmond, Ky Ateic
David Martin Coibin, Ky English
Rebecca Martin Steoms, ty Eorly Elem.Ed.
Jumpei Masae Florence, Ky PA/s/cs
Chad Mason Richmond, ty Art (Teaching)
Rachel MattOX Richmond, Ky Sociology
Michael Mayes Williamsburg, Va forensic Science
Stephanie R. Mayfield Somerset, Ky Spec.Ed.
John Maynard Hardy, Ky Psychology
Loxi A. Maynard Richmond, Ky Psychology
Rebecca Mayne Girdler.Kyfw/yffem. Ed./Soc/Behov.
Richard Mayo Richmond, Ky /?ecreofton
Melanie Pauline Mays Booneville, Ky Gen. Dietetics
Mindy McCauley Trovers Rest, 5.C. Marketing
Jason McCowan Mckee, Ky Physics
Candace M. McCune Washington C.H., Oh Spec.Ed.
Jan McDaniel Cythiana, Ky forty f/em. Ed./Eng/Comm
Chad McDaniels Richmond, Ky Broadcashng/Elec.Media
Erin McDonald Boibourville, Ky Comm. Disorders
McTavish McDonald Albany, fy Police Admin.
Teresa McDonald Lakeside Park, Ky Health InfoMgmt
James McFerren Cub Run, Ky Phys.Ed.
Gretta McGowan-Tarter Eubank, Kyfcmj
Melissa Mclntyre Gentryville, Ind Nursing
Amy McKenzie West Liberty, Ky forf/ f/em. £d./Soence
Jennifer McNamee Irvine, Ky General Dietetics
Jason McWhorter E. Bernstadt, Ky >1ffronomyWflf.*esoofces
Tina Meek Woynesburg, Ky Accounting
Sandra Merriss Keavy, Ky Gen. Certification
Matt Merryweather Lexington, Ky Assets Protection
Jennette Meyer Danville, Ky Health Ed:Wellness
Cathy Miller Winchester, Ky Sociology
Jerry Glen Miller Richmond, tylncJecb.GrophkArrs
Jonathan M. Miller Ravenna, Ky Ear.EI.Ed./Eng/Conm
Tonya L. Miller Richmond, Ky Marketing
Tracy T. Miller Danville, Ky Eor.B.Ed./fM
Nathan B. Million Berry, Ky PolAdmin.
Melissa Mills Lebanon, Ky 0m/potafl/ tapy
Jeremy Minton HagerHilUytefr/toteoYon
Tammy Mitchell Corbin, Ky Nursing
Timothy Momah Lexington, Ky Chemistry
Jennifer Montano Beechwood, Nl Socio/ Work
Melanie Montgomery London, Ky Eor.EI.Ed.M-4
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Kristy Moore Richmond, Ky Mdl.Gr.Ed.E/C.-Math
Cheryl Morris, Hazel Green, Ky Int. Design
Teresa Morris Jackson, Ky Psychology
Tessa Morris West Alexandria, Oh Recreation
Ha i ley MOSS Harrodsburg, Ky Forensic Science
Melanie Brooke Mu I lins Jackson, Ky Theatre Arts
Terri Michelle MullinS Richmond, Ky Psychology
Cheri Murphy Um\n, h\\ Accounting
Lisa G. Murphy Lexington, Ky Public Relotions
Donita Muse Richmond, Ky towns
Ryota Nagai Wilmore, Ky Management
Marilyn Z. Nash Richmond, Ky Pora/ego/ Sc.
Candy Neighbors Steele, tySoc.Work
Molly Neuroth Wilder, Ky HIlhMn
Brian Neville Ashland, Ky Occ.Therapy
David Newell Mechonicsville, Vo Fire Prot.Adm.
Marcie Newhart Winchester, ty Early Elem.Fduc.
Angela Nicholas Boston, Ky Nursing
Heather Nigg Lexington, Ky Pol. Science
Cara Knight OiBryant Richmond, Ky Oct Therapy
Melissa R. Osborne Richmond, Ky HlthMmm.
Tony Padgett Richmond, Ky ConsJech.
Shara Page Somerset, Ky Off. ffieropv
Melanie Park Irvine, ty Fine Art
Angela Parke Middlesboro, Ky Chemistry
Renee Parsley Tomohowk, Ky Ear.EI.Ed./Eng./Comm.
Karen Parsons Parksville, tyU.Asstg.Tech.
Greg Partin Williamsburg, Ky Emit.Health Sci.
Jennifer L. Patrick Burlington, Ky Biology
Paul A. Pavlich Richmond, Ky Broadcasting
Lawana Peavler Burgin, Ky Psychology
Carol Peck 'iicholasville, tyEatlyElem. Ed./Fng./Comm.
Yuvondra Penick Compbellsville, Ky Mdl.Gr.Fd./Math
Rick Peterson Charleston, W.V. Fire/Arson Invt.
Donna Petrey Eubank, Ky Early Elem. Ed./Eng./Comm.
Todd Pfeil Arlington, Ohio Physical Education
Joanna Phelps Lexington, Ky Spef.ff/
Jennifer Phillips Pinsonfork, Ky German
Jealena C. Pickle Winchester, Ky «o/»ng
Lori Pierson Richmond, Ky Ataogemenf
Brian Piatt Milan, Ind. Pol.Admin.
Tenei Poole Chicago, III. Social Work
Douglas A. Portwood Florence, Ky Accounting
Dennis Prater Salyersville, Ky Accounting
Elizabeth Prather Georgetown, ty Eor.EI.Ed./Eng./Comm.
Mandie Prather Richmond, Ky temp
Nancy E. Prather Richmond, tySpeechHuman ServComm.
Donna K. Price Compbellsville, Ky /Mf/i /nfofmotai fed
Nicole Price Lexington, Ky Psychology
Sharon Price Evarts, Ky Nursing
Kenneth C. Puckett Ehzabethtown, Ky Poke Admin.
Leon G. Pullen Dayfon, Oh Soootegy
Jennifer Pureed Richmond, Ky Nursing
Chad Queen Jeffersontown, Ky Broadcosting/Elec.
Stacey Raley Englewood, Oh MCritf
Kim Ramsey tinwwh.ty Assets Protection
1 78 cfetuons
Marissa DeVaul,
an undeclared
sophomore from
Lima, Ohio,
performs in the
"Christmas in
Dance" event.
(Tim Webb photo)
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LaRoy Moore, a ;
nursing major
from
Nicholasville.
checks on one of
his "patients." i
LaRoy and older
-)
brother Quentin
were the first
male siblings to i B
be enrolled
simultaneously in ^^^^ \
EKU's nursing
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program.
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Jim Reardon Delaware, Oh fire Plot. Adm.
Joe Dan Reed Lexington, Ky Btoadcosting/Flec.Media
Michelle Reisig Wilmore, Ky Recreation
Karen Renaker Sulphur, Ky Accounting
Cynthia Rice London, Ky fngfe/j
Kenneth E. Rice II Eastpoint, Ky Hlth.Coie.Adm.
Shelia C. Rice East Bernstadt, Ky Sooo/ SfuoVes
Jill Richardson Cincinnati, Oh Off Therap/
Dwight T. Rider Glencoe, Ky Man.lech.
Mark Ridner London, Ky Journalism
Sara Riesenberg Wilmington, Oh Fng. (leaching)
John Riggs Louisville, Ky Horticulture
Donna Riley London, Ky Accounting
Tonya Riley Cloy City, Ky Pre-("fa'co/ Lab Science
William Risner Pmeville, Ky Music
Sara Roberts Dothon, Ala. Political Science
Brenda G. Robinson Manchester, Ky Nursing
Melissa Robinson Louisville, Ky /fecreofton
Regina Robinson West Van Lear, Ky Biology
Jessica Ronk Winchester, Ky Int.Design
Robert Roth Lexington, ty Physical Ed.
MlStie Rowe Shelbiona, Ky Spec.id.Heonng Impaired
Karen Rush Somerset, Ky /Manageme/if
Jason Russell Danville, ty Wildlife Management
Jennifer Russell Springfield, Ky Forty Bern. Fd./Math
Heather Sadler Nicholavfc, Ky Math
James Sallee Spnngfield, Ky Pol Admin
Amy Lee Salyer Richmond, Ky Recreation
Joseph Sammons Elkhorn, Ky Psychology
David Sargent Brodheod, ty Physical Education
Kimberly Sargent Eirodhead, Ky Hlth.lnh.Mgmt.
Mary Schorer Raddiff, Ky Nursing
Joyce Schuler Ashland, Ki Paralegal Sci.
Melissa J. Schwartz Byron Center, Mi Occlhei
Fredric Jason Scott Richmond, Ky Po/irfm.
Marilyn Sewell Winchester, Ky Nursing
Paul Sexton Pine Knot, Ky Hlth.Adm.
Veronica Shanks, Hazard, Ky Social Woik
Lisa Shelton, Waynesburg, Ky Ear.EI.Ed./Soc./Behav.
Melody E. Shoopman Somerset, Ky Psychology
Amy Jill Sims Cynrhiana, KySor.WWc
Kevin Slates lomihty Biology (Pre-Med)
Tammy Slone Bereo, Ky forty ffem.fd
Roy Smallwood Beottyville, Ky Phys.Ed.
Amy C. Smith Danville, Ky forty Elem.Fd./Fng./Comm.
Danny Smith Jeffersonville, Ky Const.Jech.
Melissa C. Smith Annville, Ky forty Hem. Id
Rhonda M. Smith London, ly Clinical lob.Sci.
Janet Snow Richmond, Ky Collections 8. Juv.Serv.
SenwnA 8 1
Brandi M. Soper Richmond, Ky EarMd./Soc Behav
James Les Sparks London, Ky Corr.luv.Sen
Karla Spear Richmond, Ky Ps/c/io/ogK
Timothy J. Speller Richmond, Ky Con?p./nfaS>5.
Barry S. Spurlock Manchester, Ky Ind.Risk Mgmt
Clarence M. Srapleton Tutor Key, Ky Psychology
Brad T. Steele Parksville, Ky Recreation
Lisa M. Steele Pineville, Ky Theatre Arts
Darrell Leslie Stephenson Monticello, Ky Science (PT)
William Berlin Steward Woynesburg, ty Police Admin.
Lisa Kaye Stinson Vonticello, Ky furi/.Fc/./Soc./Bete
Amy Stivers Eminence, Ky finance
Cathy Stivers Eminence, Ky Bus.id.
Bob Stokes Jr. London, Ky History (Teaching*
David H. Stone Danville, Ky rt/m. fo".
Rhonda Stoneciper Branson, Ky Philosophy
Bryan Stormes Lexington, Ky Police Administration
Tina L. Strange Cloy City, Ky fore S Juv. Serv.
Anthony Stratton Horrodsburg, Ky Comp. Science
Angela Strunk Corbin, Ky for/y f/em.fo'./Fng./Comm.
Scott Swicegood Waynesboro. Va Phys.id.
Lisa Tabor Vine Grove, Ky Nursing
Angie Rose Taulbee Winchester, Ky ForiK ffem.frf./Soc./b*efcoK
Eunice J. Taylor Berea, Ky Occ.Theropy
Donald Eric Tedder Berea, ty Political Science
ChristiantO Tedja Richmond, Ky Chemistry
Teddi Lynne Terry Williamsburg, Ky Pie-Law
Becky Renee Thomas Munforduille, Ky Psychology
Brandi Thomas Aberdeen, Oh Me.6f.frf.
Lorraine Thomas Richmond, Ky Mod/Severe Ois.
Jeremy S. Thompson Bloomfield, Ky HlthcareAdm.
Danny Thome Berea, Y-y Comp.ScMoth
April S. Thorpe Brodhead, Ky fng:Wriftng
Pat Tiller Dry Ridge, Ky Wortrco/ft/re
Chris Tillery Mmonijy Pre Manufacturing Tech.
Monica J. Tillie Richmond, Ky Psychology
Travis Timbrook Richmond, Ky Horticulture
Chris Timmins Richmond, ty Nursing
Jamie Timmins Richmond, Ky Nursing
Kim Tincher Sand Gap, Ky Accounting
Erica G. Todd Richmond, Ky Off. TAerapy
Elizabeth Ann Troxell Pine Knot, Ky Comm. Disorders
Angela Turner Lexington, ty Interior Design
Shelly Turtle Winchester, Ky Co/npt/fer /n/b. Systems
Teresa Turtle Corbin, Ky Home hid
Lisa Vann Corbin, Ky Nursing
Jason Vanover Shepherdsville, Ky Man. Tech.
Heather Vanzant Florence, Ky /nr.Oes/g/7
Jonathan Varney Richmond, Ky Nursing
James M. Vicini lynch, Ky Police Administration
Lynn Virgillio Richmond, Ky Occupational Therapy
Jennifer Vogel Richmond, Ky Public Relations
Beth Waddell Horse Cove, Ky Comm. Dis.
Angela R. Walker Lexington, Ky Recreation
Stephanie Walker Batovio, Oh Spec. Id.
Stephanie Wallace Paducah, Ky %.frf.
I 82 3e*ucr<i
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Emily Rose Wargel lousiville, Ky Spec.Ed./Heonng Imp.
Jeremy Watson Junction City, ty Man.Tech.Printing
Jackie Watts Harrodsburg, Ky forfK ftem.frf./Soc/fieAav.
Patrick Wentzel Dublin, Oh Police Admin.
Ginger Wesley Eubank, Ky English
Kenny Whalen Richmond, ty Police Admin.
Brad White Lexington, Ky Phys. Ed.
Kami J. White Hawesville, Ky Bfoorfco5ftna/Ftef.
B. Nathan Wilbur Ithaca, N.Y. Eire Pwt. Admin.
Douglas Wilder Jackson, Ky Recreotion
Jennifer L. Wilder Kettle Island, Ky Early Elem.Ed./Eng.
Charles Wilkerson Springfield, Ky Livestock Prod.
Jennifer Williams Elizobethtown, Ky Nursing
Douglas A. Wilson Richmond, Ky English
Renee Wilson Waynesboro, Va Occ. Therapy
Tanya Wilson 5pringfield, Ky Occ. Therapy
Tonya Willoughby Richmond, KY Adm. Sen.
Lewis D. Winburn Winchester, Ky Const. Tech.
Stefanie Windau Sandusky, Oh Gen.Dietetics
Kendra Wolford Bronston, Ky Child/Eom.Studies
Suzzanne L. Woodlee Princeton, Ky Early Elem. Ed.
Shane Young Inez, Ky Gen. Dietetics
Stephen Young Peotone, III. Eire/Arson Inv.
Amanda Ziesmer Springfield, Oh Psychology
During the 1996-97 school year, 3,525 seniors were enrolled on a full-or part-time basis at
EKU. Those pictured in this section elected to have their photograph taken for the Milestone.
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A., Charies Casey 99
Abney.Bill 110
toes, Debby 166
Adair. Ken 97
Adorns, Brian 152
Adams, Dustin 99
Adams, Jill 91
Adams, John 63
Adams, Lora 166
Adams, Shetr 98
Adams, Susan 166
Addington, Shelby 156, 157
Adkins, Jake 98
Adkins. Julie M. 166
Adkins, Larry 101
Adkins, Matt 87
Aftetkirk, Amanda 86
Agee, Sarah 166
Akers, Brent 97
Akerc, Leslie 85
Alan, Jeffrey Farris 170
Albert, Corfney 91
Aider, Heather 166
Afford, Bryson 87
Afford, Christopher 87, 166
All Adel AWtehed 166
Allcmeh, Joleh 166
Allen, Ashley 85
AJlen, Chris 100
Allen, Jean Webster 63
Allen, Leslie 81
Allen, Nadine 90
Allen, Neil Napier 99
Allen, Ratonyou 166
Allgier, David 108
Allnutt, Laura 63
Allphin, Chorlie 92
Allyn, Charles Carpenter 1 69
Almjeld, Jennifer 166
Alpha Gamma Delta 88
Amano, Wokako 1 66
Amback, Bobby 92
Amy, Childress. Y. 169
Anderson, Amber 71
Anderson, Jeremy 52
Anderson, Kellie J. 59
Anderson, Mollie 90
Angell, Michael 87
Am : "befh Troxell 182
Ann, Jo Croucher 169
Ann, Lee Lewis 80, 86
Ann, Lee Reker 83
Ann, Tina Knopp 174
Anthuk, Dee 166
Arden, essico 81
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Arnold, Carlo 71, 166
Arnold, Kris 87
Asbury, Renee 166
Asel, Scooter 147
Ashley,
:
zabetti 85
Ashlodc, Danny 98
Allans, Kristo 51
Atkins, Kristo L 166
Atkins, Robert 92
Augustine, Tim 60
B
Bobler, Julie 72,
Bock, Adam 87
Boiley, Karen 95
Boiley, Lorry 110
Boiley, Tricio 86
',<
Bainum, Jessica 63
Baker, Brad 92
Baker, Jaime 63
Baker, Jamie 99
Baldridge, Rachel 166
Baldwin, End 109
Balkcom, Janette M. 59
d, amie 59
d, Greg 75
,
Jamie L 166
Ballard, John 75
Ballard, Megan 56
Ballard, Paula 166
Ballard. Q, Patrick 166
Banks, Lonnie 100
Bonks, Rebecca 166
Bannister, Jonathan R. II 100
Bargo, Frank 84
Bargo, Seon 76
Barker, Brandy 56
Barker, Brian 56
Barker, Misty 166
Barlow, Jennifer 75
Barnord, Natalie 82
Barnes, John 55
Bomett, Dora L. 166
Bomett, Jessica L. 1 66
Bomett, Natalie 63
Barrett, Regino 166
Bottling, Jay 96
Basil, Adorn 152
Batch, Donald 108
Battah, Raed 98
Bough, Robert 108, 149
Bayer, Ben 109
Baylios, Justin 96
Bays, Alan 96
Beohl, Chris 97
Bed, Heather 166
Beam, Brandy 166
Bean, Scott 92
Beaidsley, Denise 51, 166
Bedford, Jennifer 1 66
Bedore, Chris 160, 161, 166
Begley, Larry J. 1 66
Bell, Brian 87
Bell, Kim 81
Bell, Kimberly 81
Bell, Temiculo 75
Belle, Julius 149
Benjamin, James 166
Bennett, Jennifer 56, 145
Bennett, Kathy 76
Bennett, Samontho 90
Benson, Heather 166
Berlin, William Steward 182
Bernac, Dawn 51
Bernol, Dawn 166
Berry, London R. Jr. 166
Berry, Rich 96
Berryman, Marie 95
Beshear, Amber 90
Bess, Corlos 148, 149
Best, Jennifer Michelle 1 66
Beth, lamie Cruse 85
Beth, Mory McDanell 51
Bevons, Brandy 155
Bewley, Michoel 97
Biro.laclyn 160
Biro, Michelle 160
Bishop, Angel 166
Bishop, lared 94
Block, Anthony 87
Block, Dana 166
Black, Tricia 144
Blackburn, Becky 91
Blockburn, Tyler 160
Blocketer, Tina 166
Blair, Dona 83
Blair. Shannon 166
Blake, Jeremy 98
Blake, Undsey 155
Blake, Tommy Bingham 51
Blakeman, Stocio 82
Blanchord, Beth 58, 60
Blankenship, Downielle 91
Blonton, Melisso 64, 75
Bleidt, Josh 94
Blevins, Stephanie M. 166
Blosser, Kurt 96
Blossom, Sarah 163
Bloyd, Josh 101
Bloyd, Wes 97
Boor, Chris 96
Boardman, Steve 60
Bocook, Sarah 166
Bogard, Elizobeth 95
Boggs, Rebecca J. 1 66
Bolord, Melissa 71
Boles, Walter 75
Bolin, Scott 160
Bond, Eric 87
Bond, Scott 65
Bonhom, Jason 98
Bonhom, Jeff 166
Bonifas, Shelby 157
Boone, Amy 90
Boruske, Janice 91
Bosse, Betty 166
Bott, Joson 96
Bottoms, Tonya 166
Boucher, Bethany 63, 166
Bouchei, Denise 75
Bourne, Julie 160
Bowen, Britt 147
Bowen, Rebecca 90
Bowling, Eugene 109
Bowmon, Amie 85
Bowman, Tioy 56
Bown, Bethany 91
Boyd, Rochel 166
Boyett, Brad 92
Brad, Steele. T. 182
Bradley, Andy 96
Bramfield, Jeremy V 97
Brandenburg, Gingei 166
Brandenburg, Martin 166
Branhom, Sarah 52
Branham, Stacie 166
Brannen, Patrick L. 166
Brannock, William 169
Bronscum, Karen 169
Brantley, Brandyon 147
Brashear, Chnstino 95
Brashear, Misty 75
Bratchei, David 87
Braun, Amy 56, 63, 145
Braun, Michelle 53, 64, 75
Braun, Michelle M 169
Bienda, Kimberly 169
Bridges, Jennifer 72
Bnggs, Ashlie L. 173
Bnnck, Kate 95
Btoaddus, Melissa 90
Brockmon, Beverly 160, 169
Bradley, Paul 92
Brooke, Melonie Mullins 178
Brosius, Lynne 64
Brossort, Angie 91
Brotzge, Dawn 59, 169
Brown, Beth 81
Brown, Christy 59, 91, 144
Blown, Chrisy 91
Brown, Ginger 151
Brown, Johnlco 95
Brown, Kevin 59
Brown, Linda 86
Brov/n, Megan 83
Biov/n, Michael 169
Brown, Patrick 169
Brown, Rondi 63
Brawn, Sandra 169
Brawn, Sarah 86
Brawn, Shanna 52, 55, 60
Brawn, Travis 94
Biowning, Shannon 151
Carwile, Michelle 83
Casseily, Ajo 85
Biownsteod, Ryan
87
Bruce, Down 85
Brude, Aimee 142
Brudnicki, Amy 59
Bryan, Raymer. 181
Bryan, Steve 84
Bryant, Jennifer
71, 169
Bryant, Stacey lee 101
Buck, Koien 169
Buckles, Rosin 169
Bullock, Renee 88
Bunch, Jill 76
Burch, Jamie 96
Burchett, Scott 99
Buike, Mike 93
Buikett, Jason 87
Burkett, Linda 71
Buikholder, ason 52
Burnett, Kenneth 169
Burnett, Timothy 169
Burre, Beth 75
Burton, Robin 169
Burton, Tommy 56
Buschur, Kim 75
Bush, Ambeily 82
Bush, Patricio 76
Bush, Terri 56, 75
Bushman, Brian 93
Buskirk, Michelle 169
Butler, Crystal 91
Butler, Jim 98
Butler, Kobe 95
Butler, Michoel 59
Butterfield, James 60
Cahill, Tim 142
Cain, April 90
Caldwell, Allison 90
Caldwell, Brondy 63
Calhoun, Mike 149
Calhoun., Mike 149
Colitn, Donald L. 59
Callahan, Brent 59
Calvert, Beth 169
Calvert, Brennan 94
Calvert, Stephanie 95
Campbell, enita 52
Campbell, Eric 100, 169
Campbell, Jimmy 59
Campbell, Terry 60
Cannon, Jamie 91
Contrell, Angela D. 169
Cantrell, Cindi 83
Canty, Vashti 163
Copezzo, Alex 52
Capezzo, Alexis J. 169
Cople, Meredith 91
Carlton, Brian D 169
Cormichael, Melame 169
Carney, Stephen 132
Carpenter, Jared 149
Can, lotonyo 60
Corr.Uso 169
Carroll, Emily 90
Carroll, Lesli 85
Castle, Andrew 55
Castle, Deona 55, 91, 169
Castle, Whitney 80, 91
Caudill, Clyde 93
Caudill, John 97
Caudill, Stuart 75
Caudill, Stuart A. 169
Cecil, Aaron 149
Cecil, Angela 90
Certon, Tomicha 60
Chamberlain, Sara 90
Chapman, Cassie 85
Chasteen, Dano 90
Chedester, Richie 100
Cheek, Foiiah 81
Cheng, Alfie 60, 159, 169
Cherron, Leslie Duff 170
Cherry, Shari 81
Chessei, Shannon 1 69
Chetwood, Chris 84
Chi.Thetn 101
Chorosevic, Phil 64
Christopher, Dovid 97
Golek, Kevin 149
Cissell, Stephanie 86
Clark, Allison 56
Clark, Angie 81, 169
Clark, Brian 98, 143
Clark, Kim 85
Clark, Russ 84
Clark, Tina 169
Clary, Danielle 91
Clay, Whitney 83
Clement, Matt 97
Clements, Jeffeiy 75
demons, Chadwick 57
Clevinger, Gerri 91
Coots, Christina 169
Cochran, Canie 56, 71, 75
Coffey, Deanna 75
Coffey, Jagger 97
Coffey, Stephanie 85
Coffmon, Kasey 95
Cognac, Bienda 155
Coke, Michelle 83
Colbert, Biandi 52, 60
Coleman, Melissa 91, 169
Coleman, Michael E. 169
Coleman, Rose 60, 132
Collett, Beth 63, 64, 169
Collini, Brittani 56, 155
Collins, Elizabeth 169
Collins, Mica 86
Columbia, Dusty 72
Colwell, Crystal 64, 169
Colwell, Kevin 92
Combs, Melissa 91
Combs, Nikki 56, 145
Coning, Sandy 64
Conlee, Steve 97
Conn, Bfc 1. 169
Cook, Amy 82
Coombs, Sherry 63
Coopei, Amber 63
Coopei, Jessica 90
Coopei, Melanie 169
Coppa, Michoel A. 169
Cornelius, Chiistie 83
Cornell, Linda 169
cornett, Valerie 151
Corum, Chris 92
Corum, Christopher 169
Cory, Megan 71, 82, 169
Costello, Julie 82
Costello, Pot 64
Couch, Gieg 146
Covington, Leslie 95
Cox, Eric 101
Cox, Melisso 160
Crawford, Biian 52, 61, 62
Cress, Scott 87
Criss, Beth 82
Crockett, Jeonette 109
Crowdus, Kenny 132
Ciowe, Konetha 60
Ciuce, Kevin A. 98
Ciume, Jason 98
Crutcher, Christy 169
Cuirass, Jack 108
Cummings, Pete 56
Cummins, Koren 83
Cundiff, Rachel 60, 169
Cunningham, Bob 64
Cupp, Dorien 169
Cushs, Jillian 63
D
Dadisman, Bobby 94
Dodismon, Pat 94
Dohl, Mike 93
Doiley, Ann 90
Doiley, Kim 64
Dolce, Reggie 63
Daly, Constance
60, 63, 71, 75, 169
Daly, Dovid 63
Dan, Joe Reed 181
Daniel, Alicia 151
Daniel, Lisa 169
Daniel, Matthew B. 169
Daniels, Saro 90
Daugherry, Carlo 1 70
Dougherty, Hayword 109
Dougherty, Heather 91
Dougherty, Tonya 169
Davenport, David E. 170
Dovid, Maik Honeycutt 173
Davies, Jeff 170
Davis, Amy L. 95
Dovis, Donna 170
Davis, Jennifer 170
Davis, Katy 76, 160
Davis, Kris 59
Davis, Leon 96
Davis, Renee 170
Davis, Rita 108
Davis, Shetrie 170
Davis, Stephany 151
Davis, Tiffany 151
Davis, Todd 97
Dawson, John 97
Day, Kendra 56
De, James Rossett 170
Dean, Chorla 86
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luttinger, Rick 96
iyon, Kelly 85
•adler. Heather 64, 181
oilor. Christian 75
alee, James 181
amnions, Joseph 181
ams, Jamie 81
anders, John 94
anders, Tamara 63
anford, Teddy 94
argent, David 181
argent, Kimberly 181
ortazin, Kim 155
aylor, Christy 81
aylor, Ryan 152
cbnefer, John 92
chepman, Fran 90
cherr, Lindsay 85
chetler, Greg 98
chick, Alan 55
chlesser, James 92
chmidt, Jodi 95
chott, Ryon 97
chroer, Mary 181
:hubert, Jennifer 90
:hulee, Joyce 75
:huler, Joyce 181
:bulte,Vicki 52
:bwamberget, Saro 83
:hwartz, Melissa 71
Jiwartz, Melissa J. 181
:hwendeman, Joseph 10
:ott, Karen 155
:ott, Venesso 63
sars, Jerry 100
lekford, Bruce 96
ijlars, Jomey J 59
ins, Mark 52
swell, Marilyn 181
swell, Staci 83
rxton, Paul 181
ixton, Susan 75
lambfin, Aaron 75
lonks, Veronica 64,
lorp, Jason 152
loub, Diane 86
law, Jamie 83
ekleton, Kathy 90
83
181
Shelton, Lisa 181
Sbelton, Stesha 71
Shepherd, Jennifer 9J
Sheriff, Jodi 63
Shimonsky, Anelia 60
Shirley, Dan 51
Shiver, Jamie 95
Shoemaker, Kimberley 60
Shon, Jamison Honeycutt 173
Shoopman, Melody E. 181
Shope, Josh 94
Shordikie, Anne 75
Shrout, Kelly 57
Shrout, Kristen 83
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 97
Simmons, Rondo 60
Simmons, Sheila 151
Simmons, Wendy 75
Simons, Matt 149
Simpson, Heather 63
Sivori, Patrick 149
Six, Amanda 90
Sizemore, Knstie 63
Sizemore, Trisha 91
Skinner, Lon 90
Slotes, Kevin 181
Slattery, Josh 101
Sloan, Amonda 80
Slone, Alicia 81
Slone, Jennifer 91
Slone, Tommy 181
Small., Tracy 86
Smallwood, Roy 181
Smart, John 75
Smith, Amy C. 182
Smith, Brent 51, 76
Smith, Danny 181
Smith, Ellen 91, 159
Smith, Melissa C. 182
Smith, Nathan 56
Smith, Rebecca 52
Smith, Rhonda M. 182
Smith, Ryon 97
Smither, Lew 1 60
Snawder, Ryan 97
Snopek, Stacy 86
Snow, Janet 51, 182
Snowden, Kara 83
Snyder, Matthew 97
Softball Team 155
Solyers, Ben 93
Soper, Brandi M. 182
Soph, Mike 97
Soph, Steve 97
Southworth, Jason 101
Southworth, Smilie 85
Sowords, Josh 96
Sowders, Karen 59
Spalding, Clark 87
Spalding, Joey 96
Spear, Karla 182
Speller, Timothy J. 182
Spencer, Bret 98
Spencer, Freeman 87
Spencer, Kira, Beth Criss 82
Spencer, Shelly 82
Spurlock, Barry S. 182
Stocey, Raley. 181
Stachoulas, Stavros ?9
Stom., Jill 85
Standards, Farroh 81
Stanley, James 87
Stopleton, Clarence M. 182
Stapleton, Mike 72
Stork, Victoria 75
Steel, hris 52
Steele, Lisa M. 182
Stephens, Pat 160
Stephenson, Darrell Leslie 182
Stetter, Megan 85
Stevens, Brook 91
Stevens, Cory 101
Stevenson, Jeremy 98
Steward, Chris 52
Stewart, T. Wills 75
Stich, Sara 85
Stillwell, Adelia 85
Stivers, Amy 182
Stivers, Cathy 71, 182
Stockwell, Kim 86
Stokes, Bob Jr. 182
Stone, Dovid H. 182
Stonecipher, Rhonda 1 82
Storm, Brandon J. 97
Stormes, Bryan 182
Stoughton, Adorn 63
Stout, Greg 84
Strange, Tina L. 182
Strotman, John 75
Strotton, Anthony 182
Stratton, Suson 55
Stroyer, Seth 52
Street, James 108
Strobel, Josh 84
Strongill, Brad 87
Strunk, Angela 182
Studeboker, Todd 84
Stukes, Wonen 149
Stumpf, Rick 84
Sue, Kelly Evans 170
Sullivan, Ashley 94
Sullivan, Bill 96
Summers, Karen 75
Sutton, Chris 94
Sutton, Daniel 149
Swanson, Kelly 1 55
Swicegood, Scott 56, 182
Swisher, Tina 91
Swisher, Todd 92
Tabor, Liso 182
Tockett, Elaine 76
Tackett, Kristie 86
Tanner, Amy 75
Tarter, Gietta McGowon 1 82
latum, Erin 91
lavish, McDonald 1 77
Taylor, Brock 98
Toylor, Carrie 81
Taylor, Eunice J. 182
Taylor, Juonetto 60
Taylor, Lyndsey 81
Toylor, Melissa 82
Taylor, Michelle 60
Teo, Brad 100
Ted|a, Christionto 60, 64, 182
Tempel, Saro 75
Tennill, Dustin 135
Tennis Team 159
Terry, Stacy 91
Terry, Stacye 91
Terry, Teddi Lynne 182
Tessandor, Andy 99
Thomas, Becky Renee 182
Thomas, Brandi 182
Thomas, Ed 84
Thomos, Lorraine 182
Thomas, Morty 149
Thomas, Matthew 92
Thomas, Mike 101
Thomas, Tina 91, 159
Thompson, Angie 56, 86, 145
Thompson, Brian 101
Thompson, Jeremy 94
Thompson, Jeremy S. 182
Thome, Danny 51, 182
Thornton., Sue 76
Thorpe, April S. 182
Thurman, Kellee 64
Tichenor, Josh 96
Tierney, Jennifer 83
Tiller, Pot 182
Tillery, Chris 72, 182
Tillie, Monico J. 182
Timbrook, Trovis 182
Timmins, Chris 182
Timmins, Jamie 182
Tincher, Kim 182
Tirley, Wes 98
Todd, Eric Justice 1 74
Todd, Erica G. 182
Tonochio, Jennifer 90
Track and Cross Country Teams
163
Trass, Eric 93
Trauth, Joseph L. 59
Tremaine., Lori 1 60
Tucker, Brandon 1 60
Tucker, Jeff 98
Tungesvik, Olo 23
Turner, Angela 182
Turner, Ashley 93
Turner, Melissa 81
Turtle, Shelly 182
Turtle, Teresa 182
Tweordy, Brooke 91
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Underwood, Susan 95
V
Valencia, Ricardo 60
Valentine, Jeff 75
VanArsdale, Ben 63
Vance, Erin 155
Vondergift, Julia 90
Vandergrift, Julie 100
Vanderpool, Alyssa 64
Vanegrift, Julie 90
Vonmeter, Amanda 63
VonMetre, Liz 85
Vann, Lisa 182
Vann, Suzanne 85
Vanover, Joson 182
Vonzant, Heather 182
Varney, Jamie 55
Varney, Jonathan
Varney, Shone 87
Vetter, Jessica 95
Vicini, James M. 182
Virgillio, Lynn 182
Vogel, Jennifer 185
Vowels, Doug 98
82
w
Waddell, Beth 185
Wagers, Misty 86
Wagoner, Michelle 131
Woiganjo, Gitohi 75
Walker, Angela R. 185
Walker, Jen 109
Walker, Stephanie 185
Wallace, Brittany 56, 145
Wallace, C.J. 98
185
Wallace, Kelly 83
Wallace, Sarah 83
Wallace, Stephanie
Wallen, Jody 82
Waller, Shanno 90
Walls, Shelley 90
Walters, Kacie 90
Walters, Whitney 95
Waltons, Kyle 92
Woranoski, Mark 84
Word, Amy 82
Word, Brent T. 92
Ward, Charles 63
Ward, Maft 87
Warder, Joy 82
Worgel, Emily Rose 185
Worthmon, Zoey 63
Wosenberger, Bethony 82
Wash, Tim 87
Woshburn, Raymond
52, 60, 70
Washington, Bobby 146
Watson, Christy 75
Watson, Jeremy 185
Watts, Jackie 185
Wayne, Jeff 71
Webb, Jim 99
Webb, Sobrino 90
Weber, Rebecca 63
Webster, Allison 95
Weer, Jeffrey 92
Wefer, Kim 85
Weis.Lori 81
Weiss, Jennifer L 64
Welch, Andrew 94
Welch, Kris 97
Wellman, Jeff 152
Wells, Joe 96
Wells, Josh 138
Wells, Tracy 81
Wentzel, Patrick 185
Wesley, Ginger 185
West, David 75
West, Stephanie 63,
Wethington, Joe 98
Whalen, Kenny 93,
Wheeler, Jomes W. II 87
Wheeler, Stocey 95
White, Brad 185
White, Joson 94
White, Kami J. 185
White, Sarobeth 86
White, Softly 97
Whitford, Jeff 96
Whitsan, Mike 160
Whitson, Sorah 75
75
185
Wietholter, Koren 91
Wilbur, 8. Nathan 185
Wilbur, Nate 52
Wilder, Aaron 97
Wilder, Douglos 185
Wilder, Jennifer L 185
Wilhoit, Todd 92
Wilkerson, Charles 185
Wilkerson, Mork 60
Willenbnnk, Eric 160, 161
Williams, Esauna 60
Williams, Jennifer 90, 185
Williams, LiAnna 52
Williams, Michelle R. 83
Williams, Ryan 101
Williams, Philip 94
Williamson, Andreo 72
Willims, Ryon 101
Willner, Shannon 59
iy, Christie 95
)y, Joey 99
Willoughby, lonyo 185
Wilson, Betty 60
Wilson, Douglos A. 185
Wilson, Gina 90
Wilson, Jeff 84
Wilson, Kelly 95
Wilson, Macy 63
Wilson, Renee 56, 71, 185
Wilson, Tanyo 185
Winbum, Jennifer 85
Winburn, Lewis D. 185
Winchester, Jodi 95
Windau, Stefame 71, 185
Wingate, Heather 81
Wimngs, Britney 86
Winstel, Tracy 95
Wisenbaker, Vance 108
Wolfe, Ashley 61
Wolfe, Ron 54
Wolford, Kendro 185
Wood, Mike 84
Wood, Nicole 155
Woodlee, Suzzonne L. 185
Woodruff, Stephanie 81
Woods, Lisa 83
Woodward, Adorn 160
Woodward, Kellye 82
Woodward, Melonie 91
Wooldridge, Chris 92
Wooten, Jenny 90
Wooton, Jennifer 90
Workman, Roger 96
Worthington, Jane 1 55
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Wrenn, Sarrah 81
Wright, Erin 91
Wright, Gretchen 75
Wright, John 147
Wright, Neil 58
Y
Yoncy, Nicole 60, 70
Yoncy, Nicole A. 52
Yates, Todd 93
Young, Brooke 95
Young III, Thomas 98
Young, Jennifer 75, 79
Young, Rachel 55, 60
Young, Samantho 151
Young, Shone 185
Young, Stephen 185
Young, Steve 52
Young, Toby 94
Yount, Fonoh 81
Zoboronok, Scott 94
Zachory, Kevin 64
Zaehringer, Doniel 92
Zdarsky, Heather 90
Zechella, Jason 101
Zehr, Lloyd 71
Ziesmer, Amanda 185
Ziesmer, Mandy 64, 72
Zipp, David A. 185
Zombek, Melonie 90
Zurkuhlen, Kelley 95
The 1996 Summer
Olympics provided
some of the year's
most memorable
images: Michael
Johnson (above)
scored an
unprecedented
double victory in the
200- and 400-meter
races; a deadly
explosion (near right)
rocked the Centennial
Olympic park, killing
two and injuring over
100; and Kerri Strug
(far right) overcame a
bad ankle to help the
U.S. women's
gymnastics team
capture a gold. She
had to be carried to
the medal stand by
her coach, Bela
Karolyi.
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Around our World in Pictures
EKU students in 1 996-97 will remember the
year not only for what transpired on campus,
but also around the world.
Chances are you danced at least once to the
falls top-selling single, "Macarena."Two of the
top-selling albums in late 1 996 were Pearl Jam's
"No Code" and Alanis Morisette's "Jagged Little
Pill."
The top-selling fiction book was Stephen
King's "The Green Mile;" the top-selling non-
fiction book was "Reviving Ophelia" by Mary
Pipher.
Chances are good you watched "Executive
Decision," starring Kurt Russell and Steven
Seagal, on your VCR. It was the leading movie
rental in September 1996. The top movie at
the box office at that time was "First Wives
Club."
But what you remember the most are the
images. And they are indeed memorable, rang-
ing from sports to government, from disasters
to entertainers. Here are some photographic
milestones, courtesy of RM Photo Service.
President Bill Clinton
began his second
term in January
1997.
TWA Flight 800
exploded in midair
off the coast of Long
Island, N.Y., killing
all 230 aboard.
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Some of the year's top entertainers, clockwise from top left: The
Fugees, The Dave Matthews Band, Shania Twain and, finally, the step
to the dance craze that swept the world, the Macarena.
Shannon Lucid (second from left)
set the women's record for
consecutive days in space — 188.
I 92 Ctoamty
The New York Yankees
reclaimed baseball
supremacy, beating the
Atlanta Braves in a six-
game World Series.
e Middle East remained unstable as fighting
ntinued sporadically between Israelis and
lestinians.
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ail to thee our Alma Mater,
Faithful guide of youth,
Holding high amid the darkness
Duty, light, and truth;
Still above, the skies attend thee,
Still thy stately columns stand,
Still thy sons and daughters love thee
Sing thy praises o'er the land.
All the earth's resplendent beauty
Nature gathered here,
Rolling lawns and trees and grasses
On thy hillsides fair;
Happy days within thy shadow,
Friends and comrades we have won.
Fill our hearts with exaltation
For thy work so nobly done.
When beloved Alma Mater
Memory recalls
Other days of youth and laughter
In thy gracious halls;
When thy sons and daughters scattered
Turn again to thee,
Still thy lamp is brightly lighting
Us afar, that we may see.
Eastern Alma Mater
Music by Jane Campbell
Words by Nancy Evans
Another class
over, another
year finished;
time to go
home!
(Tim Webb
photo)
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Daniel Boone
maintains his
vigilant watch
over the EKU
campus.
(Tim Webb
photo)
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